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Abstract

This work demonstrates a new device for the continuous controlled production

of double emulsions for the manufacturing of inertial confinement fusion targets.

This device can be integrated into a microfluidic approach to produce targets

which should increase the yield and quality of the targets and at a lower cost.

The device is a double T-Junction, which has been scaled, optimized and built to

produce oil-in-water-in-oil double emulsions from diameters of roughly 4 mm or

less. A T-Junction is an intersection of two channels at a right angle where fluid

emerges and is broken off to form droplets. A systematic study presented here has

shown that a single T-Junction has four modes of operation: squeezing, dripping,

transition and streaming. The droplet size may be controlled by controlling the

fluid flow rate through the channels; the droplet increases with increasing dis-

persed flow and decreasing continuous flow. The device was utilized to produce

hundreds of ∼ 2.5 mm diameter resorcinol formaldehyde double emulsions with

better than 2 percent reproducibility in diameter. The device was used to produce

2.0 mm shells with an average wall thickness of 510 microns.
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formation of droplet in a T-Junction. The continuous capillary

number, 0.03, indicates that the droplet formation occurs in the

pressure squeezing mode. To correlate these pressure changes with

droplet behavior, images of the junction functioning are shown

above the graph. A. is the pressure upstream of the junction, which

increases as the dispersed fluid blocks the channel. B. is the pres-

sure in the dispersed channel, which is anti-phase with the pressure

upstream from the junction. C. is the pressure downstream of the

junction, which decreases as the continuous channel is blocked off.

[14] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

2.5 Pressure fluctuation inside the single T-Junction is shown as a func-

tion of the continuous capillary number. These values are the abso-

lute pressure changes, averaged over ∼ 100 measurements. The top

line is the upstream pressure change in the continuous fluid. The

bottom line is the pressure change in the dispersed fluid channel. [14] 53

2.6 This graph is taken from simulation [15] work and demonstrates

the effect of the capillary number and the flow rate ratio on the

droplet size. It can be observed that there is a continuous capillary

number, (∼ 0.015) below which the flow rate significantly effects

droplet size and above which, the flow rate has less of an effect on

droplet volume. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54

2.7 This graph shows results from simulation work [15] which varies

the viscosity and the capillary number, while keeping the flow rate

ratio constant. There is a continuous capillary number(∼ 0.015),

above which the viscosity significantly effects droplet size and below

which viscosity has less of an effect on droplet volume. . . . . . . 55
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2.8 This photo and graphic illustrate the pressure squeezing mecha-

nism. The dispersed fluid emerges and occupies a large part of the

continuous fluid. This is pictured on top and illustrated below.

This is the most preferred mode of operation because the flow rate

controls droplet size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56

2.9 This photo and graphic illustrates the transition mode of operation[16,

17, 18, 19, 20]. This mode it characterized by the dispersed fluid

retracting up the channel and the dispersed fluid not filling the

entire continuous channel. This mechanism consists of a lagging,

filling and necking stage [16, 21]. The lagging step is happens from

stages A to B. During this time, the dispersed fluid is refilling the

side channel and it causes a lag in droplet production. Next, the

dispersed fluid emerges filling part of the continuous channel. This

is known as the filling stage and is shown in (C). The dispersed

fluid is sheared to one side. It stretches out and surface tension

causes a Laplace pressure to form which causes the droplet to neck

and break. This is known as the necking phase (not shown). . . . 57

2.10 This photo and graphic illustrate the dripping regime. In this mode

of operation the dispersed fluid is rapidly pushed to the side and

breaks off. The droplets in this flow regime are characteristically

smaller than in the pressure squeezing regime. . . . . . . . . . . . 58

2.11 This photo and graphic illustrate the streaming regime. The con-

tinuous fluid is so high that it drags the dispersed fluid along with

it. This dragging forms a stream and offers virtually no control

over droplet size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

3.1 This shows an example of a microfluidic device with needles in-

cluded for the interfacing of fluids with the device [22]. . . . . . . 81
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3.2 Shown above is a design made to incorporate EDM into the man-

ufacturing of a single T-Junction [23]. The design used a silicon

wafer to form the channels and a wafer to form the bottom of the

channel. This was then going to be a affixed onto a second wafer

using an epoxy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81

3.3 Pictured above is a machined acrylic channel, under a microscope.

The average feature size is 9 microns, with the largest feature size

being 22 microns in size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82

3.4 This was the first all plastic T-Junction used in this study. This

junction had a 508 by 508 micron side channel and a 1016 by 1016

micron main channel. The channel ratio was 0.5 and the device

produced droplets with diameters ranging from 1,772 to 170 mi-

crons. There are three feeder tubes, each pointed perpendicular to

the viewer and connected to Swagelok fittings. . . . . . . . . . . . 82

3.5 This is the aluminum and glass T-Junction. The base is composed

of aluminum and the top is composed of glass. Feeder tubes were

attached to Swagelok fittings to flow fluids into the device. The

junction was machined aluminum with a side channel 1,380 by 1,380

microns in size and a main channel 5,200 by 5,200 microns in size. 83

3.6 This is a photo of the aluminum and glass T-Junction in operation.

The device behaved hydrophilically, forming water droplets in min-

eral oil. In this picture the device is forming long ( 8, 000µM) slugs

in a near streaming or jetting mode. This image also shows necking

behavior in the center of the continuous channel. . . . . . . . . . . 84
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3.7 This the design for the hydrophilic glass T-Junction. A. This shows

the base, with channels machined into it and the top plate used to

seal it. B This shows the machined surface with the outlines of the

channels shown. C This shows the base in profile with the metal

inserts displayed in black. The inserts are used because threads

could not be machined in BK-7 glass. D pictured is the actual

device with metal inserts and Swagelok fittings attached. . . . . . 85

3.8 This is an up close picture of the all glass T-Junction in the second

double T-Junction. The purple fluid is dyed water. Normally, glass

is hydrophilic, hence, the purple fluid should fill the entire channel.

Unfortunately, the glass has lost its wetting characteristics, due to

the glass-glass epoxy seeping onto the channel walls. Therefore, the

oil is preferentially wetting the channel walls. This causes the glass

junction to behave Hydrophobically. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

3.9 This was the design for the first double T-Junction. The junction

is composed of four parts. These parts included a machined plastic

block and glass block, each 3 by 3 by 2 inches in size. Each part was

mated with a top plate of similar material. The plastic parts were

melted together, the glass parts were bonded using UV cure epoxy

[24]. The glass and plastic halves were then aligned and epoxied

together [25]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

3.10 This is a picture of the first double T-Junction. It was a glass into

plastic junction. The glass was sealed using glass-glass UV cure

epoxy. There were several problems with this machine. A flare

was needed between the first and second junctions to limit droplet

breakage. The device leaked through the top plate because this was

insufficiently thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
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3.11 This is an illustration of the second double T-Junction. This was a

plastic into glass junction. It was created with several changes over

the previous design. These included a flare between the first and

second junction, thicker top plates to eliminate leaks at the material

interface and it attempted to do water oil water emulsions. The

device attempted to use density matched fluids, with surfactants to

stabilize the emulsions. It attempted to use solvents to eliminate

the glue from seeping into the glass channel. . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

3.12 This is a picture of the second double T-Junction. This junction

was designed to form water-in-oil-in-water double emulsions. The

second glass T-junction failed because the epoxy used to fabricate

the junction seeped into the channel and destroyed the junction’s

wetting characteristics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

3.13 This is the design for the third double T-Junction. This device was

custom sized to create specific oil in water in oil double emulsions.

The glass was bonded using hydroxide catalyzed bonding. The

device has a flare between the first and second T-junctions. . . . . 91

3.14 This is a picture of the third double T-Junction in operation. The

device is forming mineral oil droplets at the first junction and wa-

ter droplets at the second junction. The device was a glass into

plastic double junction, where the glass was sealed using hydroxide

catalyzed bonding. This device made RF shells with dimensions

of 1.6 to 2.4 mm outer diameter, with an average wall thickness of

250 µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
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3.15 Depicted above is an alternative design for the plastic half of the

double T-Junction. This design is different in that it machines the

channel from the side, as opposed to the top. The sealing is done

vertically, as opposed to horizontal. The advantage of this is that

the second T can be moved closer to the glass-plastic interface.

Machining leaves marks which must be removed. This can be done

using dichloromethane vapors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93

3.16 This is a picture of a T-Junction milled into BK-7 and polished BK-

7 top plate. This is a picture of the part before hydroxide catalyzed

bonding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

3.17 This is a picture of the equipment used in the glass-glass bonding

process. The hotplate (A) heated the part for bonding. (B) Is a

dish of desiccant on which the part sat. The glass base and top

(C) sat on top of this. Thermal insulation (D) in the form of fiber

glass sheets was placed on top of this. Two weights (E) were place

over this and a dish of desiccant (F) was placed over that. The goal

of this setup is to create a very dry environment for the bonding

process to occur in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

3.18 This picture shows the general setup for experiments. The device

(E) shown here is operating vertically. Included here are both sy-

ringe pumps, the double (A) and the single (B) pump. Also seen

here is the lighting (D) and the camera (C) setup. . . . . . . . . . 96

3.19 This is a picture of the emulsions being collected during the second

run. The collection flask placed up against the double T-Junction

in operation. The double emulsions can be seen inside the flask,

in orange. A short, 2 inch, tygon tube is connected to the double

T-Junction and feeds the shells into the collection tube. . . . . . . 97
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3.20 This image shows an example of the RF solution being uniformly

heated and rotated in a hot water bath. The double emulsions

generated in batch two were subjected to this process. . . . . . . . 98

3.21 This picture shows how a typical distance measurement is per-

formed. An image of blurry droplets, emerging from a side channel

is taken. Using software, the distance from the leading edge of the

blur to the leading edge of the next blur is measured. From this

distance and the flow velocity a time to dispense is calculated and

from this the droplet diameter is found. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98

3.22 This picture shows how a diameter measurement can be performed.

First, a still of a droplet is taken as it emerges from a dispersed

channel. Next, image processing software is used to ascribe circles

on top of these droplets and some reference distance. Lastly, the

droplet diameter is calculated from this information. . . . . . . . 99
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4.1 This series (A, B, C) of images shows the transition regime of

droplet formation in a glass T-junction at the first flow condition

(capillary number: 0.0001, velocity ratio: 1 : 2) in experiment I.

This sequence of images shows three stages of the transition regime:

a lag (A), filling (B) and necking stage(C) [16]. A distinction of

this regime is that the interface between the dispersed and con-

tinuous fluids retracts backwards into the dispersed channel after

the droplet is formed. The lag stage (A) is when the dispersed

fluid refills the volume in the dispersed channel lost by this retrac-

tion, shown in (i). The filling stage is demonstrated in (B) by the

dispersed fluid entering the continuous channel while being simulta-

neously sheared. This stage finishes in (ii) when the dispersed fluid

has occupied nearly all the continuous channel and is sheared down-

stream. The necking stage is demonstrated in (C) when the radius

of the dispersed fluid in the continuous channel shrinks. When the

neck has collapsed below a critical diameter, the rate of collapse

increases exponentially and the droplet breaks off [21]. . . . . . . 119
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4.2 This series of images (A,B,C,D) shows the dripping [26, 27, 28, 2,

29] mechanism for droplet formation in a glass T-junction. These

images were taken from the fourth test condition in experiment

I (capillary number: 0.0017, velocity ratio: 1 : 2). The relatively

high shearing force in the continuous channel limits the distance (S)

that the dispersed fluid can penetrate into the continuous channel;

this distance being small is one of the distinctions of the dripping

regime [29]. Image (A) shows the dispersed fluid after a droplet

has broken off. The droplet has been separated because the high

continuous fluid shearing force is greater than the surface tension

force [16]. Following this (B) a droplet is formed at the end of

the dispersed stream. This behavior arises because the system is

minimizing the energy associated with the liquid-liquid interface.

(C) This forming droplet is being sheared downstream. (D) Once

the droplet breaks off, the dispersed fluid begins to form a new

droplet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120

4.3 These images were taken from flow condition 6 (capillary number:

0.0033, velocity ratio: 1 : 2). This was the highest capillary num-

ber tested in experiment I. The junction initially behaved in the

dripping regime, shown in the (A) sequence of images. The dis-

persed fluid was sheared by the continuous fluid and occupied a

small portion of the continuous channel alongside the channel wall.

Over time, the shearing force overcame the hydrophilic channel sur-

face energy and the mineral oil contacted the channel wall. This

sequence of images (B), shows the dispersed fluid dragged into a

co-flowing stream with the continuous fluid. . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
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4.4 Plotted here are the results from twelve flow conditions tested in

experiment I. The *data is from the 1:2 flow ratio conditions and

the 0data set is from the 1:8 flow ratio conditions. These results

have been expressed as dimensionless volumes; this is the droplet

volume divided by the average continuous channel height and width

cubed. These dimensionless volumes are plotted against the junc-

tion capillary number. The results can be grouped into two sets

corresponding to conditions lower than and greater than the 0.002

capillary numbers. In the lower set there is a great difference in

volumes between the 1:2 and 1:8 flow conditions. There is no dif-

ference in the upper set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122

4.5 This series of images is the characteristic behavior of the dispersed

fluid in the all glass T-junction. In these experiments, the contin-

uous fluid is water, the dispersed fluid is mineral oil. Image A is

of the pressure squeezing regime, which was observed at low cap-

illary numbers outside experiment I conditions. Image B is of the

transition regime, which was observed at capillary numbers below

0.001. Image C is the dripping regime which was observed between

the capillary numbers 0.001 and 0.002. The change from transi-

tion to dripping was determined by qualitative observation of the

fluid behavior. Image D is of the streaming regime, observed when

the capillary number was over 0.002. The change from the transi-

tion to streaming regimes is characterized by a sharp drop in the

dimensionless volume. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123

4.6 This sequence image demonstrates pressure squeezing behavior in

the all glass T-Junction used in experiment I. . . . . . . . . . . . 123
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4.7 These images are taken from flow conditions 9, 4 and 1 in experi-

ment II, where the dispersed fluid flow rate is a constant 0.3mL/Hr.

(All images) All conditions demonstrate that the separation point

for forming the droplet occurs several hundred microns downstream

of the T-junction. The images display a neck forming as the dis-

persed fluid extrudes into the continuous channel. This neck breaks

forming a droplet as the Laplace pressure generated by the liquid-

liquid interfacial tension squeezes the dispersed fluid. This behav-

ior is characteristic of the dripping mechanism. As the continuous

flow rate increases the dispersed fluid occupies less of the contin-

uous channel: at the lowest flow (Condition 9) of 75mL/Hr one

half the channel is occupied by the dispersed fluid, as the flow rate

increases (Condition 4) to 150mL/Hr the dispersed fluid is limited

to one third of the continuous channel. When the continuous fluid

reaches a maximum (Condition 1) of 400mL/Hr the dispersed fluid

is restricted to one fourth of the continuous channel. . . . . . . . . 124

4.8 Plot of the droplet diameters produced in experiment II. Water

droplets were formed inside an all plastic T-junction using sunflower

oil as the continuous fluid. The blue line (*) corresponds to the

largest oil flow rate (400mL/Hr), which generated the smallest

droplets. The red line (0) is the middle oil flow rate (150mL/Hr)

and generated larger droplets. The top green line (Ö) is the slowest

oil flow rate (75 mL/Hr) and yielded the largest droplets. . . . . . 125
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4.9 This plot compares the results from experiment II and experiment

I in dimensionless space. The dimensionless droplet volume is plot-

ted against the continuous channel capillary number, error bars are

included in the plot. Experiment I (Ö) results appears as bifur-

cated data around ∼ 0.002. The decrease shown indicates a switch

from the dripping to the streaming regime. Experiment II (0) data

appears as a cluster of dimensionless volumes below ∼ 0.003, sig-

nificantly smaller than experiment I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126

4.10 This picture shows an image from the video collected for experiment

III. The camera is filming the middle size channel - filled with dark

dyed water - as the fluid crosses from the glass to plastic device.

The first junction produced mineral oil droplets, shown here, which

are recorded on video before breaking inside the plastic half. The

time for the inner droplet to fully appear was used as a measure of

small droplet formation time. The behavior of the large junction

forming water droplets in mineral oil is directly observed. . . . . . 127
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4.11 This collection of images shows the three disruptions to regular droplet

production in experiment III. The first is (droplet breakage) which oc-

curs when the oil droplets formed at the smaller, first junction break in

the middle channel forming a clog. This is shown in the droplet breakage

set of images (A, B, C) which show the oil filling the middle channel and

pinching off the water stream. This temporarily disrupts large channel

production as the oil clog is pushed out of the middle channel. Twenty

points (∼ 3 percent of data) had to be removed from the large junction

data set due to this behavior. The second behavior (color) is when the

separation point moves downstream in the continuous channel and was

observed in the pre sonic test. This creates a stream of dispersed fluid

inside the continuous channel, which grows over time and reduces the

diameter of the large droplet. This is non-existent (D) early (50 sec-

onds) in the test, but can grow (E) late (670 seconds) in the test into a

long (∼ 4, 500µm) coflowing stream. The last behavior (coalescence) oc-

curred when the small droplets combined before they could be recorded

on video. This disrupted the measurement of a set of small droplet di-

ameters and occurred eight times (∼ 4 percent of data) in experiment

III. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
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4.12 This series of images plots the volume (µL) of the small droplet across different tests in experiment III.

∼ 4 percent of the total data has been removed due to droplets combining before being video recorded,

indicated by dmark. At zero seconds, the pumps and recorder were started and there was a delay before the

first volume was recorded. This is because it took time for flow to commence and for the needed number of

droplets to form and drift on camera. Tests were limited by the largest channel fluid and ran a minimum

of ∼ 12 minutes and a maximum of ∼ 15 minutes. The error range due to uncertainty in measurement is

indicated by dashed lines. All volumes were determined by the period method, with sample sizes indicated

in table 4.3. The results included here are from the (A) Control, (B) Post Sonic, (C) 1 Day, (D) 2 Days,

and (E) 26 Days after sonication runs. The (E) data set may appear more consistent due to a higher (10)

droplet sampling rate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129

4.13 Shown here is a control chart [30] of the performance for the small

T-junction during experiment III. The droplet volume (µL) is plot-

ted with dashed lines indicating three means of the range (±0.33µL)

above and below the average volume. The volume produced is out-

side these bounds only 5 times (2 percent of data) across the (A)

Pre Sonic (B) Post Sonic (C) Next Day (D) Two Day and (E) 26

day tests. The data is plotted together (F) and the volume pro-

duced falls out of the bounds 8 times or 4 percent of the data. . . 130

4.14 This series of images plots the volume (µL) of the large droplet

across different tests in experiment III. ∼ 3 percent of the total

data has been removed due to clogs blocking the functioning of the

large T-junction. These are indicated by dmark. Tests were limited

by the largest channel fluid and ran a minimum of ∼ 12 minutes

and a maximum of ∼ 15 minutes. The results plotted are from the

(A) Control data (B) Post Sonic (C) 1 Day (D) 2 Days and (E) 26

Days tests. The sample size for each test is indicated in table 4.3. 131
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4.15 This plot compares the results of the large T-junction across differ-

ent runs in experiment III. Plotted here is the raw volumes (dashed

line) and the moving five point average (thick line) and instances of

fluctuations have been removed (+). The pre sonic test (A) demon-

strated the greatest fluctuation (∼ 1.5µL) in droplet volume. The

post sonic (B) and next day (C) tests were very similar. The runs

had average volumes of 6.62µL and 6.53µL respectively and pro-

duced statistically the same droplet in 51 percent of the data set.

(D) The following day, the average volume fell ∼ 0.70µL. After a

period of 26 days (E) the average volume fell another ∼ 0.70µL

to an average volume (∼ 5.15µL) close to that of the pre sonic

(∼ 4.99µL) test. Runs (A, B, E) demonstrate a wavy fluctuation

in droplet volume of ∼ 0.33µL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132

4.16 Plotted here is the control chart for the droplet volumes produced

by the large T-junction during experiment III. The bounds (dashed

line) are three times the mean range of the data, and the volumes

(dark line) are plotted over these. The control run (A) drifts signif-

icantly outside the bounds (46 percent of the data). The post sonic

run (B) is more consistent with only 14 percent of the data outside

the bounds. A day after sonication (C) the droplet volume drifts

outside the bounds 12 percent of the measurements. Two days after

sonication (D), performance is more consistent with only 2 percent

of the data falling outside the bounds. Twenty six days after soni-

cation (E) performance is outside the bounds for seven percent of

the data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
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5.1 This is a series of images that describe the second T-junction be-

havior during shell production. At the beginning (start) of the run

the large T-junction was forming droplets in the squeezing mode.

This is demonstrated by the T-junction forming the droplet mainly

inside the continuous channel (A, B, C) and blocking most of con-

tinuous channel when the droplet is formed. When the droplet sep-

arates from the junction (D), the dispersed fluid is not retracted

up the dispersed channel as in the transition regime. The dispersed

RF then begins to fill up the continuous channel (E), containing a

mineral oil droplet inside it. This behavior changed to a co-flowing

stream (End) at the end of the run. This was due to the separa-

tion point moving downstream of the junction. This behavior (F,

J) consisted of the dispersed fluid permanently attached ∼ 4mm

downstream in the plastic continuous channel. The droplet forms

by filling up the continuous channel (G, H) while clinging to the

channel wall. The dispersed fluid is squeezed off (I) by the pressure

in the continuous channel, necks and breaks off a droplet. . . . . . 167

5.2 This set of graphs plots the performance of the large T-junction

over the 9 minutes 38 seconds that it was operating properly. In-

stances of fluctuations (+) have been removed. The first plot (A) is

the volumes of the large droplet with measurement errors indicated

by error bars above and below the measured value. The average

large droplet volume is 8.68µL with a standard deviation of 0.26µL.

In (B) an eight value average (dark line) droplet volume is calcu-

lated. spike of ∼ 75µm in the droplet diameter can be observed

300 seconds into the run. The large droplet diameter is plotted (C)

with a eight value average over it. The average diameter for the

large (A) droplet is 2, 551µm with a standard deviation of 23µm. . 168
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5.3 This is a set of plots for small volumes produced by the small T-

junction. These diameters were measured using the period method,

but results from the diameter method are plotted as black bars. In-

stances of jostling (+) have been removed. The error is indicated by

error lines above and below the volumes. When the small channel

flow rate is: (A) 3mL/Hr (condition I) it results an inner diameter

of 999µm with an average error bar of ±12µm. When the small

channel flow rate is: (B) 4mL/Hr (condition II) it results an inner

diameter of 1, 023µm with an average error bar of ±13µm. When

the small channel flow rate is: (C) 5mL/Hr (condition III) it results

an inner diameter of 1, 087µm with an average error bar of ±12µm.

When the small channel flow rate is: (D) 5mL/Hr (condition IV)

it results an inner diameter of 1, 077µm with an average error bar of

±11µm. When the small channel flow rate is: (E) 6mL/Hr (con-

dition V) it results an inner diameter of 1, 046µm with an average

error bar of ±11µm. These errors show that changing the smallest

channel flow rate results in statistically different inner droplets. . 169
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5.4 This is the droplet diameter produced by the small T-junction plot-

ted over time. The instances of device jostling (+) have been re-

moved and a eight value average (the dark line) are graphed over

the raw diameter (the thin line). In all plots, the three standard

deviation line (dotted line) is indicated above and below the av-

erage. Three of the runs (A, B, C) show drifts in their processes.

The average diameter for condition I (A) is 999µm with a standard

deviation of 38µm. In plot it can be observed that the droplet

diameter falls 100µm over 60 seconds of operation. The average

diameter for condition II (B) is 1, 023µm with a standard deviation

of 23µm. The average diameter for condition III (C) is 1, 087µm

with a standard deviation of 23µm. The average diameter for con-

dition IV (D) is 1, 088µm with a standard deviation of 27µm. The

average diameter for condition V (E) is 1, 046µm with a standard

deviation of 19µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170

5.5 This plot shows the period of the small and the large junction

during the production of shells. Time during which the large T-

junction was functioning is plotted here. The Y axis is the period

of production (seconds per droplet) and the x axis is the time (sec-

onds). The instances of device jostling (+) have been removed and

an average value (the dark line) has been graphed over the raw pe-

riod (the thin line). The beginning of each flow condition is marked

by letters on the graph: flow Condition I (A), flow Condition II (B)

and flow Condition III (C). Also included is the period of the large

T-junction (D). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
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5.6 This is a photo of the setup used to measure the inner and outer

diameter of the shells immersed in isopropyl alcohol. The shells

were placed inside a petri dish, (C) on a movable stage (D) and

lit with a light (B). This setup was under a (A) camera [31] that

was used for filming the shell diameter. The petri dish was moved

systematically around underneath the camera to ensure that all the
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1 Introduction: using

T-Junctions to produce

inertial confinement fusion

targets

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate a new method for the mass production

of double emulsions for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) targets. To make ICF a

viable source of energy, targets will need to be mass produced in a cost-effective

manner [33]. Currently, mass production is done in a batch system, which presents

a challenge for both standardization and commercial viability [10]. This research

is part of a broader effort to replace the batch process with a continuous produc-

tion system that should improve target quality and yield and lower the cost of

targets [34]. At this time, target manufacturing involves the formation of shells

from a double emulsion precursor using a triple nozzle generator (a double emul-

sion is two concentric droplets of immiscible fluid, one inside the other) [9, 35].

This work aims to replace the current triple nozzle generator with a device more

suitable for continuous production known as a double T-Junction [36].
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The double T-Junction is a microfluidic device that for the first time has

been optimized to produce millimeter sized foam shells. This work will describe

the mechanism for forming these droplets, which are the precursors for the foam

shell. Scaling the droplet to this size required the physical factors that affect de-

vice behavior be changed from previous work [26, 16]. To meet the larger size, the

method of device manufacturing was also different than ones common in microflu-

idics. The devices used were also more durable than ones common in literature.

The method for controlling the larger size has been demonstrated experimentally

and explained in terms of the underlying fluid physics, and the device behavior

was similar to behavior observed at the smaller size [18].

Resorcinol formaldehyde shells have been produced to be of relevance to ICF

and fusion energy [35, 37]. Specifically, shells had dimensions of 1.6 to 2.4 mm

outer diameter, with an average wall thickness of 250 µm.

The T-Junction

A T-Junction is formed when one channel intersects a second channel in a sub-

strate at a 90 ◦ angle, shown in figure 1.1. The T-Junction was first reported in

literature by Thorsen, et al in 2001 [28]. Two fluids are selected based on their

immiscibility and one fluid is flowed into each channel and droplets are formed

at the intersection. The first channel contains the fluid, referred to as the con-

tinuous fluid, in which the droplets are formed. This is referred in this work as

the continuous channel. The second channel contains the fluid, referred to as the

dispersed fluid, which forms the droplets. This is referred to in this work as the

dispersed channel. At the intersection, the dispersed fluid flows into the contin-
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uous fluid and the stream is broken to form droplets. The exact mechanism for

droplet formation will change under different flow conditions. The mechanism for

the flow conditions typically used is in figure 1.2. The single droplet formed is

referred to as a single emulsion.

Earlier work with T-Junctions demonstrated that, at the smaller size (<mil-

limeter) single T-Junctions in parallel could mass produce droplets that were

highly reproducible. As an example, 256 junctions were used to mass produce

droplets with a 96 µm diameter and a coefficient of variation of 1.3 percent [38].

Most of the literature has involved developing such small (<2 µm) devices.

The Double T-Junction

A T-Junction can be nested in series with a second T-Junction to build a double

T-Junction. This is shown in figure 1.3. This device was first reported in 2004

and the device constructed is shown in figure 1.4[36]. In these devices, the con-

tinuous fluid from the first T-Junction becomes the dispersed fluid in the second

T-Junction. The emulsion formed at the first T-Junction travels to the second T-

Junction. The continuous fluid from the first junction with the emulsion included

is dispersed at the second junction. This forms a droplet inside a droplet, referred

to as a double emulsion. The droplet formed at the first T-Junction will be re-

ferred to as the inner droplet and the droplet formed at the second T-Junction

will be referred to as the outer droplet. Since the double T-Junction separates

the droplet formation into two steps, there can be some optimization of each step

independently. This is an important distinction from a triple nozzle that forms

the double emulsion in one step [35].
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These devices depend strongly on the wetting characteristics of the constituent

material [36]. When the two fluids meet at the junction whatever fluid preferen-

tially wets the channel wall must be the continuous fluid. This choice reduces

chance the dispersed fluid will enter the continuous channel. If the fluids are

switched, the droplets are pinched off in the middle of the larger channel [4]. This

swap is pictured in figure 1.5.

In addition to the wetting characteristic constraint, the fluids must be immis-

cible for the T-Junction to function. These sets of constraints imply that both

hydrophobic and hydrophilic wetting characteristic are needed. Aqueous solutions

preferentially wet hydrophilic surfaces while oil-based solutions preferentially wet

hydrophobic surfaces [39]. The first T-Junction needs to have one wetting charac-

teristic while the second T-Junction should have a different wetting characteristic.

This means that the double T-Junction can be designed to produce oil-in-water-

in-oil or water-in-oil-in-water double emulsions, depending on the choice of fluids

and materials[3]. This allows these devices to be used to make foam shells using

both oil-based and aqueous-based shell-wall chemistries.

There are several options for changing the wetting characteristics. If the device

is to be made from a single material, these methods include: applying coatings and

using an additive such as a silconizing agent [3]. Both are arguably poor methods

for the long term mass production of droplets: Coatings can wear off over long

periods of time and additives are difficult to control spatially and temporally. The

wetting characteristics can also be changed by using different materials for con-

struction. If this method is used, a way of connecting these materials must be

developed. Early work used a flexible tube or a channel that turned at right an-

gles [3]. Both options increased the risk that the droplet would touch the second

material, or another droplet of the same fluid, and “pop”or coalesce.
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Surfactants have been used in T-Junction fluids at the small scale [27]. A

surfactant stabilizes an emulsion by lowering the surface tension between two flu-

ids. This was initially seen as advantageous [3], however it represents an added

variable in the experiment that is difficult to control and predict. Surfactants are

non-uniformly absorbed on the channel wall [40], and can unpredictably change

the wetting characteristics and the resulting device performance. As a conse-

quence, in a mass production environment surfactants should be avoided within

the double T-Junction.

1.2 Fusion Physics

There are currently two processes used for releasing the energy contained within

the atomic nucleus: fission and fusion. Fission is the process whereby large atoms

are spilt into smaller atoms. Fusion is a process where smaller atomic nuclei are

combined to make larger atomic nuclei. In the process, some of the atomic binding

mass is converted into energy through Einstein’s equation, shown in equation 1.1

below.

E = M ∗ c2 (1.1)

Where E is energy, M is mass and C is the speed of light. The binding en-

ergy is the amount of energy it takes to dismantle the atom into its constituent

components. Figure 1.6 shows the binding energy per nucleon for different atoms

[5, 41]. The higher values on this graph indicate that more energy is released

when this atom is created or dismantled. For atoms that are smaller than iron,
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fusion is the preferred method for releasing energy. The semi-empirical mass for-

mula model provides a partial explanation for why this is. This model posits

that the total binding energy of a nucleus arises from five physical contributions.

These are: the coulomb repulsion within the nucleus, the volume energy of the

nucleus, the surface energy of the nucleus, and asymmetric and symmetric pairing

between different nucleons inside the atom [42, 43], though other terms for this

model have been purposed [44, 45]. For small atoms, the largest contributor to

the binding energy can be the surface term [46]. The stability of small atoms can

be increased by adding nucleons through fusion. This raises their surface area,

reducing the surface terms contribution [47]. The binding energy in large atoms

is driven mostly by the columbic repulsion and asymmetry of dissimilar nucleons.

Hence, large atoms increase their stability by reducing their number of nucleons

through fission [42]. The most stable nuclei exist when these competing effects

balance out, which occurs in those atoms with atomic numbers near iron [5]. Nu-

clei must come within a distance on the order of 2 femtometers to overcome the

columbic repulsive forces and fuse with one another [41]. Within this range the

strong nuclear force takes over and binds the atomic nuclei together[5].

The probability of two atomic particles fusing is given by their fusion cross

section, which is measured experimentally [41]. Beams of one ion collide with

a stationary surface of another ion and the fusion cross section is derived from

the scattering behavior [41, 48]. Fusion cross sections are plotted against particle

energy in figure 1.7 [6]. It can be observed that the simplest reaction is the

fusion of deuterium and tritium (DT). The cross section can be used to predict

the amount of fusion from a plasma cloud. Predictions can be made using the

volumetric reaction rate equation [41]. A hot contained plasma cloud can fuse

and the byproducts can be harnessed for energy. To achieve net power the rate at

which energy is produced must be greater than the rate at which it is lost through
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conduction and radiation. This is expressed as the Lawson criteria, shown in

equation 1.3 [49].

P ∗ τ = 2 ∗ n ∗ T ∗ τ (1.2)

P ∗ τ � 10Atmosphere ∗ Second (1.3)

Where P is the pressure, τ is confinement time, T is temperature, and n is number

density. This relation shows that fusion can be increased by raising the confine-

ment pressure or the confinement time.

1.3 Fusion Power Efforts

1.3.1 Experimental Efforts

There are currently two major efforts in the world to demonstrate controlled fu-

sion: one confines relatively low-pressure hot-plasma for a long time(P ∼ atmosphere,

τ ∼ second), the other compresses plasma to a high pressure for a short time

(P ∼ Gbar, τ ∼ nanosecond). The former method, known as magnetic confine-

ment fusion, uses toroidal magnetic fields to confine hot plasma [50]. The latter

method, known as inertial confinement fusion (ICF), uses the ablation of materials

to compress and confine atoms [51]. This is done by irradiating a spherical target

using laser light, causing the surface of the target to expand outwards while the

remaining shell accelerates inward, which compresses the fuel to fusion conditions.

Within the context of laser-driven fusion there are currently two primary meth-

ods for confining the spherical target: indirect drive and direct drive [52]. When
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the laser light strikes a direct drive target, it is limited by how far it can pene-

trate. The light cannot penetrate plasma above a certain density. This limit is

known as the critical density [41]. The critical density varies with the frequency of

light irradiating the plasma, that is why indirect drive can penetrate deeper into

the targets [53]. The indirect drive method uses laser light to generate x-rays to

irradiate the target. When compared to direct drive with the same laser energy,

this method has the advantage of a more uniform and penetrating irradiation but

the disadvantage of depositing less energy into the target for the same laser driver

energy. Direct drive deposits into the shell roughly twice the energy as indirect

drive, but the irradiation is less uniform and has a lower penetration depth [54, 52].

1.3.2 Compression Physics

When the laser strikes the target it generates ionized low-density plasma that

moves radially outwards from the surface that absorbs the laser energy. This

causes an opposing compression wave that travels back into the target; this region

is known as the ablation front. As the shell compresses, work is done rapidly

(time ∼ 500ps), transferring kinetic energy into the interior of the target. This

energy transfer forms a hot spot in the center that is hotter (∼ 3 − 8keV verses

∼ 200−400eV ) and more dense (∼ 300−1000g/cc verses ∼ 200−400eV ) than the

surrounding dense shell [55]. In all targets, the atoms in the hot spot start fusing,

generating energetic alpha particles and 14 MeV neutrons. If the density of the

shell surrounding the hot spot is high enough, the alphas formed will deposit their

energy within the shell before they exit [56]. This depositing of energy initiates

more fusion reactions. The effect propagates outward in the form of a burn wave;

this is known as ignition. In low-gain targets such as D2 targets or targets driven

with lower laser power, fewer alphas are formed, reducing the magnitude of the

burn wave [54]. There are modifications to the direct drive approach that are also
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being explored. These include fast ignition and shock ignition. In the fast ignition

concept the target is first compressed to form a hot spot and then the hot spot

is struck by a high intensity laser pulse to rapidly heat and ignite it[57]. Shock

ignition changes the pulse shape to add a shock wave into the target center after

the hot spot has formed; this increases target yield [58].

Variants of the ICF method each have their own target requirements. Cur-

rently, indirect drive uses a hohlraum [59] to surround the fuel target. An example

of this is shown in figure 1.8 [60]. Laser light ablates the gold hohlraum, generat-

ing X-rays that irradiate the inner target. At present, direct drive targets use a

spherical shell to encase the fusion fuel. This has been referred to as the microshell

component of a target[61]. Inside the shell is an ice layer of frozen deuterium or

deuterium and tritium. A picture of a direct drive target is included in figure

1.9 [8]. Shock ignition uses direct drive targets with slightly thicker walls. When

the shell is imploded, defects in the shell wall and the ice layer (along with laser

non-uniformities and density mismatches between the ice and wall), lead to the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability [62]. This results in a non-uniform compression that

lowers the density of the shell surrounding the hot spot. The instability causes

different parts of the ablation front to grow at different rates. To avoid instabili-

ties in both direct and indirect drive targets, it is predicted that an ice layer with

a roughness of less than one micron is needed [51]. Additionally, if the density of

the shell is close to the density of the ice layer, Rayleigh-Taylor instability will

grow at a slower rate [63, 64, 65]. The density of DT ice is ∼250 Kg/M3 while

the deuterium ice has a density of ∼180Kg/M3 [66].
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1.4 Direct Drive Target Development

1.4.1 Vacuum Coating Method

Creating low density uniformly thick shells initially presented challenges. Early

targets were hollow glass spheres. These glass spheres could be filled, via per-

meation, with deuterium-tritium or deuterium gas [67]. Later, techniques were

developed to make targets from plastics that have the advantage of having a lower

density than glass. One example of this was using the PAMS/GDP technology

[61]. PAMS is poly(alpha-methylstyrene), a solid bead manufactured by Gen-

eral Atomics using microencapsulation techniques. This bead can be used as a

mandrel, a sacrificial scaffold over which the target wall is grown. The process

involved coating a PAM’s bead inside a vacuum chamber with the trans-2-butene

polymer [61, 68]. The PAMS beads are randomly rotated on a pan while being

coated by the polymer. This is the Glow-Discharge Polymer (GDP) step where

energy from the glow discharge dissociates the trans-2-butene polymer to form

the plastic. The product is then heated and the interior PAMS polymer diffuses

out through the GDP shell. The hollow GDP shells are then placed in a bath of

gaseous deuterium or deuterium-tritium and the isotopes diffuses into the shells.

The shells are then cooled to 18.7K, causing an ice layer to grow on the inside walls.

1.4.2 Foam Chemistry and Encapsulation

An alternative approach in forming a target is by making a foam shell. Foams

may be used instead of GDP shells, when needed. This process involves generating

double emulsions [61]. After formation, the outside fluid is solidified into a shell.

This foam shell is eventually filled with fusion fuel. An early attempt to do this

used the shake and toss method. The method entailed stirring up oil and water to
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make emulsions [69]. One fluid which works for this purpose is trimethylolpropane

trimethacrylate (TMPTMA) combined with a thermal initiator, Azobisisobuty-

ronitrile [9]. This chemical could be solidified into a shell by heating the outside

fluid. Another chemical that was explored was divinyl-benzene [70], shown in fig-

ure 1.10. This is a more desirable foam material because it contained no oxygen.

However, divinyl-benzene possesses large voids that make it difficult to image [71].

Work was also done to lower the density of the TMPTMA by changing from a tri-

functional acrylate to a bi-functional acrylate: ethylene glycol dimethacrylate [72].

1.4.3 Resorcinol Formaldehyde

From the variety of foam chemistries and formulations available for making foam

shells, resorcinol formaldehyde (RF) was chosen as the material for this work. RF

was developed as a low density wall material for foam shells because it possessed

small enough voids to allow the target to be transparent [73]. The chemical is

polymer based aerogel foam or resin that forms from the combination of resorcinol

and formaldehyde. It was first adapted into the manufacturing of targets at Os-

aka University [9, 74]. Resorcinol formaldehyde is an orange foam with a density

ranging from 35 to 100 Kg/M3. This gives the foam optical clarity in the visible

and infrared spectrum [75, 71] and allows the ice layers to be characterized. The

density of the foam when filled with DT ice is much closer to the density of the

pure DT ice layer [75, 66]. The pores of the foam can be adjusted from small

(∼ 50 − 100 nm) to large (∼ 250 − 500 nm) sizes by controlling the carbon to

resorcinol ratio. These large pore sizes allow DT to permeate the target walls

[76, 51] so that the ice layer can be formed inside.

The foam gelation occurs in two stages which are marked by changes in the

fluid viscosity as shown in figure 1.11. In stage one, the resorcinol reacts with the
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formaldehyde to form nanometer sized particles. During this stage the viscosity

initially rises from aqueous-like solution to a viscosity of ∼ 10 Poise. In stage two,

these particles link together to form a structure resembling a “string of pearls”[72].

During this stage, the viscosity experiences a second sharp rise, increasing to

nearly 10,000 poise. Similarly, stages can be observed as affecting the pH of the

solution, as shown in figure 1.12. While the particles are aggregating, the pH

of the solution drops sharply. Therefore this process can be sped up by using a

catalyst to deprotonate the resorcinol, generating anions. The anions are more

reactive with the formaldehyde than regular resorcinol[72].

1.4.4 Current Target Manufacturing

Foam shells require the controlled formation of double emulsions. This double

emulsion may be water-in-oil-in-water or oil-in-water-in-oil. To solve this problem

researchers developed droplet generators [77, 74, 9]. A schematic of a droplet

generator is shown in figure 1.13. This is a triple nozzle generator, which has two

concentric tubes which dispense two immiscible fluids inside a third immersing

fluid. At the tip of the inner and outer tubes, droplets that are broken off form

double emulsions. The triple nozzle was used to make divinyl benzene, TPMTMA,

and EDGM shells [69], and by switching the fluid flow through the tubes, RF and

silica aerogel shells could be made as well [76]. A picture of a triple nozzle gener-

ator is included in figure 1.14.

After forming the double emulsion there are four steps involved processing the

RF solution. First the monomers form into a gel; this is polymerized under heat in

a rotating fluid to form the shells. Following this, the solvent containing the shells

is exchanged. The shells are then manually separated for desired traits. Finally,

the shells undergo a critical point drying step in high pressure. Currently, this is

done in a batch process [35]. This system has good versatility but suffers from
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low process yield, as whole batches can fail if the encapsulation or critical point

drying steps fail. In addition, this manufacturing system requires a great deal of

manual setup and the quality control is mainly done by hand, which contributes

to the high cost of targets.

1.4.5 Future Target Manufacturing

The National Ignition Facility in Livermore California has been designed to reach

ignition conditions for target implosions. The facility has the capacity to heat

hot spot plasma up to a mean temperature of ∼ 10keV . NIF serves as a staging

area for a concept known as Laser Inertial Fusion Energy or LIFE. LIFE is the

concept for a fusion energy reactor with hopes of producing 100 or more times

the input laser energy. The design for this facility has evolved as laser, glass,

target, and diagnostic technologies have matured. The ideal reactor should have

a modular design that is easy to maintain and is composed of cheap and reliable

components. An artist’s rendition of the LIFE plant is included in figure 1.15.

There have been proposals for a fission/fusion combined plant where neutrons

from a fusion reactor could be used to initiate fission reactions in spent nuclear

fuel [78]. Such a plant would have the advantages of lowering the requirement on

fusion energy gain [79]. But such a plant will require a large number of uniform

targets to be mass produced.

For inertial confinement fusion to be a commercially viable source of energy,

targets must be manufactured at a lower cost. For direct drive, this is a mass

produced target at a price of <16 cents [80]. This target should be a transparent,

round sphere containing stable frozen fusion fuel [71]. The shell walls should have

a density close to that of the hydrogen ice layer (30 to 150 Kg/M3) with pore

sizes (∼ 0.5 um) sufficient for filling with fusion fuel [75]. In order to achieve this,
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the transition must be made from a batch system to a more robust, contiguous

manufacturing process. This new system will inherently loose some of the current

target manufacturing versatility in lieu of improvements in target quality, target

yield, and a reduction in target price.

To get a continuous manufacturing line, more of the batch processing steps

need to become continuous steps that can be linked together. This transforma-

tion from a batch step to a continuous process is happening in other industries

through the use of microfluidics. Microfluidic technology has been applied to gas

chromatography, chemical sensing, gene sequencing, drug discovery and point-of-

care devices [81, 82, 83, 84]. It has been argued that in shrinking the size of a

process it increases speed, reduces costs, decreases the feedstock, and increases

accuracy. [85].

With respect to the manufacturing of direct drive foam shell targets, several of

the processing steps may be converted into continuous microfluidic steps. There

are many microfluidic options for how to do the first step, the controlled gen-

eration of single emulsions. One example is a four-way intersection device that

creates a droplet by separating it from a continuous fluid at the intersection of

channels. This device is shown in figure 1.16 [86]. Another example is an embed-

ded concentric tube that forms a droplet by pushing fluid into another co-flowing

immiscible fluid. This is shown in figure 1.17 [12]. An alternative to this is the

flow focuser in which a middle fluid is pinched off by two side fluids; this is shown

in figure 1.18 [13]. In theory, each of these devices can be put in series for multiple

encapsulations. After double emulsion formation, the separation of targets can

be done by sorting by volume using the dielectric constant of the outside fluid

[87]. The shells can then be centered using the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force.

There is indication that the shells can also be cured while centered [88]. Lastly,
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there is indication that solvent exchange and critical point drying can be done in

a microfluidic environment [89]. This would be contiguous flowing system that

mass produces foam shell targets. An artistic concept of this process is shown in

figure 1.19.
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Figure 1.1: This is a picture of one of the earliest T-Junction devices. It was

developed by milling into an acrylic plate and sealing the top with clear plastic

tape. The main channel was 500 by 100 microns and the side channel was 100 by

100 microns in size [2].
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Figure 1.2: This figure illustrates an example mechanism for forming a droplet

inside a T-Junction. In this example the dispersed fluid is water and the continu-

ous fluid is sunflower oil. The mechanism shown here is defined as the “dripping

mode ”. (a) The dispersed fluid emerges a small distance into the continuous fluid

and is rapidly sheared. (b) This fluid stretches into the continuous channel. (c)

The dispersed fluid breaks off, forming a droplet [2].
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Figure 1.3: This is an illustration of a double T-Junction in operation viewed

from the top, looking down. Junction one produces oil-based single emulsions

in an aqueous fluid. The dispersed fluid is oil-based and the continuous fluid is

aqueous. The continuous fluid becomes the dispersed fluid as flows to Junction

two. The dispersed fluid, with the single emulsion contained with in it, emerges

at the second junction. Here, the stream is broken to form droplets. When these

emulsions contain an inner droplet, they are referred to as double emulsions.
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Figure 1.4: This is a picture of a double T-Junction. The channels were milled

into acrylic and were square, between 40 and 200 µm in size. The junctions shown

were not connected by a single channel as shown here but were connected by a

through hole or flexible tube [3].
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Figure 1.5: Pictured here is the T-Junction behavior when the fluids are swapped.

Swapping means that the continuous fluid and the dispersed fluids are reversed.

In this case, water was used as the continuous fluid inside a hydrophobic T-

Junction. Because the dispersed fluid preferentially wets the wall, the water col-

umn is squeezed from the side. This squeezing has been observed to form a droplet

[4].
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Figure 1.6: This shows the energy per nucleon [5].

Figure 1.7: This is plot of the fusion cross section, measured in Barns, for various

fusion fuel combinations [6].
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Figure 1.8: This is a photo of a current indirect drive target. At present, the

target is a gas filled gold hohlraum containing a suspended pellet [7].

Figure 1.9: This is a shadow graph of a direct drive target. This target is 860

microns in diameter with a 100 micron thick deuterium and tritium ice layer inside

it [8].
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Figure 1.10: This is an X-ray radiograph of a divinyl-benzene shell.
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Figure 1.11: This graph shows typical changes in the RF solution viscosity as

it gels from a aqueous solution to a hard resin. The evidence supports a two

stage mechanism for formation. In the first stage (A) the resorcinol and the

formaldehyde form nanometer sized particles. This mechanism correlates to the

viscosity increasing to tens of poise. The second stage (B) is when the particles

aggregate into strings. This stage correlates with the solution viscosity rising to

nearly 10,000 poise, as shown in this figure.
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Figure 1.12: This is a graph of the RF solution’s pH over the period of gelation.

This evidence supports the first stage of RF gelation, where the resorcinol and

the formaldehyde form nanometer sized particles. As this occurs the pH of the

RF solution drops.
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Figure 1.13: This is diagram of an early droplet generator developed to produce

water-in-oil-in-water emulsions [9].

Figure 1.14: This is a picture of a triple nozzle generator, used to produce oil-in-

water-in-oil emulsions for making RF shells [10].
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Figure 1.15: This is an artist rendition of the Laser Inertial Fusion Energy power

plant.

Figure 1.16: Pictured above is a four-way microfluidic intersection, which was an

early device used in droplet formation [11].
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Figure 1.17: This is a picture of the embedded concentric tube device, which is

used to generate small oil-in water-in-oil droplets [12].

Figure 1.18: This is an image of a single flow focuser, a microfluidic device used

in the controlled production of single emulsions [13].
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Figure 1.19: This is a schematic of a microfluidic system to produce foam shells.
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2 The Mechanics of Fluid

Encapsulation and Droplet

Formation

2.1 Introduction

In the manufacturing of dry foam shells there are five stages: the formation and

centering of double emulsions, the curing of these into foam shells, solvent ex-

change and critical point drying. Because foam micro shells are important com-

ponents in both direct and indirect targets, improvements in their quality will

positively affect target performance. Currently, manufacturing is done via a batch

process [10] that is difficult to scale to mass production. An alternative approach

is manufacturing with a continuous production line. To realize this, each process

needs to be adapted from a batch to a continuous step. By adapting a microfluidic

approach at each step, there is the potential to integrate all of these steps into one

manufacturing line. To do this requires knowledge about the behavior of fluids at

the microscale.

Microfluidics is a sub-field of fluid dynamics that deals with fluid-flow in dimen-

sions of several millimeters or lower. Continuous fluids can be modeled and their

behavior predicted by using the Navier-Stokes equations [90], shown in equation
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2.1 for an incompressible fluid. The equations are written in Cartesian coordi-

nates, where P is pressure, ρ is density, V is velocity, t is time, µ is viscosity, and

g is gravity. The equation is used three times for the i=x, y or z coordinates.

ρ{∂Vi

∂t
+ Vx

∂Vi

∂x
+ Vy

∂Vi

∂y
+ Vz

∂Vi

∂z
} = −(

∂P

∂i
) + ρgi +µ{∂

2Vi

∂x2
+
∂2Vi

∂y2
+
∂2Vi

∂z2
}

(2.1)

The Navier Stokes equations are coupled partial differential equations that

describe the fluid’s velocity field in relation to the fluid pressure, gravity, density,

viscosity and time. In Cartesian coordinates, the set is composed of three equa-

tions for the x, y and z directions. In general, these equations are too complex

to solve analytically, so numerical methods coded into software are used to ap-

proximate the solutions to the Navier Stokes equations. These equations must

be solved for each fluid, along with a pressure term to account for the fluid-fluid

interaction. A common practice is to discretize the space into small volumes and

track representative material through these volumes [91].

An alternative approach to modeling fluids is using the phase field model. The

phase field model is based on the assumption that individual molecules in a fluid

have a free energy [92]. This is used to calculate the free energy contained within

a volume of fluid and an interface; the model works because it minimizes the free

energy.

For the Navier Stokes equations to apply, the fluid must be a continuum. This

assumption can be checked by calculating a fluid’s Knudsen number that is the

ratio of the mean free path and the characteristic length of a system. The tran-

sition from continuum to free molecular flow happens between Knudsen values of
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0.01 and 100 [93]. In this work, the characteristic length is on the order of microns

and the mean free path is nanometers, hence, the Knudsen number is well below

0.000001 [1].

2.2 Physical Phenomenon on The Microscale

Microfluidics confines fluids on a micron scale. Table 2.1 uses a scaling law to

order the relative importance of different physical phenomenon in fluid systems.

The scaling law relates how different physical phenomenon vary as the length scale

of the system or object of interest changes [1]. The table shows that at such a

small size, intermolecular forces and interfacial force are the two most important

physical quantities. This means that surface effects and viscous forces will play

an important role in T-Junctions. Viscosity is the resistance of a fluid to defor-

mation by a shearing force. This work only uses fluids that have a Newtonian

viscosity. The relative importance of viscosity can be gauged by calculating the

Reynolds number. This table also shows that gravity and diffusion have dimin-

ished roles in microfluidics. Many microfluidic studies on the small (∼ 150µM)

scale ignore gravitational effects, focusing on viscosity, pressure and interfacial

forces only [18, 20]. However, because of the size of devices in this work, gravity

needs to be considered as it affects behavior.

2.2.1 Interfacial Tensions

Interfacial tension occurs anytime a fluid encounters another material. If the ma-

terial is a solid, this tension is referred to as a surface energy [94]. If it is instead

a gas, this tension is known as a surface tension [95]. If both fluids encountering
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each other are immiscible fluids, the interfacial tension is known as a liquid-liquid

interfacial tension [96]. All three interfacial tensions can be significantly reduced

through the use of surfactants that have a hydrophilic and hydrophobic compo-

nent to reduce the interaction between two different materials [97].

Interfacial tension affects the behavior of fluids in T-Junctions. In the case

of liquid-liquid interfacial tension, whenever a curved surface exists that surface

generates a pressure difference. This pressure can be quantified using the Young-

Laplace equation, shown in equation 2.7 [95]. Surface energy creates a microfluidic

phenomenon in small, narrow spaces known as capillary rise [98]. This is where

a fluid will fill a narrow space solely due to interfacial tension. Capillary rise

height can be predicted using the capillary rise height equation, where γ is the

solid-liquid surface energy, θ is the contact angle with the surface, ρ is the density

of the fluid and g is gravity 2.2 [95].

CapillaryRise =
2 ∗ γsolid−liquid ∗ cos(θ)

ρLiquid ∗ g ∗Radiustube
(2.2)

This equation incorporates the channel dimensions and the fluid-solid interactions,

and offers a simple heuristic to estimate if a T-Junction channel is sufficiently small

enough to be a microfluidic channel.

Another method to approximate if an environment will be microfluidic is pud-

dle height. This is the height of a fluid droplet when resting on some surface [99].

It can be calculated in equation 2.3, where γ is the solid-liquid surface energy, g

is the gravity and ρ is the density of the fluid.

PuddleHeight = 2 ∗
√
γSolid−Liquid
g ∗ ρLiquid

(2.3)
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Systems with dimensions smaller than the puddle height may provide a microflu-

idic environment for a material and fluid. When a fluid rests on a solid surface it

beads up as a function of the interfacial tension. The angle the bead forms with

the surface is known as the contact angle [100]. In the case of a fluid droplet on

a solid surface and surrounded by gas, all three interfacial tensions play a role in

determining the behavior of the bead. This is pictured in figure 2.1. This physical

connection can be expressed mathematically using Young’s equation, shown in

equation 2.4 where γ is the interfacial tension between the respective phases.

γSolid−Liquid + γLiquid−V apor ∗ cos(ContactAngle) = γSolid−V apor (2.4)

The contact angle of a fluid with a different material is used to select an optimal

material for a junction. A material has a receding and advancing contact angle

based on how the fluid is placed on a surface [100]. These angles may be averaged

to calculate a mean contact angle and are shown in figure 2.1.

Two interfacial tensions influence T-Junction operation. Liquid-liquid interfa-

cial tension is an important part of the physical mechanism for making a droplet.

This tension causes the fluid to minimize its Gibbs free energy by forming a spher-

ical droplet [101]. The mechanism to do this from a liquid column is shown in

figure 2.2. Liquid-solid surface energy is the second major parameter in device

operation [36]; a surface must remain strongly energetically favorable to one fluid

for the encapsulation process to succeed [3, 27].

2.2.2 Other Physical Phenomena In Microfluidics

The effect of interfaces restricts mixing [1] and limits the contribution of gravity.

Surfaces limit advection and convection, two mixing processes that normally ex-
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ist on the macro scale. Diffusion is the only naturally occurring mixing method

[102, 103]. Gravity - important at the macro scale for two phases with large

density mismatches - has a relatively less important role when compared with

other physical mechanisms in microfluidics. In this work, shells were produced

with inner and outer oils with densities (∼ 1039Kg/M3,∼ 1061Kg/M3) close

to that of resorcinol formaldehyde(∼ 1035Kg/M3) [104]. These relatively close

densities were deliberately chosen to further reduce gravity importance. Density

mismatches can also occur when fluids are heated non-uniformly [95] or when a

chemical reaction is occurring inside a fluid.

2.3 Using Dimensionless Numbers To Evaluate

Microfluidic Behavior

Dimensionless numbers are groups of variables which have no dimensions and are

used to gauge the relative importance of physical phenomenon. In microfluidics,

gravity (g) has a diminished role in the T-Junction and this can be shown using

the Bond number. The Bond number is the ratio of the buoyancy to surface

tension affects [98]. The Bond number is shown in equation 2.5, where 4ρ is the

density mismatch between the two fluids, D is the diameter of the inner fluid and

γ is the liquid-liquid interfacial tension.

Bond =
g ∗ 4ρ ∗D2

γ
(2.5)

For a typical inner oil droplet inside an RF stream, the Bond number is 0.03.

This number is very low because of the tiny diameter of an RF droplet. The low
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value implies that liquid-liquid interfacial tension dominates over gravitational ef-

fects within this droplet.

Other dimensionless numbers can be used to characterize device behavior. The

Reynolds number, the ratio of the inertial forces to viscous forces, was low (0 to

200) for all flow conditions in this work [98] meaning that all fluid streams were in

the laminar flow regime. The most important ratio used in T-Junction operation

is the capillary number. The capillary number compares the viscosity and the

surface tension effects [105], as shown in equation 2.6.

CapillaryNumber =
µ ∗ V
γ

(2.6)

In this equation, µ is the fluid viscosity, γ is the solid-liquid surface tension

and V is the fluid velocity. The capillary number is typically used to predict the

behavior of fluid flow in small spaces. Hence, it can be used to characterize fluid

flowing through each channel inside a T-Junction. Of the two capillary numbers,

the continuous channel has been shown to have more control over device behavior

[15]. In this text, the capillary number of the continuous channel will be referred

to as the capillary number.

2.4 Physical Factors Affecting T-junction Behav-

ior

The five physical phenomena [18] that govern encapsulation are: pressure squeez-

ing, inertial viscous shearing, liquid-liquid surface tension, wetting characteristics,

and the buoyancy force [15, 98]. These are illustrated in figure 2.3. Some authors
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only consider two [20] or three [18] of these factors. However, because of the size

of the droplets in this work, all five must be considered. These five factors change

their relative importance based on how the T-Junction is being operated or its size.

2.4.1 Wetting Characteristics

The wetting characteristic of the fluid and the channel material is critical for a

T-Junction to work properly [27, 3]. The fluid that preferentially wets the walls

of the channels has the lowest contact angle and is defined as the continuous

fluid. Many of the problems in T-Junction operation are connected to the de-

vice changing its wetting characteristics. This can happen because of changes in

wall morphology during device fabrication or surface absorption over time [39].

Additionally, if the surface energy of the dispersed and continuous fluids is close

enough in value, a thin layer of the dispersed fluid can spread over the material

which affects the wetting behavior [106].

A double T-Junction that works reliably requires two very different solid-liquid

wetting characteristics, one for each junction [36]. It is advisable that materials

and fluids are chosen such that there is a large change in wetting characteristics.

For example, the first T-Junction could have a high (∼ 70 ◦) contact angle with

its dispersed fluid and a low (∼ 30 ◦) contact angle with its continuous fluid. This

continuous fluid becomes the dispersed fluid in the second junction and should

have a high contact (∼ 70 ◦) angle with this junction’s continuous channel.

In order to make a junction that performs reliably over an extended period of

time, the wetting characteristics of the wall must be maintained. This requires

good practices to ensure proper operation of a double T-Junction in a manufac-
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turing environment. These are enumerated below.

1. Avoiding using surfactants that can unevenly coat the walls and change the

wetting characteristics of the T-junction [27].

2. Avoiding using adhesives during manufacture of the T-junction that can

extrude into the walls and change the wetting characteristics.

3. Avoiding using fluids that can be absorbed on the wall and change the

wetting characteristics.

4. Avoiding using coatings on the T-junction that can degrade and change the

wetting characteristics.

5. Avoiding air or fluid bubbles forming on the walls that can change the

wetting characteristics.

2.4.2 Pressure

The pressure inside the T-Junction varies as a function of how the device is be-

ing operated and the stage of droplet formation. Changes in pressure can cause

a physical mechanism which breaks off a droplet known as: pressure squeezing.

Pressure squeezing occurs when the disperse fluid enters the continuous channel

and forms a blockage [26]. The pressure increases in the continuous channel, up-

stream of the blockage and decreases downstream of the blockage [107, 14]. These

pressure changes can be on the order of hundreds of Pascals [14]. The difference in

pressure across the dispersed fluid extrudes a droplet; this is the pressure squeez-

ing mechanism. Interestingly, a rise in the continuous fluid pressure is offset by a

drop in pressure in the dispersed channel [14]. This is shown in figure 2.4.
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This mechanism dominates droplet formation when operating at a relatively

low continuous channel capillary number [18] as the pressure squeezing force is

stronger than the viscous shearing force. The pressure squeezing force diminishes

in strength as the continuous channel capillary number rises [14]. This is shown

in figure 2.5 [14]. As the continuous capillary rises the viscous shearing force

becomes stronger than the pressure squeezing force. This transition value varies

from device to device [15], in this work this value was ∼ 0.002.

2.4.3 Viscous shearing

Another phenomenon that affects the operation of the T-Junction is viscous shear-

ing [27, 26]. Viscous shearing happens when the continuous fluid exerts a shearing

force on the dispersed fluid as it enters the channel. This shearing force pushes

the droplet forward and to one side of the continuous channel [28]. A model has

been purposed to estimate the shearing force from the physical parameters of the

device and droplet formation process [15, 16, 18]. This force is increased by rais-

ing the continuous fluid’s viscosity and velocity. The velocity can be increased by

increasing the flow rate, decreasing cross section of the continuous channel or by

the dispersed fluid occupying more of the continuous channel

2.4.4 Liquid-Liquid Surface Tension

Liquid-liquid interfacial tension dominates the physical mechanism for forming a

spherical drop from a liquid column. A similar mechanism also occurs inside the

T-Junction. This mechanism is illustrated in figure 2.2 [108]. As the dispersed

fluid column extends into the continuous fluid, instabilities can cause the surface to

curve. These instabilities could be vibrations, or the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, if

the continuous fluid is lighter. Once a small curvature forms, a pressure difference
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is created. This pressure is higher on the concave side rather than the convex side

- because of intermolecular forces drawing the fluid together [98]. This pressure

generates a force in the dispersed fluid that aids the break off of a droplet. This

pressure is expressed mathematically by the Young-Laplace equation, equation

2.7, shown below.

∆P =
γ

1
RX

+ 1
RY

(2.7)

In this equation RY is the radius of curvature in the y direction, RX is the

radius in the x direction and ∆P is the pressure increase on the concave surface.

Some authors[18, 16] use this physical phenomenon to find an interfacial tension

force. This is calculated by multiplying the surface of the droplet by the Laplace

pressure over that surface. If this pressure is the same inside two droplets that

have different liquid-liquid interfacial tensions, then the droplets have different

diameters. The droplet with a lower interfacial tension is larger. This tension

can be adjusted with the addition of surfactants that lower the surface tension.

Hence, the addition of surfactants to a T-Junction tends to lower droplet size. This

has been observed in this work. Unfortunately, surfactant concentration is very

difficult to control inside a T-Junction both spatially and temporally. Surfactants

will also affect the effective wetting of the device [40].

2.4.5 Gravitational Forces

The least significant physical phenomenon inside a millimeter sized T-Junction is

gravitational effects. These effects develop when two fluids of different densities

are used. A buoyancy force, caused by the lighter fluid displacing a denser fluid,

can be generated. This force is equivalent to the weight of the displaced fluid and it

increases with depth [95]. In the case of the water and mineral oil solutions needed
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to make foam shells, the two fluids have a low density difference (<∼ 150Kg/m3).

In this case, the buoyancy force causes the inner droplet to float upwards and the

shell to sink downward. The buoyancy force is estimated for an RF shell and

mineral oil inner droplet in equations 2.10, where 4ρ is the difference in densities

and V is the volume of the fluid.

FBuoyancy = g ∗ 4ρ ∗ V (2.8)

FInnerOil = 8.9E − 7N (2.9)

FRFShell = 1.1E − 5N (2.10)

When compared to the force generated by the Laplace pressure (calculated in

equation 2.13), the buoyancy force is at least a hundred times smaller.

FLaplace =
Area ∗ 2 ∗ γ
Radius

(2.11)

FInnerOil = 6.5E − 4N (2.12)

FRFShell = 1.3E − 3N (2.13)

The buoyancy force may be used to improve double T-Junction performance:

using a lighter inner fluid and mounting the device vertically will cause the inner

droplet to float in a direction that will not touch the middle channel walls. In

general, the buoyancy force should be reduced by matching the densities of each

fluid. To reduce the chance that the inner droplet will break out either by floating

upwards through the outer fluid or by the outer shell sinking downward.

2.5 Dimensional Analysis of a T-Junction

Dimensional analysis is a way to understand a new physical system; and it may

be applied to the T-junction. It a set of methods used to simplify an experiment
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by reducing the number of variables [109, 110]. It starts by listing the full set of

independent variables. This may include variables that can be controlled to af-

fect how a physical system behaves. These variables interact to give rise to some

behavior that can be measured. This measured quantity, is a dependent variable

and it is also included in the list of variables. If these factors are related physically

then they can be related mathematically [111].

A function connecting these variables may be written. Within this function,

the variables may be combined into dimensionless groups. The number of di-

mensionless groups can be predicted using the Buckingham-pi theorem, shown in

equation 2.14 [112]. The number of dimensions with in the variable list is needed

for the equation.

NumberofGroups = V ariables−NumberDimensions (2.14)

After applying this formula, groups can be generated by combining variables

such that there are no dimensions in the group. The importance or relevance

of each group must be determined experimentally. This is done experimentally

by varying the groups and measuring the effect on the dependent variable. Di-

mensionless groups can also be made from combining the dependent variable with

other variables. From this analysis and experimentation, a mathematical relation-

ship that controls the variable of interest - in terms of the dimensionless groups -

may be found

2.5.1 Applying Dimensional Analysis to the T-Junction

Dimensional analysis was applied to simulations[26] and experiments [18] of the

T-Junction to determine device behavior. Simulation work consisted of three axis
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models which had perfect wetting characteristics, eliminated gravitational effects,

and used the simplest geometry. For simulation work [26] eight variables were

chosen, these are listed below, along with their fundamental dimensions.

1. The length of one side of the square channel [Length]

2. The velocity of the continuous fluid [Length
T ime

]

3. The velocity of the dispersed fluid [Length
T ime

]

4. The dynamic viscosity of the continuous fluid [ Mass
Length∗T ime ]

5. The dynamic viscosity of the dispersed fluid [ Mass
Length∗T ime ]

6. The interfacial tension between the two fluids [Mass∗Length2

T ime2
]

7. The density for all fluids in simulation [ Mass
Length3 ]

8. The droplet volume [Length3]

The work stated that the seven variables are independent of one another and

directly affect the eighth variable, the droplet volume. The variables have three

fundamental dimensions (mass, length and time). The Buckingham-pi theorem

predicts that there are five dimensionless groups [111, 26]. The groups chosen

in the simulation [26] are listed below (L is the depth of the square channel).

Workers [26] focused on groups related to the continuous fluid.

1. DimensionlessV olume =
volumeDroplet

L3

2. ReynoldsContinuous = ρContinuous∗VContinuous∗L
µContinuous

3. V iscosityRatio =
µDispersed
µContinuous

4. CapillaryNumberContinuous = µContinuous∗VContinuous
γLiquid−Liquid
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5. FlowRatio =
VDispersed
VContinuous

Group 1 contains the dependent variable of interest, the droplet volume. This

is the dimensionless volume and it will be used to measure junction behavior in

this work. Group 2 is the Reynolds number, which was ignored because the device

never operates out of the laminar flow regime. The remaining three groups were

varied to test what effect these would have on droplet diameter.

Testing three groups required two sets of experiments. In the first set, the

viscosity ratio was held constant while the flow rate ratio and continuous capillary

number were varied. This test was to explore the effect that flow rate had on

droplet size at different continuous capillary numbers. The results of this study

are shown in figure 2.6. An important observation is that at continuous capillary

numbers lower than a critical value the flow rate significantly impacts the droplet

size. The second set of simulations held the flow rate constant while varying the

viscosity ratio and the capillary number. The results of these tests are shown in

figure 2.7. It was observed that at continuous capillary numbers above a critical

value the viscosity significantly affects droplet size.

2.6 T-Junction Modes of Operation

Results from simulations and dimensional analysis led workers to posit that there

were three modes of operation inside a T-Junction [15]. Later work posited that

there was a fourth mode of operation [17, 16]. Within each mode, the relative im-

portance of the five physical phenomenon mentioned in section 2.4 changes. Each

mode will be discussed in detail in later sections. These modes are determined by

the continuous capillary number. At a low capillary number the junction operates

in the pressure squeezing regime [28]. As the capillary number increases the de-

vice reaches a transition mode [17, 16]. After transitioning, the device operates in
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the dripping mode [2] and finally, at very high continuous flow breakup becomes

irregular and the device streams, which is also referred to as jetting [113].

2.6.1 Pressure Squeezing Mode

At low continuous capillary numbers - for this work this was numbers below

∼ 0.002 - the pressure squeezing mechanism is the dominant physical mechanism.

This referred to as the pressure squeezing mode [26]. In this mode changing the

flow rates has the greatest effect on droplet size, allowing for the best control over

droplet formation in a T-Junction that is already operating. Pressure squeezing is

pictured in figure 2.8 and is characterized by large droplets of the dispersed fluid

taking a “bite”out of the continuous fluid.

2.6.2 Transition Mode

As the continuous fluid velocity increases, the T-Junction begins operating in a

transition mode [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. This mode is characterized by the pressure

squeezing mechanism remaining the dominate mechanism in droplet formation and

the dispersed fluid progressively filling less of the continuous channel [18]. This

mode is also characterized by the dispersed fluid retracting up the side channel

after the droplet breaks off [17]. Originally, in simulation work, this was behavior

treated as part of the squeezing regime [15]. Pressure squeezing has been exper-

imentally observed to persist throughout the squeezing, transition, and dripping

modes but it decreases with high continuous channel fluid velocities [14].

The mechanism for droplet breakoff in the transition mode is illustrated in

figure 2.9. This mode has three stages: a lagging, filling, and necking stage

[16, 21]. At the start of droplet production the dispersed fluid has retracted up

the dispersed channel. The first stage is when the meniscus of the dispersed fluid
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returns to the interface between the channels. This is referred to as the lagging

stage because of the lag this causes in droplet production. The next stage is

referred to as filling. Filling occurs as the dispersed fluid emerges and occupies

part of the continuous channel. This occurs while the sum of the shearing and

pressure squeezing forces are less than the interfacial tension force [18]. Under

these circumstances the dispersed fluid can emerge into the continuous channel

without a perturbation forming on the liquid-liquid interface. Once the shearing

and pressure forces are greater than the interfacial tension force the dispersed fluid

starts to neck. This is referred to as the necking stage, when the cross section of

the dispersed fluid shrinks and breaks [16, 21].

2.6.3 Dripping Mode

At a higher continuous capillary number - for this work this was numbers above

∼ 0.002 - the dispersed fluid cannot extend far into the continuous channel. The

flow is rapidly pushed to one side of the continuous channel and a droplet forms

and breaks off [26, 27, 28, 2]. This is the dripping mode of operation. In this

operating regime, the droplets are relatively smaller than droplets formed in the

other regimes and the fluid viscosity controls the droplet size [15]. The result

is that varying the flow rates has a diminished role in controlling the droplet

diameter. Control comes from changing the viscosity of the fluids used. Similarly,

pressure variations have a diminished contribution in the dripping regime [14].

The dripping regime is shown graphically in figure 2.10.

2.6.4 Streaming

When the continuous capillary number has reached a relatively high value, it

drags the dispersed fluid along with it. This is the streaming mode also referred

to as the jetting mode [15, 18]. The exact capillary number for this transition was
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not investigated in this work. This regime should be avoided because it gives the

operator almost no control over the size of the droplet. In addition, streaming can

change the wetting characteristics of the channel and this can damage the device’s

ability to produce droplets. The streaming regime is illustrated in figure 2.11.

It is characterized by a stream of dispersed fluid extending into the continuous

fluid and irregularly breaking up. Streaming can also happen when the wetting

characteristics of the wall changes.
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Figure 2.1: This figure shows the contact angle formed when a (A) sessile or (B)

moving droplet of fluid is placed on a solid flat surface. (A) This physical system

can be described by Young’s’ equation, shown in equation 2.4. This equation

relates the surface tension, γlv the liquid-solid surface energy γsl and the solid-

vapor surface energy γlv to the contact angle θ formed by a sessile drop. (B) This

figure displays the advancing and receding contact angle formed when a droplet

of a liquid is placed on a tilted surface. These angles are averaged to calculate

the mean contact angle for a material and a fluid.
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Physical Quantities: Scaling

Van Der Waals force: L−7

Van Der Waals force between interfaces: L−3

Time: L0

Capillary Force L1

Flow Velocity L1

Diffusion Time L2

Force of Gravity L3

Centrifugal Force L4

Table 2.1: This table shows the scaling law for different physical phenomenon in

fluid systems. The scaling law is used to compare the relative varation of these

physical quantities as the size L changes. A scaling law signifies the law of vara-

tion of physical quantities with size L of the system or object in question. There

are two cases: the system or object is isotropic or anisotropic. In the first case,

the object has the same order of magnitude size L in all three spatial dimensions.

In the second case, L must be understood to be a scale controlling all dimensions

of the system; when L decreases all dimensions of the system also decrease while

maintaining aspect ratios. In some cases, the scaling law is clear. For example,

mass and volume has a clear relation M ˜V ˜L3 and a similair argument can be

made for distance and time. In other cases, the relation between the physical phe-

nomenon and the scale of the system uses other physical quantities. For example,

the scaling relation for the van der waals forces (per unit surface) between two

planar surfaces is Force ∗ V olume = −HamakerConstant/6 ∗ Pi ∗ L3. In this

case, there is a constant that intervenes in the scaling law. The opposing case is

a varible that intervenes in the scaling law that depends on L. From this table,

it can be seen that intermolecular forces followed by surfaces tensions are most

important on the microscale. Conversely, diffusion and gravitational forces are

less important on the microscale [1].
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Figure 2.2: This picture shows the Laplace pressure forming on the inside and out-

side of a fluid column when a droplet is being formed. This pressure is described

in the Young-Laplace equation shown in equation 2.7. The physical mechanism

here starts when small variations form at the liquid-liquid interface. These insta-

bilities could be vibrations, or the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, if the outside fluid

is lighter than the fluid in the column. Once a small curvature forms, a pressure

is created both inside and outside the fluid column. This pressure grows because

of the liquid-liquid interfacial tension. The pressure outside the column presses

inward on the fluid. The column shrinks in cross section, eventually breaking off

a droplet.
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Figure 2.3: This graphic illustrates the five factors in play inside a T-Junction,

during the formation of a droplet. (1) The pressure squeezing force forms when

the droplet pinches off the continuous fluid - creating a high pressure upstream of

the droplet and a low pressure downstream of the droplet. This pressure mismatch

squeezes off the droplet. (2) At the same time, the inertial force of the continuous

fluid shears off the emerging droplet. This physical phenomenon is affected by the

viscosity of the continuous fluid. (3) The interfacial tension drives the dispersed

fluid to minimize its Gibbs free energy. This means forming a droplet; the shape

with the lowest surface area. (4) The surface energy of the continuous fluid touch-

ing the wall also has an effect. It is very important that the wetting characteristics

are not lost during operation, otherwise the device will stream and fail to make

droplets. (5) Finally, there is a buoyancy force which arises due to the different

fluids having a density mismatch. This phenomenon is relatively small, compared

to the other physical processes that are occurring.
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Figure 2.4: Measurements of typical pressure fluctuations (in kPa) during the

formation of droplet in a T-Junction. The continuous capillary number, 0.03,

indicates that the droplet formation occurs in the pressure squeezing mode. To

correlate these pressure changes with droplet behavior, images of the junction

functioning are shown above the graph. A. is the pressure upstream of the junc-

tion, which increases as the dispersed fluid blocks the channel. B. is the pressure

in the dispersed channel, which is anti-phase with the pressure upstream from the

junction. C. is the pressure downstream of the junction, which decreases as the

continuous channel is blocked off. [14]
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Figure 2.5: Pressure fluctuation inside the single T-Junction is shown as a func-

tion of the continuous capillary number. These values are the absolute pressure

changes, averaged over ∼ 100 measurements. The top line is the upstream pres-

sure change in the continuous fluid. The bottom line is the pressure change in the

dispersed fluid channel. [14]
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Figure 2.6: This graph is taken from simulation [15] work and demonstrates the

effect of the capillary number and the flow rate ratio on the droplet size. It can

be observed that there is a continuous capillary number, (∼ 0.015) below which

the flow rate significantly effects droplet size and above which, the flow rate has

less of an effect on droplet volume.
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Figure 2.7: This graph shows results from simulation work [15] which varies the

viscosity and the capillary number, while keeping the flow rate ratio constant.

There is a continuous capillary number(∼ 0.015), above which the viscosity sig-

nificantly effects droplet size and below which viscosity has less of an effect on

droplet volume.
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Figure 2.8: This photo and graphic illustrate the pressure squeezing mechanism.

The dispersed fluid emerges and occupies a large part of the continuous fluid.

This is pictured on top and illustrated below. This is the most preferred mode of

operation because the flow rate controls droplet size.
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Figure 2.9: This photo and graphic illustrates the transition mode of operation[16,

17, 18, 19, 20]. This mode it characterized by the dispersed fluid retracting up

the channel and the dispersed fluid not filling the entire continuous channel. This

mechanism consists of a lagging, filling and necking stage [16, 21]. The lagging

step is happens from stages A to B. During this time, the dispersed fluid is refilling

the side channel and it causes a lag in droplet production. Next, the dispersed

fluid emerges filling part of the continuous channel. This is known as the filling

stage and is shown in (C). The dispersed fluid is sheared to one side. It stretches

out and surface tension causes a Laplace pressure to form which causes the droplet

to neck and break. This is known as the necking phase (not shown).
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Figure 2.10: This photo and graphic illustrate the dripping regime. In this mode

of operation the dispersed fluid is rapidly pushed to the side and breaks off. The

droplets in this flow regime are characteristically smaller than in the pressure

squeezing regime.
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Figure 2.11: This photo and graphic illustrate the streaming regime. The contin-

uous fluid is so high that it drags the dispersed fluid along with it. This dragging

forms a stream and offers virtually no control over droplet size.
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3 Development, design,

construction, and use of single

and double T-Junctions

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the design and construction of single and double T-Junctions.

Because this work is to develop emulsions that were larger (∼ 1mm) than what

is common in literature, large devices were needed. Because of this large device

size, microfabrication techniques were not used. The channels were fabricated by

milling a substrate with an end mill [114]. This machined part will be referred to

as the base. To enclose the channels, a top part must be sealed to the machined

surface of the base. This will be referred to as sealing. Typically, tubes are milled

into the base which flow fluids into the channels. Fittings are screwed into these

tubes. These are connected to tygon tubing containing the fluids. Collectively,

this will be referred to as the interface.

Constructing a functional double T-Junction requires both the hydrophilic

and hydrophobic wetting characteristics. These wetting characteristic could be

achieved through coatings or fabrication with the appropriate material. Coating
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channels adds complexity with the coating methods, coating durability and con-

trolling coating thickness. Fabrication with the appropriate material avoided all

of these concerns.

The hydrophobic single T-Junction was constructed first. In this device, seal-

ing was done by melting together a sheet material and the base. Following this,

the hydrophilic T-Junction was constructed. The wetting constraints for this T-

Junction were first explored using an aluminum and glass device. Channels were

milled into the aluminum and these were sealed by bonding glass to this surface.

The resulting device had two different wetting characteristics that affected the T-

Junction. This had not interfered with emulsion production in previous devices[2].

This junction did not form oil in water droplets which demonstrated that only

a strongly hydrophilic material would be sufficient. To that end, a hydrophilic

device was fabricated entirely from glass. This device was sealed by epoxying a

glass top to the base. This device worked properly at first, however the epoxy

used seeped into the channels and eventually changed the wetting characteristics

to hydrophobic [115]. This problem was solved by using a hydrophilic method for

bonding glass to glass [116]. These single T-Junctions demonstrated that large

(∼ 1mm diameter) oil-in-water and water-in-oil single emulsions could be pro-

duced. Using knowledge from this work, the double T-Junction was constructed.

The double T-Junction design was iterated and the third design was capable of

forming resorcinol formaldehyde shells.

3.2 Hydrophobic Single Junction Development

A common way to fabricate microfluidic devices is using polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) [117]. The first step is to etch reliefs in silicon wafers using photolitho-

graphic techniques. Liquid PDMS is cast and solidified over these reliefs, forming
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a clear flexible part with the channels on the surface [118]. The channels can be

sealed by attaching a second slab of PDMS or a glass top. Sealing is accomplished

by plasma cleaning the parts and pressing them together to form a bond [119].

The material can subsequently be coated or heated to modify its wetting charac-

teristics [14, 120]. A typical example of these devices is shown in figure 3.1 [22].

This work needed devices which were large (� 1 mm), durable for long term

use (months) and would not lose their wetting characteristics over time. Fabrica-

tion with PDMS was not suitable because the method was not optimized for the

scale of these devices and the material was not durable enough for long term use.

An alternative method for fabrication, electron discharge machining (EDM)[121],

uses an electric current to etch away material [23]. A design incorporating this

is shown in figure 3.2. This method was abandoned because it could only pro-

duce metal devices, which placed constraints on the wetting characteristics. The

method used to form the channels and junction was to machine into material with

an end mill. This allowed greater flexibility in the choice of materials. The mate-

rial used was acrylic: a hard, clear hydrophobic plastic. The geometry milled had

a root mean squared surface roughness of ∼ 10 µm. A typical example surface is

shown in figure 3.3. The base was sealed by melting an acrylic top plate to the

machined base. The part shown is in figure 3.4.

3.3 Hydrophilic Single Junction Development

The hydrophilic T-Junction was constructed next. This required selecting a ma-

terial that possessed a low mean contact angle with water. Acrylic has a mean

contact angle with water of ∼ 77 ◦ [122]. It was not known how low a water con-

tact angle was needed to make a functional hydrophilic junction. Two possible
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materials were aluminum and glass. Aluminum has a mean contact angle of 50 ◦

with water [123] and glass can have a mean contact angle 33 ◦ with water [124].

Aluminum could be machined at a lower cost but was not transparent. An alu-

minum base with a glass top epoxied on[125], was constructed. This junction had

two wetting characteristics - one for the base and one for the top - however this

was not expected to interfere with device performance because previous devices

of this type had succeeded [2]. The device constructed is shown in figures 3.5 and

3.6. The device only generated water-in-mineral oil droplets.

The behavior of the aluminum and glass T-Junction provided evidence a large,

properly functioning hydrophilic T-junction required materials with very low (<∼

40) mean contact angles with water. Glass was the optimal material for this and

a device was subsequently manufactured. The channels were machined into a

BK-7 glass block using diamond tipped cutting tools at high velocity (2000 RPM)

and a slow feeder rate (.05 inches of material a pass) [126]. The glass base was

sealed to a glass top (shown in figure 3.7) with a UV cure epoxy [127]. The epoxy

used was a polymer-based fluid that cured quickly (3-5 seconds) [24]. Care was

taken to prevent the epoxy from extruding into the channels. A limitation is that

if this epoxy is exposed to oxygen it remains tacky and does not harden [115].

This device initially behaved well but eventually lost its wetting characteristics,

as pictured in figure 3.8. Epoxy gradually extruding into the channels is the likely

reason for this. This error indicated that the glass junction required a hydrophilic

bond. A process to create this type of bond was developed and was used in the

double T-Junction.
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3.4 Double T-Junction Development

The development of the double T-Junction benefited from the resolution of the

problems with the single T-Junction. These included: the method of manufac-

turing, the choice of materials and the method for flowing fluids into the device.

However, the addition of the second T placed more constraints on the channel di-

mensions and required a plastic-glass interface. Because the junctions were formed

from two different materials a challenge was how best to align the parts.

The double T-Junctions consisted of a four-part device with three bonding

surfaces. The parts were a machined plastic base and top plate and a machined

glass base and top plate. The glass base and top will hitherto be referred to as

the glass half. The plastic base and top will be referred to as the plastic half. The

plastic base was sealed by melting on the top plate. The glass base was sealed

by hydroxide-catalyzed bonding [24, 116]. The glass and plastic halves needed to

be connected and sealed to enable the transfer of fluids from one junction to the

other. The glass and plastic halves were designed to mate so bonding could occur

without leaks. This bonding was done by masking the channel and spreading a

thin layer of epoxy over its surface [25]. The mask was then removed and the two

halves were pressed together using a square to align them. It was critical to get

the epoxy close without getting epoxy into the channel. It was also important

that the epoxy form a complete seal around the channel. The parts were pressed

together for several hours to allow the epoxy to cure.

The design of the first double T-Junction is shown in figure 3.9 and the ma-

chined device is shown in 3.10. Problems with this device and its operation were

identified and changed. The next double T-Junction incorporated several im-

provements. One change was the construction of a flare between the first and
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second junctions, to protect the inner droplet. Another change was to reduce

the channel cross section and use thicker top plates to eliminate leaks between

the junctions. Water-in-oil-in-water emulsions - which were thought to be easier

- were attempted with this device. The second double T-Junction used density

matched fluids with a surfactant [128].

The design of the second device design is shown in figure 3.11 and the device

built is shown in 3.12. This device used surfactants to stabilize the emulsion.

Unfortunately, it was difficult to monitor the surfactant concentration spatially

and temporally inside the T-Junction. This added unneeded variability and was

therefore abandoned. The glass portion of both the first and second double T-

Junctions failed because epoxy eventually seeped into the junction. This changed

the wetting characteristics of the glass[24]. To eliminate the epoxy bonding step

a method known as hydroxide-catalyzed bonding [116] was adapted to this work.

This process was perfected and incorporated into the design of a third double

T-Junction. The design for this junction is shown in figure 3.13 and the device

built is shown in 3.14.

3.5 Final Single T-Junction Construction

3.5.1 Hydrophobic T-Junctions

The final hydrophobic junction was composed of acrylic, a clear, hard polymer

with a melting point at 160 C. Channels were machined into a block (3 by 3

by 1.25 inches) which had a channel roughness of about nine microns rms [129].

Downstream of the T-Junction, the continuous channel would expand to allow for

better droplet measurements. Tubes connected to the channel, extended perpen-

dicularly to the T-junction surface. Swagelok push-to-connect tube fittings were
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threaded into these tubes [130]. The base was cleaned, sealed, and mated with a

top plate. The top was a block of acrylic (0.25 to 0.75 inches thick) with more

area than the machined base. A weight was placed over these parts on a hot plate,

and they were heated to 165 C for one hour. This melted the two pieces together

sealing the channels. The fused block was removed, and the excess acrylic from

the top plate was machined off.

3.5.2 Hydrophilic Glass T-Junctions

The final hydrophilic T-Junction was made from machined BK-7 glass, a soft

machinable material which is opaque when not polished. The channels were typi-

cally machined into a 3 by 2 by 1.25 inch block of glass using a computer-controlled

mill. The T shape was formed by milling two channels and drilling two holes to

connect the T-Junction to syringe pumps. To accommodate the brittleness of the

glass, metal inserts were epoxied into the underside of the base [125]. Swagelok

push-to-connect elbow fittings were attached to these inserts. This is design is

shown in figure 3.7. After machining, the glass part’s surface was polished to be

optically clear and mated with a BK-7 top. These surfaces were bonded using UV

cure epoxy[127] using a process similar to the process to bond the glass-plastic

surface.

3.6 Design Considerations

3.6.1 Single T-Junction Design

Size Considerations

The droplets generated in this work were larger than the majority of droplets re-

ported in literature and the device was accordingly larger. In general, generating
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small (<2 mm) droplets is much easier than generating large (>2 mm) droplets.

This is because as the size increases, two physical phenomena, gravity and wall

effects become larger contributions to droplet formation. As will be shown in

Chapter 4, droplets generally get bigger as both the continuous and dispersed

channels get larger. The relationship has also been observed with small devices

where the continuous channel is ∼ 150µm or less [18].

It is unclear if there is an upper limit to the size of droplets that can be

produced in a T-Junction. As the device size increases, the fluid is less confined

inside the channels. This results in gravity and the continuous and dispersed

fluid pressures becoming more important to device behavior than surface tension,

viscosity and wetting characteristics. The fluids will behave less like constrained

microfluidics and more like bulk fluids; for the T-Junction this means instability,

more streaming, and irregular droplet formation.

Predicting Droplet Size

For smaller devices, theoretical models [17, 18, 131] exist to predict droplet size

based on how the T-Junction is designed and operated. One common [15, 107, 27]

theoretical model that has been proposed is shown in equation 3.1 below, where

Q is fluid flow rate.

DimensionlessV olume = α + β ∗ Qdispersed

Qcontinuous

(3.1)

α and β are constants for which various estimates have been made [132]. These

models were not used in this work because the device used here was large. The

large size meant gravitational and wall effects needed to also be considered along

with surface tension, viscous shearing and, pressure considered at the smaller sizes
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(<∼ 150µU) [21, 132, 16, 18].

Determining The Characteristic Length

One important design parameter that controls the size of the droplet is the charac-

teristic length of the T-Junction. This is defined as the average of both the depth

and width of the continuous channel. In simulations, the droplet diameter ranged

from ∼ 0.70 to ∼ 1.50 times this length [26]. In smaller devices (<150µU), the

droplet size tracks with the continuous channel size [18]. This was observed in

this work and will be shown in chapter 4. This is attributed to the device mostly

operating within the squeezing regime where the droplet generally grows to a size

close to the main channel [133].

The Channel Ratio

The channel ratio is defined in equation 3.2, where A is the cross sectional area

of each channel.

ChannelRatio =
ADispersedChannel
AContinuousChannel

(3.2)

The simplest case is when the channels are square (channel ratio is 1). In

smaller devices (<∼ 150µU), as the channel ratio increased the droplet volume

increased [18]. In the devices tested here channel ratio varied from 0.50 and 0.69

and the droplet sizes increased from 0.2 - 0.8 mm to 0.9 to 1.5 mm as the channel

ratio increased.
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3.6.2 Double T-Junction Design

Connecting The T-Junctions

The designs used in the single T-Junction were used in the double T-Junction,

however, the second junction adds more issues: one common problem was that

the droplet that formed at the first T-Junction - the inner droplet - breaks when

it reaches the material comprising the second T-junction. The droplet was ob-

served to contact and adhere to the channel wall, forming a clog inside the channel

as subsequent droplets repeated this process. This will be referred to as droplet

breakage. This was avoided by operating the device as discussed in Chapter 4 and

also through design.

The problem breakage was solved by designing a flare into the middle channel,

shown in figure 3.12. The flare slows the droplet that adds fluid around the inner

droplet that buffers it from touching the surface of the second materials. Addi-

tionally, the flare gives the first T-Junction a smaller continuous channel. This

allows more control and the production of slugs at the first channel (a slug is when

the dispersed fluid has more length than width inside a channel).

Another idea that was not explored, was to move the large junction closer to

the material interface by milling the channel on the side and bonding the part ver-

tically. This would move the second junction closer to the materials interface. By

shortening the distance the droplet has to travel to reach the second T-Junction,

the time is reduced in which the droplet could break. This idea is shown in figure

3.15.

The flare affects that rate at which the double T-Junction produces droplets.

The flare expands the fluid cross section, which slows down the movement of the
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inner droplet to the second T-Junction. This allows for a high velocity continuous

fluid to be used at the first T-junction that can be slowed to be used as a dis-

persed fluid at the second T-junction. This must be considered when attempting

to match outer droplet production with the arrival of the inner droplet to the

second T-Junction.

3.7 Hydroxide Catalyzed Bonding

A hydrophilic glass-glass bond was needed to seal the top and bottom sections

of the glass junction. Techniques which met this criteria were frit bonding [134],

anodic bonding [135], or optical contact bonding [136, 137]. Frit bonding was

unsuitable because it required a high temperature (¿ 250F ). Anodic bonding was

not suited for the large bond area (9 inch2) and optical contact bonding is not very

robust [136]. Hydroxide-catalyzed bonding [116, 138, 139] was chosen because it

was robust, hydrophilic and did not entail heating the part. Hydroxide-catalyzed

bonding is a relatively new method for glass-glass bonding.

3.7.1 Bonding Mechanism

Three bonds are formed during Hydroxide-catalyzed bonding: chemical bonds

[140], hydrogen bonds [141], and Van Der Waal bonds [98]. Table 3.1 includes

relevant information about each of these different kinds of bonds. Hydrogen bonds

form between a hydrogen donor and hydrogen acceptors and form silica networks

[142]. The chemical bonds formed in silica networks are shown chemical equation

(A).

Si-OH + HO-Si ⇔ Si-O-Si + H-O-H (A)
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Reaction A has the same number of bonds on either side of the double arrow.

This means that the enthalpy (H) is small. Because reaction A generates water,

there is positive entropy (S). Together, this means that the Gibbs free energy for

this reaction is small or negative. Therefore, thermodynamically this reaction is

either close to a reversible or favorable in the forward direction. However, the

activation energy is ∼ 2 eV, so a catalyst is needed to initiate the reaction [116].

Hydroxide-catalyzed bonding uses hydroxide to catalyze silicon dioxide bonds

between two pieces of glass [143]. This was done by evaporating a basic aqueous

solution from the bonding surface; a pH of 12 was optimal in this work. The

solution was composed of distilled water mixed with a strong base and a silicon

dioxide containing compound. There are three steps for forming the chemical

bonds, enumerated below.

1. O-Si-O + O-H + 2H-O-H → Si(OH)5

2. Si(OH)5 → Si(OH)4 + OH

3. 2Si(OH)4 → (OH)3 SiOSi(OH)3 + H-O-H

First, hydroxide anions etched the glass surface. This liberated silica ions, as

shown in reaction 1. As the hydroxide anions leave the water, the pH of the water

solution drops. When the pH drops below 11, the silica ions start to disassociate

into silicic acid [143, 144, 145, 138]. This is shown in reaction 2. After this, silicic

acid starts combining as the water starts to evaporate from the bond. This forms

silica chains, shown in reaction 3. As the water leaves, the chains lengthen and a

bond between the two pieces of glass is formed. Lastly, as water moves around the

silica network, over time, the chains reorganize and strengthen [140, 146]. This

reorganization process typically takes four weeks. In this work, dehydrating the

bond emerged as the critical process step in building a permanent bond.
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3.7.2 Bonding Characteristics

This bond is suitable for applications where the bonding time can be long. The

bond has a relative strong mechanical strength, 60 percent that of solid quartz

[116]. The bond wedge is controlled by the cleanliness of the parts. This is the

wedge created between two bonding surfaces when the bond thickness is non-

uniform. The bond wedge is small in this method because the bonding solution

has a relatively low viscosity. A typical bond can be between 25 - 100 nanometers

thick [145]. As opposed to frit bonding [147], the bond was transparent in the

visible and near infrared. Compared to plastic-based epoxies, the bond is more

difficult to oxidize or pyrolyze in the ultraviolet. The bond lasted 18 months at

55 ◦ Celsius in the laboratory with no signs of degrading [116]. The bonding can

be done at a relative low temperature (90 ◦ and 120 ◦ Celsius) [138]. These char-

acteristics made this technique suitable for bonding glass in the second half of the

double T-Junction.

3.7.3 Bonding Procedure

The bonding was done on two polished BK-7 pieces to ensure optical clarity al-

though ultra-low-expansion glass or fused silica may have been more suitable be-

cause both can withstand large temperature gradients [148]. The parts were first

lapped to increase the bonding surface, using an aqueous aluminum oxide glass

polish solution [149] on 1200 grit sandpaper [150]. The parts were then rinsed

with water and cleaned by drag-wiping the parts with an acetone soak lens tis-

sue [151]. Air was blown over the parts and they were placed in a plasma cleaner

[152] for 20 to 30 minutes. A photo of the junction before bonding is shown in 3.16.

This part was then placed inside the equipment shown in figure 3.17. The
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top was placed bonding side up, on a disk of desiccant [153]. Bonding solution

was placed on the surface, using a razor blade to make a continuous film. It is

estimated that between 1.3 and 21.5 uL/cm2 of solution was used. This is about

15 times higher than a typical amount from literature [139, 138]. Using insuffi-

cient solution made a bond which leaked while using excess solution would clog

the channels. The machined part was pressed onto the top plate and an align-

ment square was used to mate these parts. Three layers of fiber glass [154] and

2lbs/inch2 of weight were placed over this. This stack was weighed down and

placed inside a four liter beaker. This arrangement was used to maintain a uni-

form temperature and dry environment. The fiber glass thermally insulated the

part. It was estimated that the part would crack had a temperature difference of

more than 30 ◦ across it. The part was heated slowly for 1 to 2 hours, reaching

∼ 120 ◦ C and maintained for 22 hours before a 2-hour cool down procedure. After

cooling down, the part was immersed in desiccant and left for more than two days,

then moved inside a dry box for several weeks. The above procedure ensured a

bond which set. However, some bonds fell apart after getting wet. It is unclear

why some bonds were impervious to water and some bonds were not, however, it

is believed that this is related to how dehydrated the bonds were.

3.8 Building The Double T-Junction

3.8.1 Larger T-Junction

The best performing double T-Junction was the third double T-Junction con-

structed. The design for this is shown in figure 3.13 and device built is in figures

3.14. The design first focused on the largest junction, which was designed to pro-

duce droplets from 2 mm to 4 mm in diameter. Earlier devices had problems with
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streaming and it required the dimensions of the largest channel to be changed.

The continuous channel was made shallower by 300 microns and the dispersed

channel was milled deeper (100 µm) and wider (300 µm). This increased the

amount of fluid dispersed and increased the size of the outer droplet. This also

ensured the flare could be larger, reducing the chance of droplet breakage. To-

gether these changes raised the channel ratio to 0.70. Raising the channel ratio

has been shown to raise droplet size at the smaller (≺ 150 microns) device size [18].

3.8.2 Flare

The best performing double T-Junction had an increase in its flare size from the

previous device. The final double T-Junction was designed to produce droplets

1.6 to 1.0 mm in diameter at the small junction. Given the flare, the production

of slugs at the small junction was acceptable.

3.8.3 Smaller T-Junction

The previous design yielded inner droplets that were too small. Because the

droplet size generally tracks the continuous channel size, the continuous channel

was milled deeper (80 µm) and wider (200 µm). Additionally, the cross sectional

area of the dispersed channel was raised (17 percent). Both changes ensured larger

inner droplets. The final double T-Junction was a glass into plastic device. The

BK-7 glass part was machined into a 1 by 2.5 by 3 inch block. The glass half was

mated with a 0.33 inch top plate, polished to optical clarity. These parts were

bonded using Hydroxide-catalyzed bonding. The plastic half was machined into

a 2 by 3 by 1.05 inch acrylic part and melted to a 0.35 inch top plate. The parts
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were mated to align the channels.

3.9 Experimentation With The T-junction

3.9.1 Equipment Used

This part was connected to equipment for use in experimentation. This is shown

in figure 3.18. Syringe pumps were used to dispense fluids. For flow rates under

413.2 mL/Hour a single syringe pump was used [155]. For flow rates between

413.2 and 1500 mL/Hour a double syringe pump was used [156, 157, 158]. The

syringes had tubing attached, which interfaced into tubes inside the device. The

device starting condition consisted of the continuous and dispersed channels com-

pletely filled with their respective fluids. Dye was added to the fluids for contrast

[159, 160].

The device was illuminated using a white LED light [161]. This lamp only

emits three visible wavelengths of light, eliminating the remaining spectrum which

would heat the device. Heating the fluid would create a buoyancy force that adds

an uncontrolled variable which needed to be limited. A color camera filmed the

device behavior [31]. For double T-junctions, the second T-junction could be di-

rectly monitored by filming its behavior. The first junction was then monitored by

inner droplets floating into the field of view, allowing for the droplet production

at both junctions to be monitored. This camera was connected to a computer

with image [162] and video [163] software. The device was filmed both vertically

and horizontally.

Shell production requires the collection and polymerization of the mineral-oil-
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resorcinol-formaldehyde-mineral-oil double emulsions. These could be collected by

flowing them through a short (3 inch) tube into a round bottom collection flask,

shown in figure 3.19. The flask was filled with mineral oil [164] and a surfactant

[128] which was 0.1 percent by weight of the collection fluid. The flask was slowly

rotated during collection to avoid emulsion aggregation. The shells could be cured

by loading the collection flask into a rotary evaporator [165] and rotating it in a

hot (70 ◦ C) water bath [166] for 45 minutes, shown in figure 3.20. It has been

shown that this process improves the sphericity and wall uniformity of the RF

shells [73].

3.10 Measurement Techniques

3.10.1 Introduction

Three different measurement techniques were used to measure the droplet diam-

eter. Each method had a different accuracy and used different assumptions to

determine the droplets’ diameter. The most common method used was the period

method which assumed that the flow rate was constant. This is commonly used

in literature [29, 167]. This method had the lowest associated error and was lim-

ited to when the droplets were visible on film or by the unaided eye. The second

method was the distance method and this was only used when the continuous

capillary number was too high ( < 0.0010) for the period method to be used. This

method assumed that the flow of the pumps was constant and the mass flow across

the continuous channel was uniform. The third method was the diameter method.

This method assumed that the droplets were spherical and was the most inaccu-

rate due to the image software [162]. This method could be used when the droplet

could not be filmed in the continuous channel because production frequency was

too high.
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3.10.2 The Period Method

The period method was the most accurate and frequently used method for mea-

suring the diameter of droplets. It could be used as long as the droplets could

be filmed or seen, and the flow rates were constant. The number of droplets and

the time it took them to form were recorded. The volume of fluid dispensed was

calculated from the flow rate and the recorded time. The droplet volume was the

volume dispensed divided by the number of droplets. The average diameter can

be determined from this, if the droplet formed a sphere.

There were two sources of error in this method. The first source of error

was the pumps, which can cause an uncertainty of ±0.05mL/Hr in the flow

rate. The second error was from the video recorder, which had a potential error

of ±0.04seconds. A range of droplet volumes was calculated by applying these

errors to the volume calculation, (equation 3.3) where Ts is the starting time and

Tf is the finishing time.

V olume± error =
(Tf ± 0.04− Ts ± 0.04) ∗ (Flow ± 0.05mL/Hr)

Numberofdrops
(3.3)

This equation demonstrates that as the number of droplets increase, the range

of droplet diameters becomes smaller, a reduction in the error term. This means

that the period method can be the most accurate method for measuring droplet

volume.

3.10.3 The Distance Method

The second method used was the distance method. This method was used at

high junction capillary numbers, when droplet production was difficult to film.
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Under such conditions, the droplet would appear blurry and data was typically

still images. An example of this is shown in figure 3.21. To use this method,

these images must contain more than one droplet inside the continuous channel.

The continuous flow velocity was calculated from the cross section and the con-

tinuous flow rate. The distance between each droplet was then measured. Using

the velocity and the distance traveled, the time to dispense one droplet was calcu-

lated. From this time and the volumetric flow rate, the droplet volume was found.

Three assumptions were implicit in this measurement. The first assumption

was that any stagnant fluid present in the continuous channel could be neglected.

This was based on observations of the continuous channel behavior. This assump-

tion meant that mass was conserved in the continuous channel and that the fluid

velocity was uniform across the channel. It was also assumed that the observer

could accurately measure a line from similar locations on blurry droplets. The

third assumption was that fluid was pumped at a constant rate.

This method had four sources of error. The first was from the distance mea-

surement. In each image, a reference and experimental distance was measured

and each had an error of 0.5 units in the image processing software. These mea-

surements were entered into equation 3.4 and were used to calculate the distance

between droplets, in microns.

Distance± error = {ExperimentalDistance± 0.5

ReferenceDistance± 0.5
∗KnownDistance (3.4)

As is shown in equation 3.4 the error was dependent on the images analyzed.

Another source of uncertainty (±0.05mL/Hr) was in the continuous and dis-

persed flow rates. These uncertainties were used in equation 3.5 to calculate the

continuous fluid velocity (V̇ ).
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V̇ ± error =
FlowContinuous ± 0.05 ∗ FlowDispersed ± 0.05

ChannelCrossSection
(3.5)

The distance and the fluid velocity were used to determine the time it took to

dispense a single droplet and that was used to determine droplet volume. This

calculation is shown in equation 3.7.

Time± error = distance± error ∗ V̇ ± error (3.6)

DropletV olume± error = FlowDispersed ± 0.05mL/Hr ∗ Time± error (3.7)

3.10.4 The Diameter Method

The third method used was the diameter measurement. Using a software [162] a

circle was ascribed over images of the droplet and the diameter was measured, this

is shown in figure 3.22. This method assumed that the droplets were spherical. A

reference diameter was also fitted onto this image for comparison. Both measure-

ments were used to calculate the droplet diameter and the associated error using

equation 3.8, where D is the diameter.

DDroplet ± error =
DMeasured ± 3.14

DReference

∗ReferenceDistance (3.8)

It was assumed that the reference diameter was not a source of error. The

measured diameter had an error term of 3.14 units in the image software [162].

This method proved to be the most erroneous of all the methods employed.
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Distance Needed: Bond Strength: Hindered By:

Chemical (1.5-1.7) Angstroms 2eV [143] Flatness

Hydrogen (1.6-7) Angstroms [143] 0.43eV [143] Flatness, Water Content

Van der Waals 1.6 Angstroms [168] 0.41eV per bond [169]

Table 3.1: This is a chart containing relevant information on the 3 types of bonds

formed in the glass-glass bonding technique.
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Figure 3.1: This shows an example of a microfluidic device with needles included

for the interfacing of fluids with the device [22].

Figure 3.2: Shown above is a design made to incorporate EDM into the manu-

facturing of a single T-Junction [23]. The design used a silicon wafer to form the

channels and a wafer to form the bottom of the channel. This was then going to

be a affixed onto a second wafer using an epoxy.
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Figure 3.3: Pictured above is a machined acrylic channel, under a microscope. The

average feature size is 9 microns, with the largest feature size being 22 microns in

size.

Figure 3.4: This was the first all plastic T-Junction used in this study. This

junction had a 508 by 508 micron side channel and a 1016 by 1016 micron main

channel. The channel ratio was 0.5 and the device produced droplets with di-

ameters ranging from 1,772 to 170 microns. There are three feeder tubes, each

pointed perpendicular to the viewer and connected to Swagelok fittings.
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Figure 3.5: This is the aluminum and glass T-Junction. The base is composed

of aluminum and the top is composed of glass. Feeder tubes were attached to

Swagelok fittings to flow fluids into the device. The junction was machined alu-

minum with a side channel 1,380 by 1,380 microns in size and a main channel

5,200 by 5,200 microns in size.
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Figure 3.6: This is a photo of the aluminum and glass T-Junction in operation.

The device behaved hydrophilically, forming water droplets in mineral oil. In this

picture the device is forming long ( 8, 000µM) slugs in a near streaming or jetting

mode. This image also shows necking behavior in the center of the continuous

channel.
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Figure 3.7: This the design for the hydrophilic glass T-Junction. A. This shows

the base, with channels machined into it and the top plate used to seal it. B

This shows the machined surface with the outlines of the channels shown. C This

shows the base in profile with the metal inserts displayed in black. The inserts

are used because threads could not be machined in BK-7 glass. D pictured is the

actual device with metal inserts and Swagelok fittings attached.
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Figure 3.8: This is an up close picture of the all glass T-Junction in the second

double T-Junction. The purple fluid is dyed water. Normally, glass is hydrophilic,

hence, the purple fluid should fill the entire channel. Unfortunately, the glass

has lost its wetting characteristics, due to the glass-glass epoxy seeping onto the

channel walls. Therefore, the oil is preferentially wetting the channel walls. This

causes the glass junction to behave Hydrophobically.
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Figure 3.9: This was the design for the first double T-Junction. The junction is

composed of four parts. These parts included a machined plastic block and glass

block, each 3 by 3 by 2 inches in size. Each part was mated with a top plate

of similar material. The plastic parts were melted together, the glass parts were

bonded using UV cure epoxy [24]. The glass and plastic halves were then aligned

and epoxied together [25].
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Figure 3.10: This is a picture of the first double T-Junction. It was a glass into

plastic junction. The glass was sealed using glass-glass UV cure epoxy. There

were several problems with this machine. A flare was needed between the first

and second junctions to limit droplet breakage. The device leaked through the

top plate because this was insufficiently thick.
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Figure 3.11: This is an illustration of the second double T-Junction. This was a

plastic into glass junction. It was created with several changes over the previous

design. These included a flare between the first and second junction, thicker top

plates to eliminate leaks at the material interface and it attempted to do water

oil water emulsions. The device attempted to use density matched fluids, with

surfactants to stabilize the emulsions. It attempted to use solvents to eliminate

the glue from seeping into the glass channel.
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Figure 3.12: This is a picture of the second double T-Junction. This junction

was designed to form water-in-oil-in-water double emulsions. The second glass

T-junction failed because the epoxy used to fabricate the junction seeped into the

channel and destroyed the junction’s wetting characteristics.
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Figure 3.13: This is the design for the third double T-Junction. This device was

custom sized to create specific oil in water in oil double emulsions. The glass was

bonded using hydroxide catalyzed bonding. The device has a flare between the

first and second T-junctions.
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Figure 3.14: This is a picture of the third double T-Junction in operation. The

device is forming mineral oil droplets at the first junction and water droplets at

the second junction. The device was a glass into plastic double junction, where the

glass was sealed using hydroxide catalyzed bonding. This device made RF shells

with dimensions of 1.6 to 2.4 mm outer diameter, with an average wall thickness

of 250 µm.
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Figure 3.15: Depicted above is an alternative design for the plastic half of the

double T-Junction. This design is different in that it machines the channel from

the side, as opposed to the top. The sealing is done vertically, as opposed to

horizontal. The advantage of this is that the second T can be moved closer to the

glass-plastic interface. Machining leaves marks which must be removed. This can

be done using dichloromethane vapors.
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Figure 3.16: This is a picture of a T-Junction milled into BK-7 and polished BK-7

top plate. This is a picture of the part before hydroxide catalyzed bonding.
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Figure 3.17: This is a picture of the equipment used in the glass-glass bonding

process. The hotplate (A) heated the part for bonding. (B) Is a dish of desiccant

on which the part sat. The glass base and top (C) sat on top of this. Thermal

insulation (D) in the form of fiber glass sheets was placed on top of this. Two

weights (E) were place over this and a dish of desiccant (F) was placed over that.

The goal of this setup is to create a very dry environment for the bonding process

to occur in.
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Figure 3.18: This picture shows the general setup for experiments. The device

(E) shown here is operating vertically. Included here are both syringe pumps, the

double (A) and the single (B) pump. Also seen here is the lighting (D) and the

camera (C) setup.
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Figure 3.19: This is a picture of the emulsions being collected during the second

run. The collection flask placed up against the double T-Junction in operation.

The double emulsions can be seen inside the flask, in orange. A short, 2 inch,

tygon tube is connected to the double T-Junction and feeds the shells into the

collection tube.
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Figure 3.20: This image shows an example of the RF solution being uniformly

heated and rotated in a hot water bath. The double emulsions generated in batch

two were subjected to this process.

Figure 3.21: This picture shows how a typical distance measurement is performed.

An image of blurry droplets, emerging from a side channel is taken. Using soft-

ware, the distance from the leading edge of the blur to the leading edge of the

next blur is measured. From this distance and the flow velocity a time to dispense

is calculated and from this the droplet diameter is found.
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Figure 3.22: This picture shows how a diameter measurement can be performed.

First, a still of a droplet is taken as it emerges from a dispersed channel. Next,

image processing software is used to ascribe circles on top of these droplets and

some reference distance. Lastly, the droplet diameter is calculated from this in-

formation.
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4 Single T-junction

experiments: modes of

operation, control and mass

production.

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate that double T-junctions can produce

double emulsions that can be processed into ICF targets. The double emulsion

has an inner droplet which is surrounded by an outer droplet that combine are

large (∼ 2mm), in comparison to the emulsions commonly discussed in litera-

ture. Because of this, there was no experimental evidence demonstrating that a

T-junction could mass produce droplets at such sizes. These emulsions would be

produced by devices with dimensions (greater than 1 mm) larger than common

to literature. The experiments here show that large T-junctions can be controlled

and used for the mass production of large (∼ 2mm) emulsions.

Three single T-junction experiments were performed. The first experiment

explored a wide range of conditions to determine any possible operating regimes.
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This experiment was designed to emulate existing theoretical [26] and experimen-

tal [18] work done with small T-junctions. The second experiment explored the

effects of reversing the fluids flowing in the two channels of the T-junction. It also

explored the relationship between operating conditions and droplet size. This

relationship was applied to the design and control of the double T-junction for

shell production. The third experiment was to prove that a large (greater than

1 mm) T-junction would predictably produce single emulsions over an extended

time period. These single emulsions were both oil-in-water and water-in-oil emul-

sions, proving that both outer and inner emulsions could be mass produced. The

average volumes produced were 1.52± 0.12 µL for a small droplet and 5.83± 0.32

µL for a large droplet.

Results from experiments I and II provided droplet diameters that were plotted

in both real and dimensionless space. Real space is defined as the droplet diameter

compared with the flow rates of the continuous and dispersed fluids. Dimensionless

space is defined as the dimensionless volume compared with the capillary (Ca.)

number and the velocity ratio. As stated in chapter two, the dimensionless volume

is the volume of the droplet divided by the average width and height of the

continuous channel, cubed. The velocity ratio is the ratio of the flow velocity in

the dispersed and continuous channels.

4.2 Experiment I: Evaluation of parameter space

4.2.1 Experiment I: Experimental Design

As stated in chapter two, there is experimental [18] and theoretical [26] evidence

that a small (less than 150µ M) T-junction has four modes of operation and

that changing between these modes is done by changing the Ca. number. Tests
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done here endeavored to verify this behavior in the large (greater than 1 mm)

T-junction. This was done by testing a broad range (0.0001 - 0.0033) of Ca. num-

bers and flow velocity ratios (1:2 to 1:8). Flow conditions were chosen so that a

comparison between simulation [26] and large T-junction behavior could be made.

Pump capacity limited the testable Ca. range (0.0001 - 0.0033) to less than the

range (0.0021 - 0.049) used in simulation work. The 12 conditions chosen are

listed in table 4.1.

Flow Condition: Continuous Ca. No: Fluid Velocity Ratio: Measurement Method:

1 0.0001 1 to 2 Period

2 0.0005 1 to 2 Distance

3 0.001 1 to 2 Distance

4 0.0017 1 to 2 Distance

5 0.0025 1 to 2 Diameters

6 0.0033 1 to 2 Diameters

7 0.0001 1 to 8 Period

8 0.0005 1 to 8 Period

9 0.001 1 to 8 Distance

10 0.0017 1 to 8 Distance

11 0.0025 1 to 8 Diameters

12 0.0033 1 to 8 Diameters

Table 4.1: A summary of the 12 flow conditions for experiment I are listed. Six

flow conditions (Ca. numbers of 0.0001 and 0.0033) and velocities ratios (1:2 or

1:8) were studied. A different method of droplet diameter measurement was used

at each flow condition. Tests were done in the all-glass junction of the third double

T-junction.
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The appropriate measurement technique was selected to determine the diam-

eter of the droplets formed for each flow condition. This work was done using

the all-glass T-junction that had dimensions of 1.1 by 1.2 mm and 0.7 by 0.8

mm for the dispersed and continuous channels, which is large in comparison to

devices commonly discussed in literature. The emulsions generated were mineral

oil encapsulated in water. The experimental conditions correlated to flow rates

ranging from 2.9 to 778 mL/Hr.

4.2.2 Experiment I: Data Acquisition

The diameters of up to 279 droplets were recorded for each flow condition. For

each diameter the error estimate was the difference between the highest and lowest

possible droplet diameter. When emulsions were produced at a relatively low rate,

the period measurement method was used. This had the smallest error range (5 -

22 µm) of any method used. This is because the error in this method is reduced

by increasing the number of droplets measured. At larger production rates, the

distance method was used, with a larger error range (24 - 30 µm). At the highest

droplet production rate, a diameter was drawn over images of the droplet in the

collection tube. This diameter method had the greatest error range (100 to 102

µm) of any measurement method. Tables 4.7 through 4.15 contain the raw droplet

diameters and measurement errors and these results are summarized in Table 4.16.

4.2.3 Experiment I: Data Analysis

Qualitative Observations

T-junction performance was qualitatively determined by observing the mechanism

for the formation of droplets at different flow conditions. Three flow conditions
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were used to characterize how the device behaved with fluids relevant to shell

formation. The device functioned in the transition regime at flow condition one,

which had the lowest flow rates (continuous: 23.6mL/Hr, dispersed: 2.9mL/Hr)

of all conditions tested. This condition demonstrated all three stages of the tran-

sition regime: lagging, filling and necking; as can be seen in figure 4.1. The

distinct behavior of the transition regime is that the dispersed fluid retracts into

the dispersed channel after the droplet has formed. The first stage is the lagging

phase which occurs when the dispersed fluid refills the volume removed by the

retraction process. The dispersed fluid then emerges and occupies a large portion

of the continuous channel while simultaneously being sheared. This is referred to

as the filling stage. The filling stage ends when the shearing and pressure forces

exceed the interfacial tension force [16]. The necking stage follows when the dis-

persed fluid column begins to pinch in around the corner. When the neck has

collapsed below a critical diameter, the rate of collapse increases exponentially

and the droplet breaks off [21].

Flow condition four (Ca. number: 0.0017, velocity ratio: 1 : 2) displayed the

dripping mechanism for droplet formation, demonstrated in figure 4.2. This con-

dition had a higher continuous fluid flow, exerting a greater shearing force on the

dispersed fluid than in flow condition one. As a consequence, the dispersed fluid

cannot move far into the continuous channel; this is one of the distinctions of the

dripping regime. When the dispersed fluid has moved the maximum distance into

the continuous channel, the fluid has been sheared downstream. This is another

distinction of the dripping regime [29].

Flow condition six, the highest continuous flow rate tested (Ca. number:

0.0017, velocity ratio: 1 : 2), demonstrated dripping that became streaming be-

havior. Droplet production was unstable and an average of 26 measurements were
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taken at each flow condition. This instability was due to the high velocity that

sheared the dispersed fluid downstream and overcame the device wetting charac-

teristics causing streaming. When stability was lost, the dispersed fluid formed a

co-flowing stream inside the continuous channel as demonstrated in figure 4.3.

Quantitative Observations

These observed T-junction operations can be quantitatively reinforced by the mea-

sured droplet volume. The droplet volume from experiment I was converted into

dimensionless space. As stated in the introduction, the dimensionless space is the

droplet volume converted into dimensionless volume and plotted relative to the

Ca. number. This is shown in figure 4.4 where twelve dimensionless volumes are

plotted and grouped into two sets. Eight of these tests produced droplets with

relatively high dimensionless volumes (0.69 − 1.32) and four of these tests pro-

duced droplets with relatively lower (0.28 − 0.34) dimensionless volume. These

will be referred to as the low set and the high set, respectively. These sets can

also be distinguished by the sharp decrease (∼ 0.57) in the dimensionless volume

that occurs when the Ca. number rises above ∼ 0.002. This decrease is more

pronounced in the tests with a greater velocity ratio (∼ 500µm) than tests with

a small velocity ratio (∼ 275µm).

The low set consists of tests done when the Ca. number was below ∼ 0.002.

Under these conditions, changing the velocity ratio resulted in a large change

(∼ 140 to ∼ 180µm) in droplet diameter. This is in contrast to the high data set

where a change in flow velocity had no statistical effect on droplet size.
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4.2.4 Experiment I: Conclusions

Experiment I demonstrates that as the continuous Ca. number increases the per-

formance of the T-junction changes. As this number increases, it is observed that

the dispersed fluid cannot move as far into the continuous channel. This is because

as the Ca. number rises, the shearing force increases and it prohibits the dispersed

fluid from entering the continuous channel. As a result the dispersed fluid blocks

less of the continuous channel and the pressure squeezing force is reduced. This is

similar to what is observed at the smaller (∼ 150µm) sized T-junction [14]. These

effects indicate a transition from a pressure squeezing dominated flow to viscous

shearing dominated flow as the Ca. number increases.

In changing from a squeezing to shearing dominated flow the device tested

changes between three distinct mechanisms: transition, dripping and streaming.

These findings are summarized in figure 4.5. The transition mode was qualita-

tively observed in test conditions below a Ca. number of ∼ 0.001 (tests 1, 2, 7,

8). Above this Ca. number the junction behavior switched to the dripping mech-

anism. This change was not indicated by any change in the dimensionless volume

and was determined by observing the fluid behavior inside the T-junction.

A stable dripping mechanism was observed at Ca. numbers between ∼ 0.001

and ∼ 0.002 (tests 3, 4, 9, 10). The dripping mechanism is qualitative observed

when the dispersed fluid formed droplets downstream of the junction. This is

distinct from the transition mode which is characterized by the dispersed fluid

retracting up the dispersed channel.

The T-junction behavior becomes streaming when the Ca. number rises above

∼ 0.002. The high shearing force limited the dispersed fluid to occupying the
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smallest portion of the continuous channel. This high shearing force caused oil

to stream along the channel wall. This change coincided with a sharp decrease

(∼ 0.57) in the droplet volume. This trend is also observed in simulations of the

smaller T-junctions [26]. The decrease observed in that work coincides with the

onset of the dripping mechanism, not the streaming mechanism. This difference

may be attributed to the changes from an artificial to a real T-junction: a real

glass device has imperfect channels which can lose their hydrophilic surfaces. Ad-

ditionally, simulation [26] work was designed around small devices not the large

device used. Together, these qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate that

the larger junction can operate in the transition, dripping and streaming regimes.

In addition, the results from this experiment demonstrate a number of con-

clusions that are consistent with studies [18, 167] at the smaller scale. The first

is that the droplet diameter has an inverse relationship with Ca. number. This is

due to flows with high Ca. numbers which have a large continuous velocity. This

limits the amount of time the droplet can form before it is sheared off. There-

fore, as Ca. number increases the droplet size decreases. The second result is

that droplet volume has a direct relationship with flow rate ratio. As the flow

rate ratio increases more dispersed fluid is dispensed in the same amount of time,

resulting in larger droplets.

4.2.5 Experiment I: Discussion

The selection of parameters for experiment I were based on simulation work [26]

that predicted the presence of the squeezing, dripping and streaming mechanisms.

However the squeezing mechanism was not observed in experiment I and the tran-

sition mechanism was. The squeezing regime has been observed at Ca. numbers

lower than the test conditions examined in experiment I. This is shown in figure
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4.6. These flow conditions were not formally explored.

4.3 Experiment II: Plastic T-junction

Shell production requires both oil-in-water and water-in-oil single emulsions to be

generated. Experiment I proved that oil in water emulsions could be generated.

Experiment II needed to prove that water in oil emulsions could be generated.

The purpose of experiment II was to demonstrate this in an all plastic T-junction.

The dispersed fluid was water and the continuous fluid was sunflower oil. Exper-

iment II used a plastic device with smaller dispersed (42 percent) and continuous

(77 percent) channels, by area.

4.3.1 Experiment II: Experimental Design

The junction formed water droplets in sunflower oil at ten test conditions. Test

conditions increased the continuous and dispersed flow to determine its effect on

droplet size. During each test, the droplet formation mechanism was recorded

and the diameter was measured using the diameter method. The test conditions

chosen were a Ca. number above 0.001 and each is listed in table 4.2.

At each flow condition at least seven diameters were measured. Each droplet

diameter had an error range of over 17 microns. As stated in chapter 3, the error

range is the largest possible variation in droplet diameter due to uncertainties

caused by the measurement method. Statistics were applied to these diameters
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Condition Continuous Oil Flow Dispersed Water Flow Ca. number

1 400 mL/Hr. 0.3 mL/Hr. 0.00802

2 400 mL/Hr. 10 mL/Hr. 0.00802

3 400 mL/Hr. 20 mL/Hr. 0.00802

4 400 mL/Hr. 30 mL/Hr. 0.00802

5 150 mL/Hr. 0.3 mL/Hr. 0.00301

6 150 mL/Hr. 10 mL/Hr. 0.00301

7 150 mL/Hr. 20 mL/Hr. 0.00301

8 150 mL/Hr. 30 mL/Hr. 0.00301

9 75 mL/Hr. 0.3 mL/Hr. 0.00150

10 75 mL/Hr. 10 mL/Hr. 0.00150

Table 4.2: This is a summary of the ten experiment II test conditions. Three

continuous flow rates (75, 150, 400mL/Hr) and four (0.3, 10, 20, 30) dispersed

flow rates were tested.

to find the average value and the 95 percent confidence interval [170]. Table 4.5

contains a summary of these findings and tables 4.5 through 4.5 contain the raw

data for each condition.

4.3.2 Experiment II: Analyzing Data

Qualitative Analysis

Three conditions were analyzed to compare T-junction behavior at the 75, 150

and 400 mL/Hr continuous flow rate. Each condition had the same (0.3mL/Hr)

dispersed flow rate. Images characterizing these three flow conditions are shown

in figure 4.7. The fluid behavior is similar in all three conditions: the separation

point for the dispersed fluid is downstream of the junction. The images display
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a neck forming as the dispersed fluid extrudes into the continuous channel. This

neck breaks forming a droplet as the Laplace pressure generated by the liquid-

liquid interfacial tension squeezes the dispersed fluid. The behavior demonstrates

that all three flow conditions were within the dripping regime.

These images also demonstrate that as the continuous flow increases the dis-

persed fluid occupies less of the continuous channel. At the low continuous flow

(75mL/Hr) condition the dispersed fluid only occupies half the continuous chan-

nel. At the higher (150mL/Hr) condition one third of the continuous channel

is occupied and at the highest (400mL/Hr) flow condition only one fourth the

channel is occupied. This pattern shows that as the continuous flow increases the

dispersed fluid penetrates less of the continuous channel.

Quantitative Analysis

Experiment II produced droplets that varied ∼ 210 to ∼ 790 microns in diameter.

These droplet diameters were plotted, in real space, in figure 4.8. The diameter

could be varied ∼ 70 percent based on the flow conditions and within the dripping

regime. The lowest continuous flow had the smallest range (∼ 150µm) in droplet

diameter. The range increased at the higher (∼ 370µm) and highest, (∼ 320µm)

continuous flow rates. Droplet diameter decreased ∼ 200µm as the continuous

flow was raised.

4.3.3 Experiment II: Conclusions

Qualitative observations of T-junction behavior demonstrate that droplet forma-

tion occurred entirely in the dripping regime. Within this regime droplet diameter

had the same two relationships with the flow rate found in experiment I. Droplet

diameter had a direct relationship with the flow rate ratio; droplet diameter in-
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creased when the dispersed flow rate was raised. This too makes physical sense:

if more liquid is filling the droplet in a smaller time frame then the droplet should

be larger. The droplet diameter has a direct relationship with the Ca. number; as

the continuous fluid flow increases the droplet diameters rise. This makes physical

sense; as the continuous fluid flow is reduced there is less of a stripping force on

the dispersed fluid. This allows the droplet more time to swell and grow in size.

These observations are consistent with observations made at the smaller scale [18].

A comparison between experiment I and experiment II was also needed. This

was done by transforming the data from experiment II into dimensionless space

and plotting it with experiment I data. This information is in table 4.5 and re-

sults are graphed in figure 4.9. On average, experiment II droplets were smaller

in dimensionless volume (0.11) and in real diameter (∼ 560µm) than experiment

I droplets. This decrease in droplet size was predicted due to the change in T-

junction fluids.

In changing fluids, the viscosity of the continuous fluid has increased 49 fold

while the dispersed fluid has decreased its viscosity by a factor of seven. Together,

these effects should increase the viscous shearing force. The liquid-liquid inter-

facial tension has also doubled, from a low (0.049N/M) to a high (0.094N/M)

surface tension. This increase will raise the Laplace pressure on the dispersed

fluid, generating smaller droplets. Both effects should lower overall droplet diam-

eter.
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4.4 Experiment III: Performance of the T-junction

over Time

The mass production of shells require that a large scale double T-junction per-

form over an extended period of time; experiment III was designed to accomplish

this. Experiment III also simulated a manufacturing environment where the de-

vice would operate intermittently over an extended time period. A manufacturing

environment includes the cleaning of the device with sonication. To test this, the

double T-junction was operated five times over the course of 26 days. The effect

of sonication was also explored by sonication the part between the first and sec-

ond test. The device used was the third double T-junction, with both junctions

operating simultaneously. The device formed mineral oil droplets in water at the

first junction and water droplets in mineral oil at the second junction. Double

emulsions were not generated because the inner oil droplets broke before reach-

ing the large junction. Breakage occurred because the device was not oriented

correctly and the wall thickness around the inner droplet was insufficient. These

issues were addressed in the formation of shells. The first junction had dimensions

of a 0.7 by 0.8 mm dispersed channel into 1.1 by 1.2 mm continuous channel. The

second junction had dimensions of 2.1 by 2.3 mm dispersed channel into 2.8 by

2.4 mm continuous channel. The fluids used and the droplet sizes produced, were

similar to those used in shell production.

4.4.1 Experiment III: Experimental Design

Five tests were performed, in which the double T-junction was operated for a

period of ∼ 12 minutes with mineral oil and water. The flow rates were the same

for all five tests: 2, 20 and 500 mL/Hr through the small, middle size, and large
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channels respectively. These tests included a control experiment, after which the

device was sonic cleaned. The entire device was then flushed with water and air

for several hours to eliminate any residual surfactants from the cleaning operation.

The device was operated following the cleaning, as well as 1, 2 and 26 days later.

The device was left untouched in air during the intervening time. A listing of

these testing conditions is shown in table 4.3 below.

Test: Time (min:sec) Small Droplets Small Sample Large Droplets Large Sample

Pre Sonic 11:41 214 6 732 6

Post Sonic 11:42 235 5 611 5

1 Day After 12:03 252 6 610 6

2 Days After 13:03 258 6 732 6

26 Days After 14:57 310 10 970 10

Table 4.3: This table lists the number of small mineral oil droplets and large

water droplets formed in the double T-junction during the five tests performed in

experiment III. The table includes the length of video recorded in each test. It

also includes the number of droplets averaged for each volume reported, using the

period method.

4.4.2 Experiment III: Data Collection

The behavior of the large T-junction was filmed throughout the tests, while the

droplets from the small junction could only be filmed as they drifted into frame

and broke. This is shown in figure 4.10. As a consequence the qualitative behavior

of the small glass T-junction was not recorded. The period method was used to

measure the time it took droplets to form, the sample size used is listed in table

4.3. In the case of the large channel, this was time it took the droplets to form.
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In the case of the small channel, the time recorded was the time it took droplets

to completely emerge on frame. In order to compare the behaviors from the large

and small junctions, all results were measured in droplet volume.

Three types of fluctuations in behavior were observed and these are depicted

in figure 4.11. The first disruption affected the large T-junction; oil droplets

broke in the middle size channel and adhered to the plastic wall. Subsequent oil

droplets collected at this site and clogged the channel. These clogs could flow into

the large junction and disrupt production. The second fluctuation effected the

data collection of the small oil droplet. The small inner droplets could coalesce

before video recording, making accurate measurements impossible. Lastly, the

fluid separation point in the second T-junction would drift downstream. This

would reduce the size of the large droplet over a period of time. There were 20

fluctuations removed from the large junction data set or ∼ 3 percent of the large

volumes. There were 8 fluctuations removed from the small junction data set or

∼ 4 percent of the small volumes.

4.4.3 Experiment III: Data Analysis

Small T-junction

The droplet volumes produced by the small T-junction are plotted in figure 4.12.

The average droplet volumes for all tests are listed in table 4.5. The average vol-

ume of the small oil droplet was 1.52 µL in volume or ∼ 1, 430µm in diameter.

Statistically, the same sized droplet was produced before and after sonication.

This allowed for the small droplet volumes to be analyzed together.

The small junction produced droplets that did not vary much (8 percent by

volume) across all tests. This allowed all 1,279 droplets to be statistically analyzed
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together. Control charts [30] for the small junction are shown in figure 4.13. These

charts bounds the junction performance to three times the mean of the range

(±0.33µL). The droplets produced by the small junction only drifted outside these

bounds 8 times, or four percent of the data.

Large T-junction

The volumes produced by the large junction are shown in figure 4.14. The av-

erage water droplet produced was 5.83 µL with a standard deviation of 0.32 µL.

3,656 droplets were produced with an average diameter of 2.2 mm. The volume

of the droplet is compared in figure 4.15. The pre sonic experiment demonstrates

a large (∼ 1.5µL) decline in droplet volume. This is caused by the separation

point moving roughly 5 mm down the main channel, pictured in figure 4.11. By

moving the separation point, a permanent co-flowing stream of fluid steals fluid

away from the droplets driving the droplet size down. In three of the runs, the

large droplet volume exhibits a wavy fluctuation (∼ 0.33µL) in the droplet size.

This behavior is caused by oil clogs in the middle channel affecting the water flow

rate into the large junction. These clogs are depicted in figure 4.11 and should be

removed when double emulsions are formed.

The large junction demonstrated more variation than the small junction. This

is shown in figure 4.16 which is a control chart for the large junction. This chart

bounds droplet production by three times the mean range of droplet volume. The

pre sonic test drifted out of these bounds, during 51 percent of the tests. This

was due to the separation point moving downstream of the junction. This was

the only test that showed significant drift in performance. The pre sonic data

was removed from the control chart for the entire large junction data set. The

performance of the large junction varied out of bounds 42 times or 9 percent of

the data over the remaining four runs.
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4.4.4 Experiment III: Conclusions

Sonic Cleaning Effects

Sonic cleaning appeared to have very little effect on the small T-junction. Sonic

cleaning did raise the droplet size formed at the large T-junction (∼ 2µL) and the

large junction behavior was more reproducible after sonication. This reproducibil-

ity remained one day after sonication. The unsteadiness before sonication was due

to the separation point moving downstream of the T-junction and this behavior

was not observed after sonication and the following day. Sonication cleaned the

surface of the plastic junction allowing for a more favorable surface that restricted

the separation point from moving downstream.

The behavior of the small junction was much more reproducible than the large

junction. Small droplets were often within measurement error, making runs indis-

tinguishable from one another. Large droplets varied by ∼ 1.5µL) between tests

but could have low variation (∼ 5 percent of droplet diameter) within single tests.

This is because the smaller junction behaved in a more microfluidic environment.

The small junction had more of its behavior dominated by surface effects and was

therefore more stable than the large junction.

4.5 Conclusions

Experiment I demonstrated that large (∼ 1, 340µm diameter) mineral-oil-in-water

droplets could be produced in a hydroxide-catalyzed bonded [116] glass T-junction.

This T-junction had four modes of operation which are determined by the con-

tinuous Ca. number. As the Ca. number rises, the flow conditions shift from
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a pressure force dominated environment to a viscous shearing dominated envi-

ronment. The modes of operation: squeezing, transition [16], dripping [2] and

streaming arise from this shift in these forces. This is similar to experimental

[17, 18] and simulated [26] observations on the small scale. Experiment I also

demonstrated that droplet size had a direct relationship to flow rate ratio and an

indirect relationship to Ca. number.

Experiment II demonstrated that water in sunflower oil droplets could be

produced in an acrylic T-junction. It demonstrated that within the dripping

regime droplet size had a direct relationship with dispersed flow and an indirect

relationship with the continuous flow. This is consistent with experiment I and

observations [18] made on the small scale. Experiment II also demonstrated that

increasing the viscous shearing force and raising the Laplace pressure resulted in

smaller droplets.

Experiment III demonstrated that a double junction could produce hundreds

of large (3,656) and small (1,279) droplets simultaneously with fluid relevant to

shell production. Sonication was demonstrated as a way to regain large droplet

reproducibility and consistency. It was also demonstrated that the small (∼ 1

mm) junction was more reproducible than the large junction (∼ 2.2 mm). These

experiments gathered knowledge that will be used in the next chapter in the mass

production of resorcinol formaldehyde shells.
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Test Small Volume Large Volume

Pre Sonic 1.51 ± 0.04 4.99 ± 0.09

Post Sonic 1.49 ± 0.05 6.62 ± 0.14

1 Day 1.59 ± 0.04 6.53 ± 0.11

2 Days 1.52 ± 0.05 5.84 ± 0.09

26 Days 1.47 ± 0.04 5.15 ± 0.13

Table 4.4: This chart shows the volume of the droplets dispensed by the large and

the small T-Junctions in experiment III. The difference between the average high

and low volume, generated by measurement uncertainties (in µL) is listed for each

volume.

400 mL/Hr

(mL/hr) (um) (um) (um)

Small Flow Average High Low

0.3 214 242 186

10 422 434 410

20 482 500 465

30 531 555 506

150 mL/Hr

(mL/hr) (um) (um) (um)

Small Flow Average High Low

0.3 409 453 365

10 638 662 614

20 711 728 694

30 774 793 755

75 mL/Hr

(mL/hr) (um) (um) (um)

Small Flow Average High Low

0.3 618 645 591

10 786 812 761

Table 4.5: This is a summary of the results from experiment II. Listed here are

the average diameters of water droplets formed inside sunflower oil inside an all

plastic T-Junction. Three sunflower oil flow rates were tested with differing water

flow rate. At each flow an average, high, and low diameter is listed. At an oil flow

of 75 mL/Hr the water flow rate could not be increased because this would have

led to streaming.
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Figure 4.1: This series (A, B, C) of images shows the transition regime of droplet

formation in a glass T-junction at the first flow condition (capillary number:

0.0001, velocity ratio: 1 : 2) in experiment I. This sequence of images shows

three stages of the transition regime: a lag (A), filling (B) and necking stage(C)

[16]. A distinction of this regime is that the interface between the dispersed and

continuous fluids retracts backwards into the dispersed channel after the droplet

is formed. The lag stage (A) is when the dispersed fluid refills the volume in

the dispersed channel lost by this retraction, shown in (i). The filling stage is

demonstrated in (B) by the dispersed fluid entering the continuous channel while

being simultaneously sheared. This stage finishes in (ii) when the dispersed fluid

has occupied nearly all the continuous channel and is sheared downstream. The

necking stage is demonstrated in (C) when the radius of the dispersed fluid in

the continuous channel shrinks. When the neck has collapsed below a critical

diameter, the rate of collapse increases exponentially and the droplet breaks off

[21].
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Figure 4.2: This series of images (A,B,C,D) shows the dripping [26, 27, 28, 2, 29]

mechanism for droplet formation in a glass T-junction. These images were taken

from the fourth test condition in experiment I (capillary number: 0.0017, velocity

ratio: 1 : 2). The relatively high shearing force in the continuous channel limits the

distance (S) that the dispersed fluid can penetrate into the continuous channel;

this distance being small is one of the distinctions of the dripping regime [29].

Image (A) shows the dispersed fluid after a droplet has broken off. The droplet

has been separated because the high continuous fluid shearing force is greater than

the surface tension force [16]. Following this (B) a droplet is formed at the end

of the dispersed stream. This behavior arises because the system is minimizing

the energy associated with the liquid-liquid interface. (C) This forming droplet is

being sheared downstream. (D) Once the droplet breaks off, the dispersed fluid

begins to form a new droplet.
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Figure 4.3: These images were taken from flow condition 6 (capillary number:

0.0033, velocity ratio: 1 : 2). This was the highest capillary number tested in

experiment I. The junction initially behaved in the dripping regime, shown in the

(A) sequence of images. The dispersed fluid was sheared by the continuous fluid

and occupied a small portion of the continuous channel alongside the channel wall.

Over time, the shearing force overcame the hydrophilic channel surface energy and

the mineral oil contacted the channel wall. This sequence of images (B), shows

the dispersed fluid dragged into a co-flowing stream with the continuous fluid.
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Figure 4.4: Plotted here are the results from twelve flow conditions tested in exper-

iment I. The *data is from the 1:2 flow ratio conditions and the 0data set is from

the 1:8 flow ratio conditions. These results have been expressed as dimensionless

volumes; this is the droplet volume divided by the average continuous channel

height and width cubed. These dimensionless volumes are plotted against the

junction capillary number. The results can be grouped into two sets correspond-

ing to conditions lower than and greater than the 0.002 capillary numbers. In

the lower set there is a great difference in volumes between the 1:2 and 1:8 flow

conditions. There is no difference in the upper set.
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Figure 4.5: This series of images is the characteristic behavior of the dispersed fluid

in the all glass T-junction. In these experiments, the continuous fluid is water,

the dispersed fluid is mineral oil. Image A is of the pressure squeezing regime,

which was observed at low capillary numbers outside experiment I conditions.

Image B is of the transition regime, which was observed at capillary numbers

below 0.001. Image C is the dripping regime which was observed between the

capillary numbers 0.001 and 0.002. The change from transition to dripping was

determined by qualitative observation of the fluid behavior. Image D is of the

streaming regime, observed when the capillary number was over 0.002. The change

from the transition to streaming regimes is characterized by a sharp drop in the

dimensionless volume.

Figure 4.6: This sequence image demonstrates pressure squeezing behavior in the

all glass T-Junction used in experiment I.
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Figure 4.7: These images are taken from flow conditions 9, 4 and 1 in experiment

II, where the dispersed fluid flow rate is a constant 0.3mL/Hr. (All images) All

conditions demonstrate that the separation point for forming the droplet occurs

several hundred microns downstream of the T-junction. The images display a neck

forming as the dispersed fluid extrudes into the continuous channel. This neck

breaks forming a droplet as the Laplace pressure generated by the liquid-liquid

interfacial tension squeezes the dispersed fluid. This behavior is characteristic

of the dripping mechanism. As the continuous flow rate increases the dispersed

fluid occupies less of the continuous channel: at the lowest flow (Condition 9)

of 75mL/Hr one half the channel is occupied by the dispersed fluid, as the flow

rate increases (Condition 4) to 150mL/Hr the dispersed fluid is limited to one

third of the continuous channel. When the continuous fluid reaches a maximum

(Condition 1) of 400mL/Hr the dispersed fluid is restricted to one fourth of the

continuous channel.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the droplet diameters produced in experiment II. Water

droplets were formed inside an all plastic T-junction using sunflower oil as the

continuous fluid. The blue line (*) corresponds to the largest oil flow rate

(400mL/Hr), which generated the smallest droplets. The red line (0) is the

middle oil flow rate (150mL/Hr) and generated larger droplets. The top green

line (Ö) is the slowest oil flow rate (75 mL/Hr) and yielded the largest droplets.
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Figure 4.9: This plot compares the results from experiment II and experiment

I in dimensionless space. The dimensionless droplet volume is plotted against

the continuous channel capillary number, error bars are included in the plot.

Experiment I (Ö) results appears as bifurcated data around ∼ 0.002. The decrease

shown indicates a switch from the dripping to the streaming regime. Experiment II

(0) data appears as a cluster of dimensionless volumes below ∼ 0.003, significantly

smaller than experiment I.
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Figure 4.10: This picture shows an image from the video collected for experiment

III. The camera is filming the middle size channel - filled with dark dyed water -

as the fluid crosses from the glass to plastic device. The first junction produced

mineral oil droplets, shown here, which are recorded on video before breaking

inside the plastic half. The time for the inner droplet to fully appear was used

as a measure of small droplet formation time. The behavior of the large junction

forming water droplets in mineral oil is directly observed.
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Figure 4.11: This collection of images shows the three disruptions to regular droplet

production in experiment III. The first is (droplet breakage) which occurs when the oil

droplets formed at the smaller, first junction break in the middle channel forming a clog.

This is shown in the droplet breakage set of images (A, B, C) which show the oil filling

the middle channel and pinching off the water stream. This temporarily disrupts large

channel production as the oil clog is pushed out of the middle channel. Twenty points

(∼ 3 percent of data) had to be removed from the large junction data set due to this

behavior. The second behavior (color) is when the separation point moves downstream

in the continuous channel and was observed in the pre sonic test. This creates a stream

of dispersed fluid inside the continuous channel, which grows over time and reduces the

diameter of the large droplet. This is non-existent (D) early (50 seconds) in the test, but

can grow (E) late (670 seconds) in the test into a long (∼ 4, 500µm) coflowing stream.

The last behavior (coalescence) occurred when the small droplets combined before they

could be recorded on video. This disrupted the measurement of a set of small droplet

diameters and occurred eight times (∼ 4 percent of data) in experiment III.
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Figure 4.12: This series of images plots the volume (µL) of the small droplet across different tests in experiment III. ∼ 4

percent of the total data has been removed due to droplets combining before being video recorded, indicated by dmark. At zero

seconds, the pumps and recorder were started and there was a delay before the first volume was recorded. This is because it

took time for flow to commence and for the needed number of droplets to form and drift on camera. Tests were limited by the

largest channel fluid and ran a minimum of ∼ 12 minutes and a maximum of ∼ 15 minutes. The error range due to uncertainty

in measurement is indicated by dashed lines. All volumes were determined by the period method, with sample sizes indicated

in table 4.3. The results included here are from the (A) Control, (B) Post Sonic, (C) 1 Day, (D) 2 Days, and (E) 26 Days after

sonication runs. The (E) data set may appear more consistent due to a higher (10) droplet sampling rate.
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Figure 4.13: Shown here is a control chart [30] of the performance for the small

T-junction during experiment III. The droplet volume (µL) is plotted with dashed

lines indicating three means of the range (±0.33µL) above and below the average

volume. The volume produced is outside these bounds only 5 times (2 percent of

data) across the (A) Pre Sonic (B) Post Sonic (C) Next Day (D) Two Day and

(E) 26 day tests. The data is plotted together (F) and the volume produced falls

out of the bounds 8 times or 4 percent of the data.
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Figure 4.14: This series of images plots the volume (µL) of the large droplet across

different tests in experiment III. ∼ 3 percent of the total data has been removed

due to clogs blocking the functioning of the large T-junction. These are indicated

by dmark. Tests were limited by the largest channel fluid and ran a minimum of

∼ 12 minutes and a maximum of ∼ 15 minutes. The results plotted are from the

(A) Control data (B) Post Sonic (C) 1 Day (D) 2 Days and (E) 26 Days tests.

The sample size for each test is indicated in table 4.3.
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Figure 4.15: This plot compares the results of the large T-junction across different

runs in experiment III. Plotted here is the raw volumes (dashed line) and the

moving five point average (thick line) and instances of fluctuations have been

removed (+). The pre sonic test (A) demonstrated the greatest fluctuation (∼

1.5µL) in droplet volume. The post sonic (B) and next day (C) tests were very

similar. The runs had average volumes of 6.62µL and 6.53µL respectively and

produced statistically the same droplet in 51 percent of the data set. (D) The

following day, the average volume fell ∼ 0.70µL. After a period of 26 days (E)

the average volume fell another ∼ 0.70µL to an average volume (∼ 5.15µL) close

to that of the pre sonic (∼ 4.99µL) test. Runs (A, B, E) demonstrate a wavy

fluctuation in droplet volume of ∼ 0.33µL.
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Figure 4.16: Plotted here is the control chart for the droplet volumes produced by

the large T-junction during experiment III. The bounds (dashed line) are three

times the mean range of the data, and the volumes (dark line) are plotted over

these. The control run (A) drifts significantly outside the bounds (46 percent of

the data). The post sonic run (B) is more consistent with only 14 percent of the

data outside the bounds. A day after sonication (C) the droplet volume drifts

outside the bounds 12 percent of the measurements. Two days after sonication

(D), performance is more consistent with only 2 percent of the data falling outside

the bounds. Twenty six days after sonication (E) performance is outside the

bounds for seven percent of the data.
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Summary of Experiment II Results

Flow

Capillary (mL/Hr) (mL/Hr) (um) (um)

Large Ratio: Small Large Condition Diameter ± Dimenless: High Low

0.0080 0.001 0.3 400 1 214 28 0.005 0.007 0.003

0.0080 0.050 10 400 2 422 12 0.037 0.041 0.034

0.0080 0.100 20 400 3 482 17 0.056 0.062 0.050

0.0080 0.150 30 400 4 531 25 0.075 0.086 0.065

0.0030 0.004 0.3 150 5 409 44 0.034 0.046 0.024

0.0030 0.133 10 150 6 638 24 0.130 0.145 0.116

0.0030 0.266 20 150 7 711 17 0.179 0.193 0.167

0.0030 0.399 30 150 8 774 19 0.232 0.249 0.215

0.0015 0.008 0.3 75 9 618 27 0.118 0.134 0.103

0.0015 0.266 10 75 10 786 26 0.243 0.267 0.220

Table 4.6: This chart converts the results from Experiment II into dimensionless

space for comparison to the results from Experiment I.
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Flow Condition 1

Period Method:

Water: 23.6

Mineral Oil: 11.8

Time Drops Freq Dia Small Big

11.87 19 0.62 1575.53 5.77 5.76

11.91 19 0.63 1577.30 5.77 5.75

11.83 19 0.62 1573.76 5.78 5.76

Average 0.62 1575.53 5.76

STDEV 0.00 1.77

N 57 57

Z 0.000 0.234

High 0.63 1,576.0

Low 0.62 1,575.1

Table 4.7: This is the raw data from flow condition 1, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0001 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2. The diameter was

measured using the period method, for 19 droplets.

Flow Condition 2

Distance Method:

Water: 117.9

Mineral Oil: 58.9

Ref: Measured: Freq Dia Error Error

21 80 0.114 1527 15 16

21 80 0.114 1527 15 16

21 80 0.114 1527 15 16

21 81 0.115 1533 15 16

23 82 0.107 1494 14 14

21 79 0.113 1521 15 16

21 80 0.114 1527 15 16

Average 0.113 1522 15.2

STDEV 0.003 13

N 7 7

Z 0.001 4.964

High 0.12 1532

Low 0.11 1513

Table 4.8: This is the raw data from flow condition 2, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0005 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2.
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Flow Condition 3

Distance Method:

Water: 235.8

Mineral Oil: 117.9

Sum 353.7

(Sec/Drop) (um)

Ref Measured: Freq Dia Big Small

23 81.01 0.053 1488 14.1 13.7

23 82.02 0.053 1494 14.1 13.8

21 74.01 0.053 1488 15.4 15.0

23 81.01 0.053 1488 14.1 13.7

23 80.01 0.052 1482 14.1 13.7

21 80.01 0.057 1527 15.6 15.2

21 78.01 0.056 1515 15.5 15.1

22 75.01 0.051 1472 14.7 14.3

22 82.01 0.056 1516 14.8 14.5

22 76.01 0.052 1478 14.7 14.3

Average 0.05 1495 14.5

Stdev 0.00 18

N 10 10

Error 0.001 11.35

Z 0.0006 5.79

High 0.06 1517.05

Low 0.05 1472.56

Table 4.9: This is the raw data from flow condition 3, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0010 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2.
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Flow Condition 4

Distance Method:

Water 400.8

Mineral Oil 200.4

Ref Measured: Freq Dia Big Small

20 77.00649 0.034 1533 16.4 15.9

20 76.02631 0.033 1526 16.3 15.9

21 75.00667 0.031 1495 15.4 15.0

21 75.00667 0.031 1495 15.4 15.0

21 73.00685 0.031 1481 15.4 15.0

21 78.00641 0.033 1515 15.5 15.1

21 69 0.029 1454 15.3 14.9

21 73.00685 0.031 1481 15.4 15.0

21 71.00704 0.030 1468 15.3 14.9

20 79.05694 0.035 1546 16.4 16.0

22 73.00685 0.029 1459 14.6 14.3

Average 0 1496 15.4

StDev 0.002 30.86

N 11 11

Z 0.00 9.30

Low 0.073 1,477

High 0.082 1,514

Table 4.10: This is the raw data from flow condition 4, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0017 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2.
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Flow Condition 5

Diameter Measurements:

Water 589.4

Mineral Oil 294.7

Measured Dia Error

69.1 69.1 1100 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

56.5 69.1 900 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

56.5 69.1 900 50

50.3 69.1 800 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

75.4 69.1 1200 50

62.8 69.1 1000 50

Average: 994 49.97

Stdev 85.4

N 16

Z 21.3

High 1,036

Low 952

Table 4.11: This is the raw data from flow condition 5, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0025 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2.
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Flow Condition 6

Diameter Measurements:

Water 778

Mineral Oil 389

Measured Ref: Dia Error

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

Average 938 50.0

N 37

StDev 82.83635

Z 13.61821

High 965

Low 911

Table 4.12: This is the raw data from flow condition 6, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0033 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 2.
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Flow Condition 7

Frequency:

Water: 23.6

Mineral Oil: 2.9

Time Drops Freq Dia Error Error

17.07 9 1.90 1428.99 10.48 10.41

17.11 9 1.90 1430.11 10.49 10.41

17.03 9 1.89 1427.87 10.48 10.40

Average 1.90 1428.99 10.45

STDEV 0.00 1.12

N 27 27

Z 0.001 0.215

High 1.90 1,429.4

Low 1.89 1,428.6

Table 4.13: This is the raw data from flow condition 7, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0001 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.

Flow Condition 8

Frequency:

Water: 117.9

Oil: 14.7

Time Drops Sec/drop Diameter Error Error

29.67 93 0.319 1,355.0 2.75 2.76

29.71 93 0.319 1,355.6 2.75 2.76

29.63 93 0.319 1,354.4 2.75 2.76

Average 0.319 1,355 2.75

St Dev 0.000 0.609

N 279 279

Z 0.00003 0.04

High 0.319 1,355

Low 0.319 1,355

Table 4.14: This is the raw data from flow condition 8, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0005 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.
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Flow Condition 9

Distance Method:

Water: 235.8

Mineral Oil: 29.5

Sum 265.3

(Sec/Drop) (um)

Ref Measured: Freq Dia Error Error

21 146.01 0.139 1294 13 12

21 175.03 0.166 1375 13 13

20 151.00 0.151 1331 13 13

20 146.01 0.146 1316 13 13

21 143.01 0.136 1286 12 12

21 149.01 0.141 1303 13 12

Average 0 1317 12.7

Stdev: 0.01 32.38

N 6 6

Z 0.004 13.22

High 0.16 1343.35

Low 0.14 1291.53

Table 4.15: This is the raw data from flow condition 9, in experiment I. The large

capillary number is 0.0010 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.

Flow Condition 10

Distance Method:

Water 400.8

Mineral Oil 50.1

Ref Measured: Freq Dia Big Small

21 125.04 0.070 1229 13 11

20 141.01 0.083 1300 14 12

20 127.04 0.074 1256 13 11

21 136.03 0.076 1264 13 11

21 145.01 0.081 1291 13 11

21 145.01 0.081 1291 13 11

20 147.03 0.086 1318 14 12

22 129.02 0.069 1223 12 10

Average 0.077 1272 12.1

StDev 0.006 34.421

N 8 8

Z 0.002 12.17

Low 0.07 1247.7

High 0.08 1295.4

Table 4.16: This is the raw data from flow condition 10, in experiment I. The

large capillary number is 0.0017 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.
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Flow Condition 11

Diameter Measurements:

Water 589.4

Mineral Oil 73.7

Measured Ref: Dia Error

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

Average 1006 49.97

N 16

StDev 85

Z 21.35

High 1,048

Low 964

Table 4.17: This is the raw data from flow condition 11, in experiment I. The

large capillary number is 0.0025 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.
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Flow Condition 12

Diameter Measurements:

Water 778

Mineral Oil 97.3

Measured Ref: Dia

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

50.3 69.1 800 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

56.5 69.1 900 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

69.1 69.1 1100 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

62.8 69.1 1000 49.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

50.3 62.8 880 54.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

62.8 62.8 1100 54.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

56.5 62.8 990 54.97

Average 956 51.2

N 34

StDev 78

Z 13.371

High 983

Low 930

Table 4.18: This is the raw data from flow condition 12, in experiment I. The

large capillary number is 0.0033 and the flow rate ratio is 1 to 8.
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Dimensionless Conditions Real Conditions

(mL/Hr) (mL/Hr) (um) (+/- um) Dimensionless

Large CP Ratio Large Small Diameter Error Method Volume Error

0.0001 1 to 2 23.6 11.8 1576 5.7 period 1.32 0.014

0.0005 1 to 2 117.9 58.9 1522 15.2 Distance 1.19 0.036

0.001 1 to 2 235.8 117.9 1495 14.5 Distance 1.13 0.033

0.0017 1 to 2 400.8 200.4 1496 15.4 Distance 1.13 0.035

0.025 1 to 2 589.4 294.7 994 50.0 Diameters 0.33 0.050

0.0033 1 to 2 778.0 389.0 938 50.0 Diameters 0.28 0.045

0.0001 1 to 8 23.6 2.9 1429 10.5 period 0.99 0.0023

0.0005 1 to 8 117.9 14.7 356 2.75 period 0.84 0.005

0.001 1 to 8 235.8 29.5 317 12.7 Distance 0.77 0.022

0.0017 1 to 8 400.8 50.1 1272 12.1 Distance 0.69 0.020

0.0025 1 to 8 589.4 73.7 1006 50.0 Diameters 0.34 0.051

0.0033 1 to 8 778.0 97.3 956 51.2 Diameters 0.29 0.047

Table 4.19: This is a summary of the results from experiment I, across all 12 test

conditions. Listed first is the conditions in dimensionless and real space. The

measured droplet diameter is listed next. For each measurement, a highest and

a lowest possible measurement is calculate and the error range is the difference

between these values. The high and low errors are the mean minus these values.

These values are averages to find the average error, which is listed here. The

method of measurement is listed after this. These diameters are converted into

dimensionless volumes and presented here.
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Sunflower Oil Flow 75 mL/Hr

Small: 0.3 mL/Hr 10 mL/Hr

(mL/Hr) (um)

Large: Diameter

75 579.5 715.9

75 579.5 784.0

75 579.5 818.1

75 647.7 818.1

75 647.7 784.0

75 647.7 801.0

75 647.7 784.0

Average: 618 786

Stdev: 36.4 34.7

N 7 7

Stand err: 13.8 13.1

High 645.5 812.2

Low 591.5 760.8

Table 4.20: This chart contains the raw data and the statistically derived infor-

mation for the 75 ml/Hr main flow condition. This data was taken from an all

plastic junction and the droplets formed were water droplets in sunflower oil.

Sunflower Oil Flow Rate 150 mL/Hr

Small: 0.3 mL/Hr 10 mL/Hr 20 mL/Hr 30 mL/Hr

(mL/Hr) (um) (um)

Large: Diameter Diameter Diameter Diameter

150 340.9 579.5 681.8 818.1

150 340.9 613.6 681.8 784.0

150 375.0 647.7 715.9 749.9

150 409.1 647.7 715.9 749.9

150 443.2 647.7 715.9 784.0

150 477.2 647.7 715.9 749.9

150 477.2 681.8 750.1 784.0

Average: 409 638 711 774

Stdev: 59.0 32.4 23.6 25.8

N 7 7 7 7

Stand err: 22.3 12.3 8.9 9.7

High 452.8 662.0 728.5 793.4

Low 365.3 613.9 693.6 755.2

Table 4.21: This chart contains the raw data and the statistically derived infor-

mation for the 150 ml/Hr main flow condition. This data was taken from an all

plastic junction and the droplets formed were water droplets in sunflower oil.
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Sunflower Oil Flow Rate 400 mL/Hr

Small: 0.3 mL/Hr 10 mL/Hr 20 mL/Hr 30 mL/Hr

(mL/Hr) (um) (um)

Large: Diameter Diameter Diameter Diameter

400 170.4 409.1 443.2 477.2

400 170.4 409.1 477.2 579.5

400 204.5 409.1 477.2 545.4

400 204.5 409.1 477.2 545.4

400 238.6 409.1 477.2 545.4

400 238.6 443.2 511.3 511.3

400 272.7 443.2 511.3 511.3

400 443.2

Average: 214 422 482 531

Stdev: 37.9 17.6 23.5 33.3

N 7 8 7 7

Stand err: 14.3 6.2 8.9 12.6

High 242.4 434.1 499.5 555.5

Low 186.2 409.6 464.7 506.2

Table 4.22: This chart contains the raw data and the statistically derived infor-

mation for the 400 ml/Hr main flow condition. This data was taken from an all

plastic junction and the droplets formed were water droplets in sunflower oil.

Experiment III summary of Frequency

Junction Frequency drop/sec

Small Large

Pre Sonic 0.31 1.12

Post Sonic 0.33 0.84

1 Day 0.35 0.85

2 Days 0.33 0.95

26 Days 0.35 1.08

Table 4.23: This chart shows the overall frequency which the droplets were pro-

duced inside both junctions over time. It is observed that the small junction was

more consistent in behavior then the large junction. The large junction exhibited

one behavior which returned after 26 days.
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PRE SONIC 224.18 2,136 402.53 2,103 568.87 2,077

(sec) (um) 229.8 2,150 407.8 2,104 573.73 2,048

Time Diameter 235.47 2,156 413.07 2,104 578.67 2,060

39.73 2,180 241 2,138 418.47 2,122 583.47 2,040

46.97 2,339 246.73 2,164 423.6 2,086 588.27 2,040

53.84 2,299 252.36 2,151 428.73 2,086 593.2 2,058

60.53 2,279 257.87 2,136 433.93 2,095 598.2 2,068

67.26 2,283 263.6 2,164 439 2,077 602.87 2,021

73.73 2,253 269.6 2,197 444.04 2,073 607.73 2,048

80.13 2,245 275 2,122 449.07 2,072 612.6 2,050

86.4 2,230 281.07 2,206 454.13 2,076 617.53 2,058

92.71 2,235 286.93 2,180 459 2,050 622.4 2,050

99.07 2,240 292.6 2,156 464 2,068 627.2 2,040

105.4 2,237 298.2 2,147 469.07 2,077 632.02 2,043

111.67 2,230 303.8 2,147 473.87 2,040 637.13 2,083

117.93 2,229 309.13 2,112 478.6 2,030 642.21 2,079

124.33 2,245 314.6 2,131 483.67 2,077 647.27 2,076

130.6 2,230 319.86 2,103 488.67 2,068 652.07 2,040

136.73 2,213 325.27 2,123 493.67 2,068 656.87 2,040

142.6 2,181 330.6 2,112 498.6 2,058 661.73 2,048

148.53 2,189 335.8 2,095 503.4 2,040 666.93 2,095

154.53 2,197 340.87 2,077 508.27 2,050 672.2 2,104

160.45 2,188 346.04 2,091 513.27 2,068 677.13 2,058

166.33 2,183 351.13 2,080 518.33 2,076 681.87 2,031

172.4 2,206 356.2 2,077 523.2 2,050 686.53 2,020

178.27 2,181 361.4 2,095 528.33 2,086

184.13 2,180 366.47 2,077 533.47 2,087

190.07 2,190 371.67 2,095 538.6 2,086

195.87 2,173 376.73 2,076 543.73 2,086 Average 2,091

201.67 2,173 381.8 2,077 548.87 2,087 Stdev 74.13

207.4 2,164 387.07 2,104 553.87 2,068 N 122

213.04 2,153 392.13 2,076 558.87 2,068 High 2,104

218.67 2,151 397.27 2,087 563.8 2,058 Low 2,078

Table 4.24: This is a collection of droplet diameters produced over time inside

the large double T-Junction. Outliers have been removed. This data was taken

before cleaning by sonic.
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POST SONIC 182.47 2,335 379.32 2,351 582.2 2,335

(sec) (um) 188.33 2,317 385.6 2,371 587.93 2,300

Time Diameter 194.13 2,309 391.93 2,377 593.93 2,335

7.47 2,370 200 2,318 398.2 2,370 599.87 2,327

13.67 2,361 205.8 2,309 404.33 2,352 605.87 2,335

19.8 2,352 211.63 2,313 410.4 2,344 611.87 2,335

25.93 2,352 217.6 2,331 416.53 2,352 617.87 2,335

32.05 2,351 223.53 2,326 422.73 2,361 623.93 2,343

37.87 2,312 229.07 2,274 428.87 2,353 630.07 2,353

43.6 2,300 235.4 2,377 434.93 2,343 636.87 2,435

49.53 2,326 241.33 2,326 441 2,344 642.53 2,290

55.2 2,291 247.47 2,353 447 2,335 648.637 2,349

60.93 2,300 253.53 2,343 453 2,335 654.73 2,347

66.67 2,301 259.67 2,353 458.87 2,318 660.87 2,353

72.13 2,263 266.2 2,402 464.8 2,326 667 2,352

77.07 2,189 272.46 2,368 470.8 2,335 673.87 2,443

82.33 2,235 278.53 2,344 476.67 2,318 678.97 2,212

89.33 2,458 284.73 2,361 482.71 2,340 684.93 2,330

94.73 2,255 290.8 2,344 488.73 2,338 690.87 2,327

100.4 2,291 296.93 2,352 494.8 2,344 696.67 2,309

105.8 2,255 302.87 2,327 501 2,361 702.47 2,309

111.4 2,282 308.87 2,335 507.24 2,366 708.27 2,309

117.13 2,300 314.93 2,343 513.6 2,381 714.2 2,326

122.8 2,291 320.67 2,301 519.93 2,377 720 2,309

128.53 2,300 326.47 2,309 526.2 2,370

134.47 2,327 331.27 2,168 533.6 2,504

140.4 2,326 337.13 2,317 539.67 2,344 Average 2,333

146.4 2,335 343.13 2,335 545.93 2,368 N 120

152.48 2,345 349.27 2,353 552.07 2,353 Stdev 42.90

158.47 2,334 355.17 2,322 558.27 2,361 High 2,341

164.53 2,343 361.07 2,322 564.4 2,352 Low 2,325

170.47 2,327 367.07 2,335 570.27 2,318

176.47 2,335 373.2 2,352 576.2 2,326

Table 4.25: This is a list of the large droplets produced by the large double T-

Junction. This data is taken over 12 minutes and outliers have been removed.

This data was taken after sonication and about a 3 hour flush of fluid to remove

surfactant.
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1 DAY 211.87 2,343 451.73 2,320 689 2,313

(sec) (um) 219.13 2,342 458.93 2,335 695.93 2,306

Time: Diameter 226.4 2,343 466.12 2,334 702.93 2,313

5.6 2,245 233.16 2,287 473.47 2,351 709.93 2,313

10.4 2,168 241.07 2,409 480.73 2,342 717 2,321

17 2,268 248.13 2,320 488.13 2,357 723.27 2,230

23.6 2,268 255.47 2,350 495.27 2,329

30.2 2,268 262.73 2,342 502.67 2,357

36.9 2,280 270.2 2,364 509.93 2,342

43.47 2,265 277.53 2,349 517.27 2,350 Average 2,325

50.07 2,268 284.73 2,335 524.53 2,342 N 102

56.8 2,283 291.87 2,329 531.67 2,329 Stdev 34.6783

63.53 2,283 299 2,327 538.93 2,342 High 2,331

70.4 2,299 306.2 2,335 546.07 2,329 Low 2,318

77.33 2,306 313.4 2,335 553.33 2,342

84.13 2,291 320.73 2,349 560.47 2,329

91.18 2,319 327.93 2,335 567.6 2,327

98.07 2,301 335.27 2,350 574.67 2,321

105.2 2,327 342.47 2,335 581.87 2,335

112.33 2,327 349.8 2,349 589.07 2,335

119.6 2,343 357.2 2,357 596.2 2,327

126.73 2,327 364.47 2,343 603.33 2,327

134 2,343 371.8 2,349 610.06 2,283

141.2 2,335 379.2 2,357 617.08 2,315

148.47 2,343 386.6 2,357 624.87 2,397

155.67 2,335 393.87 2,343 632 2,327

162.87 2,335 401.27 2,357 639.33 2,349

170.13 2,342 408.53 2,342 646.53 2,335

177.2 2,321 415.73 2,335 653.8 2,343

184.4 2,335 422.8 2,321 660.93 2,327

191.53 2,327 430.07 2,343 668.07 2,329

198.67 2,329 437.4 2,349 675.07 2,313

204.6 2,189 444.67 2,343 682 2,306

Table 4.26: This is the diameter of droplets over a 12 minute period, run on

the large junction. Listed here are the times when the droplet emerged and the

diameter of the droplet. Outliers have been removed. This experiment was done

a day after cleaning, while the junction remained untouched.
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2 DAYS 204.8 2,213 410.963 2,225 623.33 2,313

(sec) (um) 210.93 2,213 417.33 2,241 629.67 2,238

Time: Diameter 217.13 2,222 423.67 2,238 635.93 2,229

19.4 2,283 223.33 2,222 430.13 2,252 642.33 2,245

25.27 2,181 229.67 2,238 436.53 2,245 648.73 2,245

31.8 2,260 235.87 2,222 443 2,253 655 2,230

38.07 2,230 242.07 2,222 449.53 2,260 661.4 2,245

44.53 2,252 248.33 2,229 455.87 2,238 667.8 2,245

51 2,253 254.47 2,214 462.33 2,252 674.2 2,245

57.27 2,230 260.6 2,213 468.8 2,253 680.6 2,245

63.67 2,245 266.8 2,222 475.2 2,245 686.93 2,237

69.93 2,229 272.8 2,197 481.67 2,253 693.4 2,253

76.4 2,253 279 2,222 488.67 2,313 699.3 2,185

82.8 2,245 285 2,197 495.4 2,283 706.27 2,310

88.8 2,197 291.13 2,213 501.8 2,245 712.73 2,252

95.07 2,230 297.4 2,230 508.13 2,237 719 2,230

101.33 2,229 303.6 2,222 514.47 2,238 725.47 2,253

107.6 2,230 309.93 2,237 520.67 2,222 731.8 2,237

113.8 2,222 316.27 2,238 527.13 2,252 738.2 2,245

119.87 2,206 322.6 2,237 533.47 2,238 744.6 2,245

125.87 2,197 329 2,245 539.87 2,245 750.87 2,230

132 2,213 335.2 2,222 546.27 2,245 757.2 2,237

138 2,197 341.6 2,245 552.6 2,237 763.47 2,230

144 2,197 348 2,245 559.13 2,260 769.93 2,252

150 2,197 354.33 2,237 565.47 2,238 776.4 2,253

156 2,197 360.67 2,238 571.87 2,245 781.6 2,095

162 2,197 366.87 2,222 578.33 2,252

167.87 2,181 373.2 2,237 584.73 2,245 Average: 2,233

174 2,213 379.53 2,237 591.13 2,245 STDEV 26.5251909

180.07 2,206 385.87 2,238 597.6 2,253 N 122

186.2 2,213 392.13 2,229 604.07 2,253 Low 2,229

192.33 2,213 398.47 2,238 610.53 2,252 High 2,238

198.67 2,238 404.73 2,229 616.33 2,173

Table 4.27: This is the large droplet diameter over a 13 minute period. Listed

here are the times when the droplet emerged and the diameter of the droplet.

Outliers have been removed. This experiment was done two days after cleaning.
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26 DAYS 324.13 2,126 632.38 2,153

(sec) (um) 333.07 2,117 641.85 2,158

Time: Diameter 342.27 2,137 650.98 2,132

43.67 2,208 351.4 2,132 660.32 2,148

52.93 2,142 360.8 2,153 669.45 2,132

63.4 2,231 370.33 2,162 678.58 2,132

72.08 2,096 379.93 2,168 687.58 2,122

83.33 2,285 389.6 2,173 696.65 2,127

93.4 2,203 399.13 2,162 705.72 2,127

102.6 2,137 408.47 2,148 714.65 2,116

111.6 2,122 417.67 2,137 723.78 2,132

120.67 2,127 426.8 2,132 732.78 2,122

129.8 2,132 435.87 2,127 742.05 2,143

139.13 2,147 444.87 2,122 751.52 2,158

148.39 2,142 453.93 2,126 760.85 2,147

157.6 2,138 463.13 2,137 770.18 2,147

167.4 2,183 472.27 2,133 779.52 2,148

176.4 2,122 481.6 2,147 788.85 2,147

185.47 2,127 491.07 2,158 797.85 2,122

194.33 2,111 502.58 2,303 806.92 2,127

203.27 2,117 512.18 2,168 815.85 2,116

212.27 2,122 522.52 2,222 824.85 2,122

221.2 2,116 531.78 2,142 833.78 2,116

230.77 2,165 541.05 2,143 842.78 2,122

239.4 2,092 550.05 2,122 851.92 2,133

248.8 2,153 559.18 2,132 861.12 2,137 Average: 2,152

258.27 2,158 568.05 2,111 870.32 2,137 STDEV 33.59864

268.8 2,236 577.05 2,122 879.65 2,147 N 95

278.27 2,158 586.12 2,127 889.15 2,160 Low 2,145

287.67 2,153 595.18 2,126 898.05 2,114 High 2,159

297 2,147 604.25 2,127 907.05 2,122

306 2,122 613.45 2,137 916.18 2,132

315.07 2,127 622.98 2,162

Table 4.28: Listed here are the times when the droplet emerged and the diameter

of the droplet. Outliers have been removed. This experiment was done 26 days

after cleaning, while the junction remained untouched.
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PRE SONIC 597.4 1,382

(Second) (um) 613.07 1,405

Time Diameter 628.07 1,384

109.6 1,471 649.2 1,552

129.07 1,510 665.07 1,411

145.6 1,430 681.47 1,426

163 1,454

180.73 1,464

195.93 1,390 Average 1,407

212.27 1,424 N 36

228.33 1,416 Stdev 112

245 1,434 High 1438

261.27 1,422 Low 1375

271.4 1,291

294.53 1,599

309.93 1,396

323.53 1,340

338.93 1,396

354.93 1,414

371.4 1,428

387.6 1,420

404.33 1,436

421.11 1,437

437 1,411

452.8 1,408

468.27 1,399

474.47 1,096

501 1,674

517.6 1,432

534.33 1,436

550.8 1,428

566.8 1,414

582.47 1,405

Table 4.29: This is a list of the droplets produced in the small junction of double

T-Junction in Experiment III. This data was taken before sonication. This data

was taken over 11 minutes.
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POST SONIC 482.71 1,242

(Second) (um) 494.8 1,518

Time Diameter 507.24 1,380

55.2 1,242 519.93 1,380

66.67 1,518 533.6 1,380

89.33 1,518 564.4 1,380

111.4 1,380 576.2 1,380

146.4 1,518 587.93 1,380

158.47 1,656 599.87 1,380

170.47 1,518 617.87 1,380

182.47 1,518 630.07 1,242

194.13 1,518 642.53 1,380

205.8 1,518 654.73 1,242

217.6 1,242 667 1,242

241.33 1,380 678.97 1,242

253.53 1,380 690.87 1,242

266.2 1,242 702.47 1,242

278.53 1,380

290.8 1,518

302.87 1,380 Ave: 1,403

314.93 1,242 N 117

337.13 1,380 STDEV 119.7708

349.27 1,380 High 1,446

361.07 1,518 Low 1,360

373.2 1,518

385.6 1,518

398.2 1,656

410.4 1,380

422.73 1,380

434.93 1,656

447 1,518

458.87 1,380

470.8 1,380

Table 4.30: This is a list of the droplets produced in the small junction, of double

T-Junction in Experiment III. This data was taken after sonication and about a

3 hour flush with fluid to remove surfactant.
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1 DAY 534.4 1,454

(Second) (um) 550.8 1,426

Time Diameter 568.07 1,451

14.53 1,363 585.27 1,449

27.93 1,333 603.13 1,467

42.47 1,370 622.27 1,501

58.87 1,426 638.67 1,426

78 1,501 654.93 1,422

93.47 1,399 675.53 1,539

111.6 1,475 692.67 1,447

128.27 1,434 709 1,424

145.27 1,443 723.67 1,374

162.27 1,443

178.47 1,420 Average: 1,448

195.33 1,439 N 42

211.07 1,407 STDEV 49

228.8 1,464 High 1,463

248.6 1,518 Low 1,433

265.73 1,447

282.27 1,430

298.8 1,430

316.93 1,475

334.27 1,453

356.93 1,588

374.47 1,458

395.27 1,544

412.4 1,447

428.33 1,412

445.6 1,451

462.8 1,449

479.8 1,443

496.93 1,447

517 1,525

Table 4.31: This is a list of the droplets produced in the small junction, of double

T-Junction in Experiment III. This data was taken one day after sonication over

12 minutes.
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2 DAYS 591.06 1,317

(Second) (um) 607.93 1,440

Time Diameter 623.87 1,413

93.07 1,454 639.8 1,412

112.07 1,498 655.8 1,414

129.13 1,445 672.27 1,428

145.6 1,428 688.2 1,412

161.87 1,422 704.07 1,411

178.4 1,430 720.13 1,416

194.13 1,406 735.73 1,402

210.87 1,436 751.2 1,399

231.67 1,544 766.73 1,400

246.47 1,378 782.93 1,420

263.37 1,440

279.27 1,411 Average: 1,426

294.07 1,378 N 43

310.53 1,428 STDEV 39.17

331.07 1,537 High 1,438

347.33 1,422 Low 1,415

363.2 1,411

378.67 1,399

394.8 1,418

411.33 1,430

427.22 1,411

443.67 1,428

460.53 1,439

476.2 1,405

491.47 1,393

508 1,430

527.6 1,513

544.27 1,434

561.53 1,451

578.13 1,432

Table 4.32: This is a list of the droplets produced in the small junction of double

T-Junction in Experiment III. This data was taken two days after sonication.
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26 DAYS 897.33 1,406

(Second) (um)

Time Diameter

106.4 1,452

133.27 1,418

158.8 1,394 Average: 1,410

184.27 1,393 N 31

211.4 1,423 STDEV

237.73 1,408 High

264.07 1,409 Low

290.2 1,405

315.93 1,398

343.2 1,425

370.67 1,428

396.6 1,401

421.45 1,382

446.87 1,392

472.4 1,394

499.2 1,417

526.8 1,431

551.4 1,377

576.87 1,393

603 1,405

629.53 1,412

655.4 1,400

683.4 1,438

709.8 1,410

738.07 1,442

765.07 1,420

790.2 1,387

815.67 1,393

842.92 1,425

871.13 1,441

Table 4.33: This is a list of the droplets produced in the small junction of double

T-Junction in Experiment III. This data was taken 26 days after sonication.
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5 Making resorcinol

formaldehyde shells using a

double T-Junction.

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the demonstration of a new process step for the mass

production of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) targets with a double T-junction.

The device was configured to generate double emulsions with a 1.1 inner diameter

and a 2.6 millimeter outer diameter. These were generated by flowing mineral oil

through the smallest channel, resorcinol formaldehyde (RF) through the middle

channel and mineral oil through the largest channel.

5.2 Experiment III Conditions Adapted For Shell

Production

This demonstration is based on experiment III (discussed in chapter 4) where

mineral oil and water were used to produce 1.4 and 2.3 mm diameter droplets,

respectively. This is approximately the size needed for the production of NIF sized

RF shells. The flow rates for that experiment were 2, 20 and 500 mL/Hr for the
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inner mineral oil, middle water and outer mineral oil, respectively. Experiment

III needed three adjustments, which will be discussed, to make it suitable for shell

production.

In experiment III, the inner oil droplet would adhere to the plastic surface in

the second half of the device and break. This problem was partially addressed by

producing double emulsions with larger (2.3 to ∼ 2.6 mm) outer droplets. This

surrounded the oil droplet with more RF to reduce the odds of the inner droplet

touching the plastic surface and breaking. The outer droplet was enlarged by in-

creasing the RF flow rate in the middle channel and lowering the largest channel

flow rate. This problem was also addressed by generating smaller (1.4 to 1.1 mm)

inner droplets, again through raising the middle RF flow rate. Breakage was also

reduced by orienting the device so that the second junction was above the first

junction. This vertical orientation with gravity allowed the inner droplet to be

better centered in the middle channel.

A second problem in experiment III was that, the outer emulsion production

was unstable and the junction would occasionally stream. This was partially ad-

dressed by lowering the largest channel flow rate. This reduced the shearing force

at the second T-junction, making the pressure squeezing force more dominate in

the device behavior.

This demonstration required the use of a solution of resorcinol formaldehyde

(RF) consisting of a combination of carbonate, formaldehyde [171] and resorcinol

[172]. The composition of this solution is shown in table 5.1. The carbonate

solution was made daily [173] and acts as a catalyst to speed up first stage of

the RF gelation process. The benzoic solution was made dissolving solid benzoic

acid in hot water, [174] and was also used to accelerate the polymerization process.
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Adding resorcinol formaldehyde to the water increased the viscosity 9-fold and

decreased the surface tension 5-fold [104]. This increased the Ca number for the

first T-junction 45-fold. These changes were accommodated by adjusting the flow

parameters. The baseline flow rates of 3, 40 and 150 mL/Hr for the small, middle

and large channels were used. The Ca number for first junction was 7.6E − 3.

The Ca number for the second T-junction was 8.75E − 4.

5.3 Experimental Summary

This demonstration consisted of operating the device over a long (∼ 40 minute)

period of time and collecting two batches of double emulsions. Time was needed

to refill syringes and only ∼ 24 minutes of device operation was recorded as the

first 170 seconds of operation had to be discarded because water filled the middle

channel. The large T-junction functioned for roughly half of the remaining time

and streamed after this.

During the demonstration, the small T-junction was subjected to five flow pa-

rameters. The flow conditions tested are listed in table 5.2. Shells were collected

during flow condition II and these shells were cured in a hot water bath. Collec-

tion occurred during flow condition V, after the large T-junction had failed. As

discussed in Chapter 3, the steps needed to convert the emulsions into polymer-

ized shells consists of rotating the collection vessel for 45 minutes in a hot (70 ◦

C) water bath.
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5.4 T-Junction Analysis

5.4.1 Data Acquisition

The data for the device consisted of ∼ 24 minutes of recorded behavior. Data

about the size of the large droplets were recorded for 580 seconds when the large

junction was functioning properly. The all large droplets were examined using

the period method in sets of seven droplets. All the large diameters measured

are listed in table 5.3. The small droplets were measured using the diameter

measurement method at 18 instances during the demonstration. The diameters

measured are included in table 5.4. The small droplets were also measured using

the period method, recording the time it took for up to 10 droplets to emerge on

video. These measurements agreed (the percent difference between both measured

diameters averaged 3 percent). All the small diameters recorded, are listed in

tables 5.5 through 5.9. Additionally, the number of double emulsions produced

was counted as they flowed off screen.

5.4.2 Data Analysis

Formation of Large Droplets in Second T-junction

Altogether, 742 large droplets were produced during the time (9 minutes and 38

seconds) that the second T-junction was functioning properly. When the run

began, the large T-junction was forming droplets in the squeezing regime. Over

the course of the run, the separation point moved ∼ 4 mm downstream and formed

a stream with the continuous fluid, as shown in figure 5.1. These droplets were

larger (∼ 0.2mm) in diameter than the water droplets produced in experiment III

and droplet volume did not oscillate (±0.166µL) as it did in experiment III. This

is shown in figure 5.2. The average droplet production rate for the large droplets

was ∼ 0.78 seconds per droplet.
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Formation of Small Droplets in First T-junction

All together, a total of 4,350 small droplets were produced over the ∼ 24 minute

demonstration. The camera filmed the small droplets as they emerged on screen,

hence there is no qualitative observation of the small T-junction behavior. The

small T-junction was subjected to five flow conditions and a summary of results

for each condition is included in table 5.10. This chart shows that doubling the

smallest channel flow rate had a 5% change in droplet diameter (∼ 1, 000µm to

∼ 1, 050µm) but doubled the rate of droplet production from 0.70 to 0.37 seconds

per droplet. Droplet diameter drifted (∼ 75µm or ∼ 7 percent by volume) in

three of the flow conditions tested; this is shown in figure 5.3.

Double Emulsion Formation

The small and large T-junctions were both operational from 170 seconds to 750

seconds. This analysis will be limited to that time frame. In that time, ∼ 94

percent (703) of the large droplets became double emulsions that flowed off camera.

The time to form a large droplet at the large junction remained constant (0.78)

during this demonstration. At the start, the small droplets were produced in

the same amount of time (0.78 seconds) as the large droplets. As the smallest

channel flow rate increased from 3 to 6 mL/Hr the time to produce a droplet

decreased from 0.70 seconds to 0.37 seconds. This meant that at the end of the

demonstration, one in two small droplets was not entering a double emulsion.

This is shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5.

5.4.3 Conclusions

The double T-junction operated for 9 minutes and 38 seconds and in that time

produced 703 mineral-oil-RF-mineral-oil double emulsions. The average double

emulsion produced was ∼ 2, 550µm in diameter and had a wall thickness of ∼
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760µm. The large junction operation shifted from the squeezing mode into a co-

flowing stream during the demonstration, forming double emulsions in the middle

of the continuous channel. The effect of doubling the small T-junction flow rate

roughly halved the period of small droplet formation.

5.5 Shell Analysis

5.5.1 Data Acquisition

Double emulsions were collected, polymerized, washed, and immersed in isopropyl

alcohol (IPA). While in IPA, the shells were photographed with a microscope [32]

and filmed using the setup shown in figure 5.6. From the film, the diameter

method was applied to find the shell diameter, wall thickness, and concentricity.

The shell concentricity formula is shown in equation 5.1. It was expected that

the shells would swell ten percent while immersed in the IPA [175]. The shells

were then critically point dried, [10] filmed, [31] and photographed under a micro-

scope [32]. From the film, the dry shell’s inner and outer diameters were measured.

%Concentricity = (
MinimumWallThickness

MaximumWallThickness
) ∗ 100% (5.1)

5.5.2 Data Analysis

The First Collection

Double emulsions were first collected from 299 to 439 seconds, when device flow

rates were 4, 20 and 500mL/Hr for the inner mineral oil, middle water and outer

mineral oil, respectively. The device was observed to be in the dripping mode
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and all of the 182 large droplets formed became double emulsions that flowed off

camera. These double emulsions had an average diameter of ∼ 2.5mm, a stan-

dard deviation of 12µm, and an average wall thickness of ∼ 770µm. During the

collection, 285 small droplets were produced. One in three of these small droplets

did not enter a double emulsion, because the small junction was not producing

droplets in the same amount of time (∼ 0.50 seconds) as the large junction (∼ 0.79

seconds).

A total of 142 shells were filmed [32] while immersed in IPA. Typical shells are

pictured in figure 5.7. The shells had an average diameter of ∼ 2.0 mm and an

average wall thickness of ∼ 510µm. These inner and outer diameters are plotted

in figure 5.8. There was a larger variability in the outer diameter (range ∼ 850µm

and standard deviation ∼ 170µm) than in the inner diameter (range ∼ 760µm and

standard deviation ∼ 70µm). A summary of the diameters measured is included

in table 5.11.

After these shells were critical point dried, they were filmed in a dry envi-

ronment. 79 whole shells were characterized. These had an average diameter of

∼ 1.4mm and a wall thickness of 170µm. The diameters measured are listed in

table 5.12. There was a larger variability in the outer diameter (range ∼ 700µm

and standard deviation ∼ 140µm) than in the inner diameter (range ∼ 610µm

and standard deviation ∼ 80µm). This is plotted in figure 5.9.

The Second Collection

Double emulsions were also collected from 1855 to 1975 seconds, when the large

T-junction was streaming. A total of 320 small droplets were produced during

this collection; these had an average diameter of ∼ 1, 070µm. Double emulsions
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were form downstream of the large T-junction, off camera.

These double emulsions polymerized without formal curing, were washed, and

measured while immersed in isopropyl alcohol. These shells had an average diam-

eter of ∼ 2.1 mm with an average wall thickness of ∼ 470µm. The inner and outer

diameters are plotted in figure 5.10. There was more variability in the outer diam-

eter (range 2.1 mm, standard deviation of ∼ 680µm) than in the inner diameter

(range 2.2 mm, standard deviation of ∼ 440µm). A summary of the diameters

measured is included in table 5.13.

5.5.3 Conclusions

There are important conclusions from this demonstration. The first conclusion is,

the device had a high reliability in double emulsion generation (over the whole

demonstration, 92 % of large droplets became double emulsions). The last con-

clusion is that the double T-junction can be used to generate double emulsions

suitable for the production of shells. The first collection period demonstrates this:

182 double emulsions were formed and cured into shells. Following this, 77 percent

of these double emulsions gelled through a polymerization process and character-

ized as shells while immersed in IPA. 56 percent of these shells were critical point

dried and examined.

5.6 Conclusions

There are four conclusions to draw from this demonstration. The first is that

critically point dried resorcinol formaldehyde shells can be generated from a double

T-junction. This work has demonstrated that this device can produce double
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emulsions of mineral oil in RF in mineral oil with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a wall

thickness of 0.77 mm. The second conclusion is that the dripping mode generates

droplets in a much more controlled manner than in the streaming mode, the

average range of both droplets increases 2.5 fold when streaming mode occurs.

The third conclusion is that there is control over the period of small droplet

production (doubling the smallest channel flow rate, halved the period of droplet

production). Lastly, high small droplet production rates lead to a high generation

of double emulsions (over the whole demonstration, 92 % of large droplets became

double emulsions).

This work has also shown that as the size increases, the chance of changing the

wetting characteristics becomes a more prominent problem. The device behavior

can be predicted based on the large channel Ca. number. As the Ca. number

decreases the junction behavior transitions from a shear to pressure dominated

flow regime and the device changes between four modes of operation. It has also

been shown that the droplet volume has a direct relationship with the dispersed

flow rate and an indirect relationship with the continuous flow rate.

5.7 Future Work

This device should be integrated into a test system for the production of RF shells.

After producing these double emulsions, the next process step will be sorting these

by volume. In theory, this may be done by using the dielectric constant of the

material to distinguish between a sing and double emulsion [87]. This would

provide a critical quality assurance step in the process. A double T-Junction

needs to be integrated with such a device. Following this process, the emulsions

may be centered using dielectrophoresis [88]. These double emulsions can then be

cured using heat treatment or a UV cure and critical point dried to make shells.
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Benzoic Solution: Carbonate Solution: RF Solution:

Water 1,000 mL Water 250 mL Resorcinol 17.16 g

Benzoic Acid 1.8 g Sodium Carbonate 0.8 g Water 114 mL

Formaldehyde 23.5 mL

Carbonate Solution 30 mL

Table 5.1: This is a summary of the compositions of the different solutions used

to make the RF aerogel.
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Figure 5.1: This is a series of images that describe the second T-junction be-

havior during shell production. At the beginning (start) of the run the large

T-junction was forming droplets in the squeezing mode. This is demonstrated by

the T-junction forming the droplet mainly inside the continuous channel (A, B, C)

and blocking most of continuous channel when the droplet is formed. When the

droplet separates from the junction (D), the dispersed fluid is not retracted up the

dispersed channel as in the transition regime. The dispersed RF then begins to

fill up the continuous channel (E), containing a mineral oil droplet inside it. This

behavior changed to a co-flowing stream (End) at the end of the run. This was

due to the separation point moving downstream of the junction. This behavior

(F, J) consisted of the dispersed fluid permanently attached ∼ 4mm downstream

in the plastic continuous channel. The droplet forms by filling up the continuous

channel (G, H) while clinging to the channel wall. The dispersed fluid is squeezed

off (I) by the pressure in the continuous channel, necks and breaks off a droplet.
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Figure 5.2: This set of graphs plots the performance of the large T-junction over

the 9 minutes 38 seconds that it was operating properly. Instances of fluctuations

(+) have been removed. The first plot (A) is the volumes of the large droplet

with measurement errors indicated by error bars above and below the measured

value. The average large droplet volume is 8.68µL with a standard deviation of

0.26µL. In (B) an eight value average (dark line) droplet volume is calculated.

spike of ∼ 75µm in the droplet diameter can be observed 300 seconds into the

run. The large droplet diameter is plotted (C) with a eight value average over

it. The average diameter for the large (A) droplet is 2, 551µm with a standard

deviation of 23µm.
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Figure 5.3: This is a set of plots for small volumes produced by the small T-

junction. These diameters were measured using the period method, but results

from the diameter method are plotted as black bars. Instances of jostling (+) have

been removed. The error is indicated by error lines above and below the volumes.

When the small channel flow rate is: (A) 3mL/Hr (condition I) it results an

inner diameter of 999µm with an average error bar of ±12µm. When the small

channel flow rate is: (B) 4mL/Hr (condition II) it results an inner diameter of

1, 023µm with an average error bar of ±13µm. When the small channel flow rate

is: (C) 5mL/Hr (condition III) it results an inner diameter of 1, 087µm with an

average error bar of ±12µm. When the small channel flow rate is: (D) 5mL/Hr

(condition IV) it results an inner diameter of 1, 077µm with an average error bar

of ±11µm. When the small channel flow rate is: (E) 6mL/Hr (condition V) it

results an inner diameter of 1, 046µm with an average error bar of ±11µm. These

errors show that changing the smallest channel flow rate results in statistically

different inner droplets.
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Figure 5.4: This is the droplet diameter produced by the small T-junction plotted

over time. The instances of device jostling (+) have been removed and a eight

value average (the dark line) are graphed over the raw diameter (the thin line).

In all plots, the three standard deviation line (dotted line) is indicated above and

below the average. Three of the runs (A, B, C) show drifts in their processes.

The average diameter for condition I (A) is 999µm with a standard deviation

of 38µm. In plot it can be observed that the droplet diameter falls 100µm over

60 seconds of operation. The average diameter for condition II (B) is 1, 023µm

with a standard deviation of 23µm. The average diameter for condition III (C) is

1, 087µm with a standard deviation of 23µm. The average diameter for condition

IV (D) is 1, 088µm with a standard deviation of 27µm. The average diameter for

condition V (E) is 1, 046µm with a standard deviation of 19µm.
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Figure 5.5: This plot shows the period of the small and the large junction during

the production of shells. Time during which the large T-junction was functioning

is plotted here. The Y axis is the period of production (seconds per droplet)

and the x axis is the time (seconds). The instances of device jostling (+) have

been removed and an average value (the dark line) has been graphed over the raw

period (the thin line). The beginning of each flow condition is marked by letters

on the graph: flow Condition I (A), flow Condition II (B) and flow Condition III

(C). Also included is the period of the large T-junction (D).
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Figure 5.6: This is a photo of the setup used to measure the inner and outer

diameter of the shells immersed in isopropyl alcohol. The shells were placed inside

a petri dish, (C) on a movable stage (D) and lit with a light (B). This setup was

under a (A) camera [31] that was used for filming the shell diameter. The petri

dish was moved systematically around underneath the camera to ensure that all

the shells were documented.

Channel Flows (mL/Hr):

Smallest Middle Largest Time: (Seconds)

Condition I 3 40 150 166 - 284

Condition II 4 40 150 284 - 435

Condition III 5 40 150 435 - 783

Condition IV 5 40 150 1655 - 1841

Condition V 6 40 150 1841 - 2518

Table 5.2: This is a summary of the flow conditions used for production of double

emulsions during the shell production demonstration.
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Figure 5.7: This is two images [32] of shells produced from double emulsions

collected from the double T-junction. (A) This is a black and white image of the

shells generated by the double T-Junction, immersed in isopropyl alcohol. The

average diameter of the shells shown in this photo were ∼ 1.6mm. (B) This is

a color image of a shell after critical point drying. The shell has a diameter of

∼ 1.9mm.
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Figure 5.8: The graph plots the (A) outer shell diameter (µm) and the (B) inner

shell diameter (µm) for the 142 cured shells from the first collection, while im-

mersed in isopropyl alcohol. The shells are plotted in order of increasing diameter

and the average value for the set is indicated by the dotted line. The measure-

ments are represented by a set of two lines which are the error lines around the

measurement. The upper line is the highest diameter that could be measured with

measurement error. The lower line is the lowest diameter that could be measured

with measurement error.
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Figure 5.9: This plot graphs the (A) outer shell diameter and (B) inner shell di-

ameter for the 79 dry shells from the first collection which were characterized after

critical point drying. The shells are plotted in order of increasing diameter and

the average value for the set is indicated by the dotted line. The measurements

are represented by a set of two lines which are the error lines around the mea-

surement. The upper line is the highest diameter that could be measured with

measurement error. The lower line is the lowest diameter that could be measured

with measurement error.
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Figure 5.10: The graph plots the (A) outer shell diameter (µm) and the (B) inner

shell diameter (µm) for shells formed from double emulsions collected during the

second collection. These shells were immersed in isopropyl alcohol. The shells

are plotted in order of increasing diameter and the average value for the set is

indicated by the dotted line. The measurements are represented by a set of two

lines which are the error lines around the measurement. The upper line is the

highest diameter that could be measured with measurement error. The lower

line is the lowest diameter that could be measured with measurement error. The

average outer diameter is ∼ 2.1 mm with a standard deviation of ∼ 680µm. The

average inner diameter is 1.2 mm with a standard deviation of ∼ 440µm.
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(um) (um) (um)

Seconds Diameter Seconds Diameter Seconds Diameter

174.55 2,545 393.17 2,567 606.05 2,525

180.10 2,562 398.62 2,547 611.45 2,539

185.48 2,536 404.10 2,552 616.32

190.97 2,553 409.57 2,550 622.11

196.37 2,539 415.12 2,562 627.38 2,519

201.71 2,530 420.54 2,542 632.83 2,547

207.08 2,534 426.06 2,558 638.09 2,517

212.55 2,550 431.62 2,564 644.24

218.07 2,558 437.02 2,539 649.62 2,536

223.51 2,545 442.52 2,555 654.90 2,520

228.92 2,541 447.95 2,544 660.27 2,534

234.41 2,553 453.47 2,558 665.56 2,522

239.77 2,533 458.96 2,553 670.91 2,531

245.55 464.42 2,548 676.30 2,538

252.41 470.00 2,567 681.59 2,522

258.51 2,644 475.45 2,547 686.88 2,522

264.39 2,612 480.94 2,553 692.32 2,545

270.21 2,603 486.47 2,559 697.67 2,531

276.05 2,606 491.82 2,531 703.02 2,531

282.00 2,623 497.42 2,570 708.32 2,523

288.03 2,634 502.78 2,533 713.76 2,545

293.68 2,578 508.33 2,562 718.99 2,512

299.32 2,576 513.81 2,552 724.39 2,539

304.85 2,559 519.25 2,545 729.77 2,536

310.39 2,561 524.64 2,538 735.23 2,548

315.87 2,552 529.30 740.69

321.50 2,575 534.74 2,545 745.98 2,522

327.05 2,562 540.21 2,550 751.30 2,527

332.59 2,561 545.77 2,564

338.05 2,548 551.24 2,550

343.63 2,567 556.68 2,545

349.27 2,576 562.23 2,562

354.76 2,553 567.73 2,555 7 Drops Every Data Point

360.39 2,575 573.35 2,573 Average 2,538

365.81 2,542 578.90 2,562 N 742

371.27 2,548 584.24 2,530 StDev 23

376.64 2,534 589.72 2,552 +/- 1.68

382.13 2,553 595.16 2,545 High 2,553

387.59 2,548 600.74 2,567 Low 2,550

Table 5.3: This is the diameter of the large RF droplets produced by the sec-

ond T-junction during the shell production experiment. The time the droplet

was produced is listed in the left column and the diameter (µm) is listed in the

right column. Each number listed is the average of seven droplets generated and

measured using the period method.
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Reference 40 39 37 37 39 37 37 39 32 33 33 33 32 32

Reference 38 39 38 38 39 39 38 40 32 33 32 33 32 32

Time (sec) 160 240 284 398 480 490 668 720 1,732 2,045 2,122 2,212 2,452 2,676

1 18 20 18 18 22 20 20 20 15 17 18 15 16 16

2 18 20 18 18 22 21 20 21 16 18 18 16 16 17

3 18 18 16 20 24 20 20 21 16 17 18 15 17 18

4 18 18 18 19 21 20 18 20 16 15 16 17 15 16

5 17 18 18 18 21 20 19 19 18 16 18 17 16 16

6 18 18 18 18 23 21 19 20 18 18 18 16 18 16

7 18 19 18 18 21 20 19 18 19 17 16 16 16 16

Diameter: 948 993 977 1,007 1,168 1,108 1,070 1,041 1,090 1,057 1,077 1,004 1,053 1,063

High Error 987 1,033 1,018 1,049 1,210 1,150 1,112 1,080 1,141 1,106 1,126 1,051 1,103 1,112

Low Error 910 955 937 967 1,127 1,066 1,028 1,002 1,042 1,011 1,029 958 1,005 1,015

Period

Measurement: 951 1049 1006 1104 1084 1084 1072 1089 1069 1052 1054 1039

Table 5.4: This table contains the raw measurements used to calculate the small

droplet diameter at 18 instances. Two reference distances were taken to verify

this measurement (Reference), these are included in the top row and the high

and low diameters based on measurement error are included in the bottom rows.

The period measurements are included at the bottom. The percent difference

between these diameters are the diameters measured with the diameter method

is on average 3 percent.
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Time No. Diameter Time No. Diameter

170 4 1,084 269.3 2 990

173.12 4 1,075 272.16 5 969

176.32 4 1,084 273.36 2 985

179.6 4 1,093 276.16 5 962

182.48 4 1,046 277.36 2 985

185.36 4 1,046 280.16 5 962

188.32 4 1,056 281.23 2 948

191.04 4 1,027 284 5 959

193.68 4 1,017

196.16 4 996

198.88 4 1,027 Average 999

201.52 4 1,017 N 315

204.08 4 1,006 StDev 38

206.56 4 996 +/- 4

209.12 4 1,006 High 1,003

211.76 4 1,017 Low 995

213.92 4 951

216.48 4 1,006

218.88 4 985

221.36 4 996

224 4 1,017

226.4 4 985

228.8 4 985

231.12 4 974

233.28 4 951

235.68 4 985

238.16 4 996

240.32 4 951

242.8 4 996

245.52 4

248.4 3

253.52 1

256.4 5 971

256.96 1 962

259.84 5 971

261.04 2 985

264.08 5 989

265.23 2 971

268.08 5 968

Table 5.5: Listed here is the average diameter (Diameter) of the droplets produced

at the small T-junction during the condition I. This occurred during the shell

production demonstration. This table lists the number of droplets (No.) used

for each average diameter (Diameter) and the time (seconds) that the droplets

formed.
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(um) (um) (um)

Time No. Diameter Time No. Diameter Time No. Diameter

285.2 2 1,084 361.36 5 1,028 428.15 3 985

287.84 5 1,039 362.4 2 1,033 430.24 4 1,035

288.96 2 1,059 364.8 5 1,006 431.84 3 1,042

291.68 5 1,049 365.84 2 1,033 433.92 4 1,033

292.78 2 1,053 366.4 1 1,059 435.52 3 1,042

295.6 5 1,062 368.31 4 1,004 437.68 4 1,046

296.56 2 1,006 369.76 3 1,008 439.36 3 1,059

299.2 5 1,039 371.63 4 997

300.38 2 1,078 373.06 3 1,004

302.79 5 1,008 374.89 4 990

304.08 3 970 376.4 3 1,022

306.64 5 1,028 378.32 4 1,006 Average 1,023

307.76 2 1,059 379.68 3 987 N 307

310.48 5 1,049 381.68 4 1,020 StDev 23

311.52 2 1,033 383.12 3 1,006 +/- 3

314.16 5 1,039 384.56 3 1,006 High 1,025

315.2 2 1,033 386.56 s 4 1,020 Low 1,020

317.84 5 1,039 387.92 3 987

318.94 2 1,053 389.84 4 1,006

321.68 5 1,052 391.36 3 1,024

322.74 2 1,040 393.28 4 1,006

325.28 5 1,025 394.72 3 1,006

326.32 2 1,033 396.56 4 992

329.04 5 1,049 398 3 1,006

330.08 2 1,033 399.92 4 1,006

332.72 5 1,039 401.36 3 1,006

333.68 2 1,006 403.28 4 1,006

336.24 5 1,028 404.64 3 987

337.28 2 1,033 406.52 4 999

339.92 5 1,039 407.95 3 1,004

340.92 2 1,020 409.84 4 1,001

343.52 5 1,033 411.36 3 1,024

344.43 2 988 413.28 4 1,006

347.04 5 1,035 414.64 3 987

348 2 1,006 416.56 4 1,006

350.64 5 1,039 418.08 3 1,024

351.68 2 1,033 420.08 4 1,020

354.16 5 1,017 421.6 3 1,024

355.2 2 1,033 423.52 4 1,006

357.76 5 1,028 425.04 3 1,024

358.8 2 1,033 426.8 4 977

Table 5.6: Listed here is the average diameter (Diameter) of the droplets produced

at the small T-junction during the condition II. This occurred during the shell

production demonstration. This table lists the number of droplets (No.) used for

each average diameter and the time (seconds) that the droplets formed.
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Time No. Dia Time No. Dia Time No. Dia Time No. Dia Time No. Dia

441.52 4 1,127 514.08 3 1,063 586 3 1,084 657.04 3 1,084 741.02 5

443.28 3 1,159 516 4 1,084 587.92 4 1,084 658.96 4 1,084 743.22 5 1,053

445.52 4 1,141 517.44 3 1,084 589.36 3 1,084 660.32 3 1,063 745.96 5

447.28 3 1,159 519.44 4 1,099 591.28 4 1,084 662.31 4 1,097 748.32 5

449.44 4 1,127 520.32 2 592.72 3 1,084 663.68 3 1,066 750.78 5 1,093

451.12 3 1,141 522.85 4 594.72 4 1,099 665.52 4 1,069 753.1 5 1,072

453.2 4 1,113 524.32 3 1,091 596.16 3 1,084 666.88 3 1,063 755.32 5 1,056

454.74 3 1,108 526.24 4 1,084 598.16 4 1,099 668.8 4 1,084 757.62 5 1,069

456.96 4 1,138 527.76 3 1,104 599.6 3 1,084 670.24 3 1,084 760 5 1,081

458.56 3 1,123 529.76 4 1,099 601.52 4 1,084 672.16 4 1,084 762.28 5 1,065

460.64 4 1,113 531.28 3 1,104 602.96 3 1,084 673.52 3 1,063 764.68 5 1,084

462.24 3 1,123 533 4 1,045 604.96 4 1,099 675.44 4 1,084 766.99 5 1,070

464.32 4 1,113 534.64 3 1,132 606.4 3 1,084 676.8 3 1,063 769.64 5

465.97 3 1,134 536.64 4 1,099 608.32 4 1,084 678.75 4 1,089 772.19 5

468 4 1,104 538.16 3 1,104 609.76 3 1,084 680.16 3 1,076 774.33 5 1,043

469.6 3 1,123 540.16 4 1,099 611.84 682 4 1,069 776.32 5 1,018

471.68 4 1,113 541.6 3 1,084 613.28 3 1,084 683.44 3 1,084 779.04 5 1,130

473.2 3 1,104 543.6 4 1,099 615.12 4 1,069 685.28 4 1,069 781.31 5 1,064

475.28 4 1,113 545.04 3 1,084 616.56 3 1,084 686.64 3 1,063 783.64 5 1,073

476.88 3 1,123 547.2 4 1,127 618.64 687.1 1 1,069

478.8 4 1,084 548.48 3 1,042 620.08 3 1,084 689.5 5 1,084

480.32 3 1,104 550.4 4 1,084 622 4 1,084 691.82 5 1,072 Average 1,087

482.24 4 1,084 551.84 3 1,084 623.52 3 1,104 694.16 5 1,075 N 1177

483.84 3 1,123 553.86 4 1,102 625.52 4 1,099 696.5 5 1,075 StDev 23

485.68 4 1,069 555.36 3 1,099 626.96 3 1,084 698.82 5 1,072 +/- 1

487.12 3 1,084 557.28 4 1,084 628.96 4 1,099 701.04 5 1,056 High 1,088

489.04 4 1,084 558.8 3 1,104 630.32 3 1,063 703.35 5 1,070 Low 1,085

490.48 3 1,084 560.72 4 1,084 632.24 4 1,084 705.66 5 1,070

492.32 4 1,069 562.16 3 1,084 633.68 3 1,084 707.94 5 1,065

493.6 3 1,042 564.16 4 1,099 635.68 4 1,099 710.26 5 1,072

495.68 4 1,113 565.6 3 1,084 637.12 3 1,084 712.65 5 1,082

497.12 3 1,084 567.6 4 1,099 638.96 4 1,069 714.98 5 1,073

499.04 4 1,084 569.04 3 1,084 640.48 3 1,104 717.27 5 1,067

500.48 3 1,084 571.03 4 1,097 642.88 5 1,084 719.59 5 1,072

502.32 4 1,069 572.48 3 1,086 643.84 2 1,084 721.85 5 1,062

503.68 3 1,063 574.4 4 1,084 646.16 5 1,072 724.19 5 1,075

505.6 4 1,084 575.84 3 1,084 647.12 2 1,084 726.62 5 1,088

506.08 1 1,084 577.84 4 1,099 649.16 3 728.91 5 1,067

507.52 3 1,084 579.2 3 1,063 650.4 2 1,180 731.26 5 1,076

509.44 4 1,084 581.12 4 1,084 652.32 7 733.57 5 1,070

510.8 3 1,063 582.48 3 1,063 653.68 3 1,063 735.89 5 1,072

512.72 4 1,084 584.56 4 1,113 655.6 4 1,084 738.17 5 1,065

Table 5.7: Listed here is the average diameter (Dia) of the droplets produced

at the small T-junction during the condition III. This occurred during the shell

production demonstration. This table lists the number of droplets (No.) used for

each average diameter and the time (time) that the droplets formed.
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Time No. Dia Time No. Dia

1,657.15 3 1,014 1,754.58 8 1,075

1,659.00 4 1,071 1,757.79 7 1,067

1,660.52 3 1,104 1,761.58 8 1,079

1,661.96 3 1,084 1,764.67 7 1,054

1,663.88 4 1,084 1,768.35 8 1,069

1,665.37 3 1,096 1,768.92 1 1,148

1,667.64 5 1,064 1,772.03 7 1,056

1,670.09 5 1,091 1,776.10 9 1,063

1,672.36 5 1,064 1,779.71 7 1,110

1,674.76 5 1,084 1,782.76 7 1,049

1,677.03 6 1,001 1,786.35 7 1,108

1,679.40 5 1,079 1,790.61 9 1,079

1,680.36 2 1,084 1,793.79 7 1,064

1,682.28 4 1,084 1,797.54 8 1,075

1,683.64 3 1,063 1,800.83 7 1,076

1,686.04 5 1,084 1,804.71 8 1,088

1,686.64 1 1,168 1,807.95 7 1,071

1,688.44 4 1,061 1,811.74 8 1,079

1,690.28 4 1,069 1,815.15 7 1,089

1,691.26 2 1,091 1,819.02 8 1,087

1,693.64 5 1,081 1,824.99 8

1,695.96 5 1,072 1,831.68 7

1,698.32 5 1,078 1,835.15 7 1,096

1,700.19 4 1,074 1,838.67 8 1,053

1,703.07 6 1,084 1,841.71 7 1,048

1,705.51 5 1,090

1,708.59 7 1,053

1,710.91 5 1,072 Average 1,077

1,712.30 3 1,071 N 385

1,714.63 5 1,073 StDev 24

1,718.90 9 1,080 +/- 2

1,722.35 7 1,093 High 1,079

1,725.98 8 1,064 Low 1,075

1,729.39 7 1,089

1,732.99 8 1,061

1,733.50 1 1,106

1,736.75 7 1,072

1,740.51 8 1,076

1,743.79 7 1,075

1,747.65 8 1,086

1,750.83 7 1,064

Table 5.8: Listed here is the average diameter (Dia) of the droplets produced

at the small T-junction during the condition IV. This occurred during the shell

production demonstration. This table lists the number of droplets (No.) used for

each average diameter and the time that the droplets formed.
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Time Dia 1,963.79 1,064 2,062.43 1,054 2,159.31 1,039 2,255.07 1,054 2,351.39 1,054 2,444.11 1,054

1,852.07 1,106 1,965.71 1,069 2,064.27 1,054 2,161.15 1,054 2,256.83 1,039 2,353.07 1,023 2,445.71 1,006

1,855.63 1,174 1,967.75 1,091 2,066.48 1,054 2,162.99 1,054 2,258.59 1,039 2,354.83 1,039 2,447.39 1,023

1,858.59 1,104 1,969.55 1,046 2,068.27 1,045 2,164.91 1,069 2,260.51 1,069 2,356.67 1,054 2,449.15 1,039

1,861.55 1,104 1,971.39 1,054 2,070.03 1,039 2,166.67 1,039 2,262.27 1,039 2,358.43 1,039 2,450.83 1,023

1,864.83 1,093 1,972.84 1,049 2,071.79 1,039 2,168.51 1,054 2,264.11 1,054 2,360.27 1,054 2,452.59 1,039

1,867.47 1,063 1,974.67 1,052 2,073.63 1,054 2,170.35 1,054 2,265.95 1,054 2,362.03 1,039 2,454.27 1,023

1,870.87 1,063 1,976.59 1,069 2,075.28 1,017 2,172.11 1,039 2,267.71 1,039 2,363.71 1,023 2,456.11 1,054

1,873.55 1,022 1,978.50 1,067 2,077.07 1,045 2,173.61 2,269.47 1,039 2,365.39 1,023 2,457.87 1,039

1,876.51 1,056 1,980.27 1,041 2,078.91 1,054 2,175.31 1,027 2,271.31 1,054 2,367.07 1,023 2,459.63 1,039

1,879.15 1,063 1,982.11 1,054 2,080.75 1,054 2,177.07 1,039 2,273.07 1,039 2,368.75 1,023 2,461.31 1,023

1,881.15 1,084 1,984.04 1,071 2,082.51 1,039 2,178.83 1,039 2,274.91 1,054 2,370.43 1,023 2,463.15 1,054

1,882.37 1,090 1,985.95 1,067 2,084.42 1,067 2,180.59 1,039 2,276.75 1,054 2,372.19 1,039 2,464.83 1,023

1,884.19 1,050 1,987.79 1,054 2,086.19 1,041 2,182.33 1,035 2,278.59 1,054 2,373.87 1,023 2,466.51 1,023

1,886.03 1,054 1,989.72 1,071 2,087.87 1,023 2,184.11 1,043 2,280.43 1,054 2,375.55 1,023 2,468.19 1,023

1,887.87 1,054 1,991.47 1,037 2,089.63 1,039 2,185.87 1,039 2,282.19 1,039 2,377.31 1,039 2,469.87 1,023

1,889.71 1,054 1,993.39 1,069 2,091.39 1,039 2,187.63 1,039 2,283.95 1,039 2,379.07 1,039 2,471.63 1,039

1,893.47 1,062 1,995.23 1,054 2,093.26 1,060 2,189.39 1,039 2,285.79 1,054 2,380.75 1,023 2,473.39 1,039

1,895.39 1,069 1,996.74 1,063 2,094.99 1,033 2,191.15 1,039 2,287.55 1,039 2,382.59 1,054 2,475.15 1,039

1,897.31 1,069 1,998.59 1,056 2,096.75 1,039 2,191.87 2,289.39 1,054 2,384.19 1,006 2,476.91 1,039

1,899.27 1,077 2,000.43 1,054 2,098.51 1,039 2,193.71 1,054 2,291.23 1,054 2,385.95 1,039 2,478.67 1,039

1,901.07 1,046 2,002.35 1,069 2,100.27 1,039 2,195.47 1,039 2,292.91 1,023 2,387.63 1,023 2,480.43 1,039

1,902.99 1,069 2,004.38 1,089 2,102.11 1,054 2,197.23 1,039 2,294.75 1,054 2,389.47 1,054 2,482.19 1,039

1,904.97 1,080 2,006.19 1,048 2,103.87 1,039 2,198.91 1,023 2,296.51 1,039 2,391.23 1,039 2,483.95 1,039

1,906.83 1,058 2,008.03 1,054 2,105.71 1,054 2,201.18 2,298.27 1,039 2,392.99 1,039 2,485.71 1,039

1,908.75 1,069 2,009.87 1,054 2,107.47 1,039 2,202.83 1,017 2,300.03 1,039 2,394.67 1,023 2,487.47 1,039

1,910.57 1,050 2,011.87 1,084 2,109.31 1,054 2,204.75 1,069 2,301.79 1,039 2,396.35 1,023 2,489.23 1,039

1,912.51 1,073 2,013.71 1,054 2,111.23 1,069 2,206.51 1,039 2,303.55 1,039 2,398.11 1,039 2,490.91 1,023

1,914.43 1,069 2,015.63 1,069 2,112.99 1,039 2,208.27 1,039 2,305.31 1,039 2,399.71 1,006 2,492.51 1,006

1,916.27 1,054 2,017.55 1,069 2,114.75 1,039 2,210.19 1,069 2,307.07 1,039 2,401.55 1,054 2,494.27 1,039

1,918.19 1,069 2,019.39 1,054 2,116.51 1,039 2,212.03 1,054 2,308.91 1,054 2,403.23 1,023 2,495.95 1,023

1,920.23 1,091 2,021.23 1,054 2,118.27 1,039 2,213.71 1,023 2,310.75 1,054 2,404.91 1,023 2,497.63 1,023

1,921.97 1,035 2,023.07 1,054 2,120.12 1,056 2,215.55 1,054 2,312.51 2,406.59 1,023 2,499.39 1,039

1,923.87 1,065 2,024.91 1,054 2,121.95 1,052 2,217.31 1,039 2,314.27 1,039 2,408.27 1,023 2,501.07 1,023

1,925.71 1,054 2,026.83 1,069 2,123.63 1,023 2,219.15 1,054 2,316.03 1,039 2,410.03 1,039 2,502.75 1,023

1,927.67 1,077 2,028.59 1,039 2,125.47 1,054 2,220.95 1,046 2,317.87 1,054 2,411.79 1,039 2,504.43 1,023

1,929.47 1,046 2,030.43 1,054 2,127.15 1,023 2,222.67 1,031 2,319.63 1,039 2,413.47 1,023 2,506.11 1,023

1,931.39 1,069 2,032.35 1,069 2,128.93 1,043 2,224.59 1,069 2,321.31 1,023 2,415.15 1,023 2,507.79 1,023

1,933.39 1,084 2,034.19 1,054 2,130.67 1,035 2,226.35 1,039 2,323.15 1,054 2,416.83 1,023 2,509.55 1,039

1,935.31 1,069 2,036.03 1,054 2,132.59 1,069 2,228.11 1,039 2,324.83 1,023 2,418.51 1,023 2,511.23 1,023

1,937.15 1,054 2,037.87 1,054 2,134.35 1,039 2,229.95 1,054 2,326.67 1,054 2,420.19 1,023 2,512.83 1,006

1,938.99 1,054 2,039.71 1,054 2,136.11 1,039 2,231.79 1,054 2,328.43 2,421.87 1,023 2,514.59 1,039

1,940.91 1,069 2,040.82 1,056 2,137.83 1,031 2,233.63 1,054 2,330.27 1,054 2,423.55 1,023 2,516.27 1,023

1,942.75 1,054 2,042.59 1,041 2,139.55 1,031 2,235.39 1,039 2,332.03 1,039 2,425.15 1,006 2,518.03 1,039

1,944.74 1,082 2,044.51 1,069 2,141.31 1,039 2,237.26 1,060 2,333.79 1,039 2,426.95 1,046

1,946.59 1,056 2,046.27 1,039 2,143.15 1,054 2,238.99 1,033 2,335.55 1,039 2,428.59 1,014

1,948.59 1,084 2,048.03 1,039 2,144.91 1,039 2,240.75 1,039 2,337.31 1,039 2,430.27 1,023 Average 1,046

1,950.45 1,058 2,049.87 1,054 2,146.71 1,046 2,242.51 1,039 2,339.07 1,039 2,432.03 1,039 N 2166

1,952.35 1,065 2,051.71 1,054 2,148.51 1,046 2,244.27 1,039 2,340.83 1,039 2,433.63 1,006 StDev 19

1,954.19 1,054 2,053.55 1,054 2,150.35 1,054 2,246.08 1,048 2,342.59 1,039 2,435.31 1,023 +/- 1

1,956.12 1,071 2,055.47 1,069 2,152.11 1,039 2,247.79 1,029 2,344.35 1,039 2,437.07 1,039 High 1,047

1,957.95 1,052 2,057.02 1,072 2,154.03 1,069 2,249.63 1,054 2,346.03 1,023 2,438.75 1,023 Low 1,045

1,959.87 1,069 2,058.83 1,048 2,155.86 1,052 2,251.47 1,054 2,347.79 1,039 2,440.51 1,039

1,961.90 1,089 2,060.59 1,039 2,157.55 1,025 2,253.23 1,039 2,349.55 1,039 2,442.27 1,039

Table 5.9: This table lists the raw diameters (Dia) produced by the small T-

junction during the condition V run in the shell production demonstration. Also

listed is the time (sec) of droplet formation. Each number is the average diameter

for a set of ∼ 5 droplets.
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Average Diameter Number of Droplets Period

Condition I 999 315 0.70

Condition II 1,023 307 0.51

Condition III 1,087 1,177 0.48

Condition IV 1,077 385 0.48

Condition V 1,046 2,166 0.37

Table 5.10: This is a summary of the quantitative data collected from the small

T-junction during the shell production demonstration. This table includes when

the conditions were applied, the average diameter, number of droplets and the

average period it took to form a droplet.
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Diameter: (um) Diameter: (um) Diameter: (um)

Outer Inner Concentricity Outer Inner Concentricity Outer Inner Concentricity

1,833 1,470 71% 1,864 1,530 48% 1,742 1,394 56%

2,061 1,409 72% 1,955 1,424 88% 2,076 1,424 17%

2,182 1,394 90% 1,864 1,500 36% 1,758 1,409 82%

1,970 1,439 47% 1,742 1,561 26% 1,742 1,424 83%

1,955 1,530 44% 2,364 1,515 72% 2,318 1,470 78%

2,015 1,455 80% 1,833 1,500 49% 1,879 1,439 78%

1,864 1,530 75% 2,121 1,394 86% 1,773 1,500 41%

2,076 1,439 79% 1,803 1,530 9% 1,970 1,591 47%

1,788 1,318 87% 1,909 1,318 95% 2,136 1,485 72%

2,167 1,758 34% 1,894 1,530 30% 1,894 1,424 62%

2,212 1,500 74% 2,242 1,424 52% 2,015 1,515 41%

1,818 1,545 67% 2,273 1,485 74% 1,621 1,364 85%

2,030 1,485 92% 1,758 1,364 59% 2,030 1,515 78%

1,727 1,470 85% 2,227 1,470 69% 2,030 1,470 68%

1,848 1,364 73% 1,939 1,500 49% 1,803 1,470 61%

1,894 1,470 70% 1,879 1,470 76% 1,833 1,424 62%

1,727 1,470 40% 2,121 1,348 58% 2,303 1,470 52%

1,970 1,530 61% 1,955 1,500 91% 1,879 1,439 87%

2,455 1,712 57% 1,939 1,470 57% 2,152 1,409 74%

2,136 1,515 86% 1,985 1,470 42% 1,909 1,470 46%

2,212 1,470 76% 2,106 1,470 48% 2,000 1,424 65%

2,273 1,515 77% 1,955 1,439 33% 1,818 1,439 78%

1,879 1,576 30% 2,076 1,167 73% 1,727 1,379 67%

2,030 1,545 70% 2,091 1,439 74% 2,061 1,364 70%

2,470 1,682 38% 1,939 1,379 73% 2,136 1,470 72%

2,045 1,470 39% 1,788 1,379 79% 2,167 1,364 89%

2,379 1,485 64% 1,955 1,485 51% 1,909 1,455 66%

2,212 1,409 76% 2,136 1,439 96% 2,015 1,485 66%

1,970 1,303 51% 1,939 1,530 86% 1,924 1,530 90%

1,803 1,424 72% 2,000 1,530 3% 2,182 1,470 96%

1,788 1,485 48% 2,030 1,424 33% 1,788 1,485 63%

1,970 1,545 21% 1,773 1,500 78% 2,197 1,500 56%

2,000 1,409 85% 2,136 1,530 72% 2,106 1,636 57%

1,682 1,394 64% 1,924 1,409 47% 1,848 1,485 85%

1,985 1,364 54% 1,939 1,455 33% 1,773 1,545 44%

1,894 1,439 86% 1,727 1,424 69% 2,106 1,500 63%

1,833 1,424 54% 2,106 1,424 28% 2,348 1,424 54%

1,833 1,455 78% 1,955 1,470 70% 1,985 1,485 51%

1,955 1,409 27% 1,909 1,500 41% 1,955 1,364 30%

1,758 1,485 49% 1,970 1,409 80% 1,818 1,455 63%

1,773 1,470 59% 2,152 1,515 23% 2,015 1,455 31%

1,939 1,515 50% 1,879 1,500 78% 1,985 1,515 70%

1,970 1,515 71% 1,788 1,409 78% 1,955 1,924 -89%

1,697 1,348 39% 1,818 1,455 54% 1,697 1,515 -4%

1,848 1,530 62% 1,894 1,455 81% 1,894 1,667 -5%

1,970 1,364 37% 1,833 1,500 19% 2,045 1,727 -15%

1,758 1,561 32% 2,000 1,485 37% Inner Ave: 1,969

1,970 1,500 72% 1,864 1,545 47% Outer Ave: 1,471

1,879 1,424 63% 2,015 1,485 83% N: 146

2,439 1,409 70% 1,788 1,439 76% Concentricity Ave: 61

Table 5.11: This table lists the measured inner and outer diameters of shells from the first collection. These shells were

immersed in IPA during measurement and were measured after they had been cured. A total of 146 shells were measured, 4 of

which contained holes. These shells had an average diameter of ∼ 2.0 mm with an average wall thickness of ∼ 510µm.
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Diameter (um)

Inner Outer Concentricity Inner Outer Concentricity

1,087 1,435 100% 1,109 1,522 100%

1,022 1,304 86% 1,000 1,174 100%

978 1,261 93% 1,087 1,457 100%

1,000 1,478 100% 1,087 1,261 100%

1,087 1,326 76% 978 1,326 100%

935 1,109 88% 1,043 1,522 100%

1,065 1,304 91% 1,022 1,152 100%

1,043 1,522 100% 1,087 1,457 100%

1,196 1,370 100% 1,065 1,348 100%

1,109 1,435 100% 1,109 1,457 100%

1,087 1,522 43% 1,109 1,283 100%

957 1,413 100% 1,109 1,239 100%

1,043 1,326 93% 1,022 1,543 85%

1,087 1,370 73% 944 1,174 100%

1,065 1,391 94% 978 1,283 100%

1,022 1,587 96% 935 1,174 100%

1,196 1,565 89% 1,174 1,435 100%

1,043 1,326 84% 696 1,152 100%

1,130 1,326 80% 957 1,370 100%

1,130 1,500 100% 1,065 1,348 92%

1,304 1,804 96% 1,022 1,652 71%

1,022 1,370 87% 1,109 1,304 62%

1,087 1,370 60% 978 1,761 92%

1,000 1,326 100% 1,043 1,370 81%

1,065 1,326 78% 935 1,261 100%

1,239 1,457 60% 1,043 1,326 100%

1,022 1,283 83% 1,000 1,644 100%

1,087 1,391 87% 1,087 1,435 100%

1,043 1,457 100% 1,067 1,378 100%

1,087 1,630 67% 956 1,556 100%

935 1,196 78% 1,111 1,556 100%

1,000 1,217 90% 1,067 1,333 50%

1,000 1,304 100% 1,089 1,489 95%

1,065 1,304 100% 1,022 1,622 100%

1,043 1,391 100% 956 1,400 100%

1,022 1,348 100% 978 1,489 100%

1,043 1,370 100%

1,130 1,391 100% Inner Outer

1,087 1,370 100% Average 1,048 1,388

1,022 1,261 100% StDev 82 139

1,196 1,478 100% N 79

935 1,196 100% Ave Wall 170

1,065 1,283 100% Ave Concentricity: 92%

Table 5.12: This graph contains statistics about the shells formed during the first

collection after they have been critical point dried. The measured inner and outer

diameters are listed here along with the concentricity. The shells have an average

diameter of 1.4 mm and average wall thickness of 170µm.
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Diameter (um)

Inner Outer Concentricity:

964 1,643 54%

1,000 2,143 99%

1,036 1,536 94%

1,143 1,464 98%

1,000 1,393 94%

2,179 2,750 99%

1,036 2,929 90%

1,107 3,036 95%

1,036 2,929 90%

1,214 2,036 91%

1,143 2,250 96%

1,179 1,893 99%

929 1,393 98%

893 1,429 99%

536 1,143 99%

1,107 1,964 98%

1,143 2,786 95%

1,286 3,036 96%

1,250 1,750 98%

2,571 3,250 98%

Outer

Average 2,137

StDev 681

Inner:

Average 1,187

StDev 441

Table 5.13: This chart contains the inner and outer diameters of shell formed

from the second collection of double emulsions. These shells had an average outer

diameter of ∼ 2.1 mm with a standard deviation of ∼ 680µm and a average wall

thickness of ∼ 470µm.
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